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Zusammenfassung 
Lithium-Ionen-Akkumulatoren und Superkondensatoren haben sich zu unverzichtbaren 
Energiespeichertechnologien in der stetig wachsenden mobilen Elektrifizierung entwickelt. 
Bedingt durch die grundsätzlich unterschiedlichen Energiespeicherprinzipien, besitzen beide 
Technologien spezifische Vor- und Nachteile. Hybride Superkondensatoren kombinieren die 
Vorteile beider Technologien und sind daher in den letzten Jahren in den Fokus zahlreicher 
wissenschaftlichen Publikationen gerückt. In der vorliegenden Arbeit wurde ein 
Elektrodenhybridisierungsansatz untersucht, welcher auf einer optimierten und 
synergetischen Kombination von kommerziell erhältlichen Aktivmaterialien basiert. Durch 
gezielte Modifizierung der Elektrodenzusammensetzung und der Wahl der verwendeten 
Aktivmaterialien können die Zellen auf eine bestimmte Anwendung hin ausgelegt werden. 
Der Fokus der Arbeit liegt auf der Referenzelektrodenentwicklung zur Charakterisierung von 
hybriden Superkondensatoren, dem Einfluss der Elektrodenmikrostruktur auf die 
elektrochemischen Eigenschaften und der Verbesserung der Ratenfähigkeit von hybriden 
Superkondensatoren durch Erhöhung der elektrischen Leitfähigkeit der Aktivmaterialien. 
Letzteres konnte durch eine Anpassung der Sauerstoffleerstellenkonzentration und des damit 
verbundenen Titan-Valenzzustandes von Lithiumtitanat erreicht werden. Dadurch wurde die 
Kohlenstoffkonzentration der Lithiumtitanat-Elektroden auf 5 Masse% verringert und 
gleichzeitig eine hohe Elektrodenkapazität von ca. 70 mAh/g (82 mAh/g bezogen auf 
Aktivmasse) unter extrem hohen C-Raten von 100 C erreicht. Durch Kombination dieser 
Elektroden mit Kompositelektroden aus Aktivkohle und Lithiummanganoxid konnten eine 
vielversprechende Energie- und Leistungsdichte von ca. 70 Wh/kg beziehungsweise 47 kW/kg 
erreicht werden (82 Wh/kg und 55 kW/kg bezogen auf Aktivmasse). Gleichzeitig konnte 83 % 
der Ausgangsenergiedichte nach 5.000 Zyklen bei 10 C beibehalten werden (78 % nach 
15.000 Zyklen unter 100 C). 
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Abstract 
Lithium-ion batteries and supercapacitors have become indispensable energy storage devices 
for the steadily growing electrification. Both technologies possess unique advantages and 
disadvantages due to the inherently different energy storage principles involved. Hybrid 
supercapacitors (HSC) combine the advantages of the individual devices and have thus 
attracted considerable attention in recent years. In this thesis, electrode hybridization was 
investigated based on an optimized and synergetic combination of commercial lithium-ion 
battery and supercapacitor materials. This cost-effective approach is highly versatile since the 
electrode recipe can be precisely adjusted to a certain application via simple variation of the 
active material ratio or active material combination. 
A special focus of this thesis was set on the reference electrode design for HSC 
characterization, the influence of electrode microstructure on the electrochemical 
performance and the improvement of the rate performance of hybrid supercapacitors via 
enhancing the electrical conductivity of the active material. The latter was achieved via 
adjustment of the oxygen defect concentration and the associated titanium valence state of 
lithium titanate. This enabled the reduction of the carbon concentration of lithium titanate 
electrodes to 5 mass%, while yielding a high electrode capacity of about 70 mAh/g (82 mAh/g 
normalized to the active mass) at ultra-high C-rates of 100 C. When combined with an 
activated carbon / lithium manganese oxide composite cathode, an excellent energy and 
power performance of 70 Wh/kg and 47 kW/kg, respectively, was obtained (82 Wh/kg and 
55 kW/kg normalized to the active mass), while maintaining 83 % of its energy ratings after 
5,000 cycles at 10 C (78 % after 15,000 cycles at 100 C). 
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1. Introduction 
The improving living standards of industrial and emerging countries and the rapid growth of 
the world population have led to a continuously growing demand for electrical energy in 
today´s society. Common energy sources, like oil and coal, are gradually depleting, while their 
usage is limited by more and more strict environmental legislation. Therefore, renewable 
energy conversion technologies, like solar cells or wind turbines, are crucial for a sustainable 
future. Since the energy output of these technologies is strongly fluctuating (e.g., during the 
night or during dead calm), the usage of electrochemical energy storage (ESS) devices 
becomes inevitable.[1] Moreover, the success of today´s mobile electronics and the emerging 
electrification of motor vehicles is based on efficient EES devices.[2] 
Conversion of chemical energy into electrical energy was explored centuries ago by 
Alessandro Volta in 1780.[3] Modern EES devices, like lithium-ion batteries (LIB) or electrical 
double-layer capacitors (EDLCs) have not been realized until the last decades. The first LIBs 
were commercialized in the 1990s by the Sony Corporation, while the first commercial 
successful EDLCs were produced by NEC during the 1970s with the license of SOHIO.[4] Both 
technologies are characterized by distinct electrochemical properties due to the inherently 
different energy storage principles involved. LIBs store charge via Li+ intercalation/de-
intercalation into host materials and associated reversible Faradaic reactions.[1] As opposed 
to this, the charge storage process of EDLCs involves ion electrosorption at the interface of 
high surface area electrodes and an electrolyte.[5] The different charge storage mechanisms 
also result in different electrochemical properties of both types of devices. A LIB is 
characterized by high specific energy, typically over 100 Wh/kg, a moderate specific power 
below 1000 W/kg (Figure 1) and a low cycle life of only a few thousand cycles with a limited 
depth of discharge.[3,5,6] An EDLC, in contrast, is a high power device with specific power 
over 10,000 W/kg and cycle life of millions of cycles (depending on the operation 
condition).[5] The resulting specific energy is relatively low and usually below 5 Wh/kg.[5] 
An ongoing task is the combination of the advantages of both technologies to outweigh the 
main drawbacks of the individual device. One of the first considerations of combining high 
power and high energy EES devices were done by David Vincent Ragone (name giver of the 
so-called Ragone Plots) in 1968.[7] Most combinations were made on an external level, by the 
hardwire connection of a conventional EDLC with a lead acid battery or a LIB. The main 
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outcomes are: The size of the battery can be reduced [8,9], enhanced cycle life (especially for 
pulsed applications),[10,11] and a broader operating temperature range [10] compared to the 
battery alone. These ways of external hybridization have a drawback owing to the 
electrochemical nature of the two different devices: A conventional LIB is normally used at a 
narrow potential range of 3-4.2 V, while an EDLC is typically cycled over a large range of 0-
2.7 V.[12] To compensate this voltage mismatch, complex serial or parallel connections of 
multiple EDLCs and LIBs and supplementary control electronics have to be utilized.[12] 
These drawbacks can be resolved by combining LIB and EDLC materials in a single device. Such 
devices are generally referred to as hybrid supercapacitors (HSCs) and were first proposed by 
Amatucci et al.[13] in 2001. In this work, an asymmetric HSC was constructed by combining 
an EDLC cathode with a LIB anode. Since then, HSCs have attracted considerable attention in 
the scientific community, and several material combinations have been proposed.[14–22] 
Additionally, it was observed that such combinations could lead to beneficial synergistic 
effects between both material classes since the EDLC material (carbon) can significantly 
enhance the electrode conductivity and act as a shock absorber for high currents.[15,20] 
 
Figure 1: Ragone-chart of energy storage devices based on entire cell mass (adapted from Ref. 
[5,6,23]). 
 
The HSC technology is still in an early stage of development, with only limited commercialized 
applications.[24] Only a few companies like JM Energy, FDK, NCC, or Yunasko have recently 
started to produce HSC devices.[5,25] Commercial/prototype HSC cells usually possess a 
higher specific power and cyclability as compared to LIBs (up to 10 kW/kg and several 
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thousand cycles), while simultaneously delivering higher specific energy as compared to EDLCs 
(between 10-30 Wh/kg).[5,25] Possible application areas of HSCs are start/stop coasting 
coupled with recuperation systems or as a high power component for electrical vehicles. 
Additionally, the scope of HSC applications may extend to stationary power supplies, wireless 
sensor nodes, windmills, electric busses, and trams. 
This thesis aims to establish a deeper understanding of the cell chemistry to improve HSCs 
concepts and further advance this technology towards commercialization. Special attention 
will be given to proper reference electrode design for HSC electrode characterization, 
detection and prevention of rate limitations and the influence of the electrode microstructure 
on the electrochemical performance. This chapter will introduce basic principles and the state-
of-the-art of LIBs, EDLCs, and HSCs. 
 
1.1 Lithium-ion Batteries 
The concept of lithium-based batteries was first introduced during a conference talk by Chilton 
Jr. and Cook at the Electrochemical Society fall meeting in Boston in 1962.[26] Since then, this 
technology has been constantly refined, particularly by Armand,[27] Goodenough,[28] and 
Lazzari & Scrosati,[29] until the first modern lithium-ion battery was commercialized by Sony 
in 1991.[3,24] State-of-the-art LIBs use a graphite negative electrode and a lithium-containing 
transition metal oxide (e.g., LiCoO2, LiMn2O4 or LiFePO4) as the positive electrode.[3] In the 
following, the negative electrode will be referred to as the anode, while the positive electrode 
will be referred to as the cathode. Note that this definition should not be confused with 
general electrochemistry nomenclature (i.e., the anode is the electrode where oxidation takes 
place, and the cathode is the electrode where the reduction takes place) since anode and 
cathode would reverse their position in this case during cell charging and discharging. In state-
of-the-art LIB nomenclature “anode” and “cathode” have become synonyms for “negative 
electrode” and “positive electrode” and are being used in this context for brevity. 
Both electrodes are kept at a distance by a separator soaked with an organic electrolyte (Li-
salt dissolved in an organic solvent) to prevent an electrical short. During charging, a current 
flows between the electrodes, leading to the oxidation of the transition metal in the cathode 
and the de-intercalation of Li-ions from the cathode into the electrolyte (Figure 2A). 
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Simultaneously the anode material (e.g., graphite) is reduced while it intercalates Li-ions from 
the electrolyte into its lattice (Equation 1). The quantity of passed electrons/charge is 
proportional to the yield of the electrochemical reaction and follows Faraday´s laws of 
electrolysis.[30] By definition, such reactions are defined as Faradaic reactions and LIB 
materials are often referred to as Faradaic charge storage materials.[30] During discharging 
all processes are reversed (transition metal reduced, anode material oxidized) leading to the 
flux of electrons from anode to the cathode (Figure 2B and Equation 2).[3,31] 
 
Figure 2: Schematic operating principle of a LIB during charging (A) and discharging (B). The 
movement direction of electrons “e-“ and Li-ions is indicated by the colored arrows (adapted 
from Ref. [32]). 
 
In case of a graphite anode and a layered transition metal oxide cathode, these processes can 
be expressed by the following equations: 
Charging: LiMO2 + C ⟶ Li1-xMO2 + LixC (1) 
Discharging: Li1-xMO2 + LixC ⟶ LiMO2 + C (2) 
where M is a transition metal (e.g., Mn, Co, Fe, or Ni). The transfer of Li-ions from the cathode 
to the anode during charging increases the voltage difference between both electrodes. This 
difference is caused by the higher chemical potential of Li-ions contained in the anode as 
compared to the cathode.[24,33] Both effects, the transfer of charge via Li-ion/electron 
migration and the associated polarization between the electrodes, determines how much 
electrical energy can be converted into chemical energy during cell charging. Accordingly, the 
specific energy E (energy per mass) reads:[3] 
𝐸 = 𝑄?̅? (3) 
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where Q is the transferred charge per mass and ?̅? is the average potential between anode and 
cathode. In the following, this charge will be referred to as capacity according to the common 
LIB nomenclature.[3] The theoretical gravimetric capacity Q (charge per mass) that can 
maximal be stored inside the bulk of the active material is given by Faraday´s first law of 
electrolysis: 
𝑄 =
𝑧𝑒𝑁𝐴
𝑀
 (4) 
where z is the amount of lithium intercalated/de-intercalated per formula unit, e is the 
elementary charge, NA is the Avogadro constant and M is the molecular weight of one formula 
unit. Accordingly, materials which intercalate large amounts of Li-ions (i.e., possess high Q) at 
a high polarization are generally preferred to obtain high energy (Equation 3-4). 
 
1.1.1 Cathode Materials for Lithium-ion Batteries 
The cathode of a conventional LIB is the source of Li-ions since the cells are assembled in a 
discharged state with Li-free graphite as an anode.[33] Li-ion-containing transition metal 
oxides remain at the focal point of LIB cathode material application since LiCoO2 was first 
introduced in the groundbreaking study of Mizushima et al. in 1980.[28] The enormous 
scientific effort during the subsequent decades resulted in the discovery of a wide variety of 
alternative cathode materials with distinct electrochemical properties (e.g., cycling stability, 
capacity, lithiation/de-lithiation plateau). These materials can be classified according to the 
crystal structure and chemical composition into layered LiMO2, olivine LiMPO4, spinel LiM2O4, 
silicate Li2MSiO4, tavorite LiMPO4F, and borate LiMBO3 compounds (where M can be Co, Ni, 
Mn, Fe, or V).[33] While most of the cathode materials possess unique features, only a few 
are characterized by a well-balanced electrochemical performance all across the board and 
have reached commercial status today. Since these cathode materials are also most promising 
for hybridization, only these will be discussed in the following. 
Lithium cobalt oxide (LiCoO2, LCO) has a layered crystal structure with 2D Li-ion diffusion paths 
and was the first commercially used cathode material for LIBs.[3] Electrochemical extraction 
of Li-ions from the LCO structure leads to a voltage plateau at 4 V vs. Li/Li+ attributed to the 
redox pair Co4+/Co3+ (Figure 3).[3] It is generally possible to de-intercalate almost all Li-ions 
from the LCO structure and consequently reach the theoretical capacity of 274 mAh/g. Even 
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after almost three decades of extensive research, the capacity of this material has remained 
limited to about 140 mAh/g for practical applications.[3,33] This is because of structural 
instabilities of the crystal lattice after Li-ion extraction beyond a critical limit since excessive 
de-lithiation leads to oxygen release from the material.[3,34] The liberated oxygen can then 
further exothermically react with the organic electrolyte and lead to the ignition or explosion 
of the cell.[3,34] 
 
Figure 3: Characteristic charging/discharging curves of the most important positive electrode 
materials LMO, LCO and LFP vs. Li/Li+ at 20 °C and C/5 (data of curves from Ref [35] and [3]). 
 
Follow-up work on layered compounds studied Ni- and Mn-ion-containing LCO derivatives to 
improve the safety of the cells and to decrease the overall amount of expensive Co.[3,33] This 
research gave rise to the development of LiNi1/3Co1/3Mn1/3O2 (NCM) and similar compounds, 
which are widely used in today’s state-of-the-art LIBs.[3] Similar to LCO, NCM possesses a 
layered structure with 2D Li-ion diffusion channels.[3] The de-lithiation of NCM leads to a 
sloped voltage profile at 3.8-4.3 V vs. Li/Li+ due to the sequential oxidation of Ni2+ to Ni3+, Ni3+ 
to Ni4+, and finally Co3+ to Co4+ (Figure 3).[3,33] Manganese-ions are electrochemically inactive 
and are solely incorporated to stabilize the crystal structure and to improve the 
electrochemical cycling stability.[3] The NCM structure is more resilient to de-lithiation, 
leading to improved practically usable gravimetric capacities of up to 160 mAh/g (theoretical 
value 274 mAh/g).[3] Nevertheless, oxygen release at a high degree of de-lithiation cannot 
fully be avoided and is still a major safety concern for NCM-based LIBs.[3] Since most HSCs 
applications impose abusive conditions to the cells (e.g., high currents) and the used 
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electrolyte (i.e., acetonitrile) is highly flammable, LCO and derivatives thereof were not 
studied in this thesis. 
A safer alternative to layered transition metal oxides is lithium iron phosphate (LiFePO4, LFP). 
This material was first proposed by Padhi et al. in 1998,[36] has an olivine crystal structure 
and a voltage plateau at about 3.4 V vs. Li/Li+ due to the redox couple Fe2+/Fe3+ (Figure 3).[3] 
The theoretical capacity of LFP upon complete Li+-extraction is 170 mAh/g.[37] Since LFP 
exhibits no oxygen evolution and no exothermic effects during charging/discharging, it allows 
full de-lithiation without the risk of cell ignition or explosion.[3] Additionally, LFP is not toxic, 
cheaper as compared to LCO or NCM and has an excellent cycle life of several thousand 
cycles.[3] The high cycle life is attributed to the stability of the delithiated phase (FePO4) and 
the low volume difference of about 7 vol% between the lithium rich and lithium poor 
phases.[3] Nevertheless, the low de-lithiation plateau position decreases the overall cell 
voltage and thus the specific energy (Equation 3). Additionally, the 1D Li-ion diffusion paths 
and the low electrical conductivity can severely deteriorate the rate performance and 
generally limit the practical capacity of LFP to about 100-110 mAh/g.[36] To circumvent these 
limitations, the use of nanosized electrode material particles and carbon coatings have been 
proposed to decrease the solid Li-ion diffusion paths and increase the electrical conductivity, 
respectively. Such nanocomposites can enable gravimetric capacities of up to 165 mAh/g.[3] 
Another promising alternative to LCO and NCM is lithium manganese oxide (LMO, LiMn2O4). 
This material was first introduced as possible LIB cathode by Thackery et al. in 1983,[38] is not 
toxic, less expensive, and safer as compared to LCO/NCM.[39] LMO has a spinel crystal 
structure with a three-dimensional network for Li-ion diffusion.[3] These cross-linked Li-ion 
diffusion channels allow fast Li-ion extraction/insertion kinetics and enable a superior high-
rate performance as compared to LCO or LFP.[3,24] During de-lithiation Mn3+ ions are oxidized 
into Mn4+ in a voltage range of 3.8-4.25 V vs. Li/Li+ (Figure 3). This leads to the following 
electrochemical reaction during charging and discharging: 
Charging: LiMn2O4 ⟶ Li1-xMn2O4 + xLi+ + xe- (5) 
Discharging: Li1-xMn2O4 + xLi+ + xe-⟶ LiMn2O4 (6) 
The theoretical capacity of LMO upon entire Li+-extraction is 148 mAh/g.[40] Nevertheless, 
only 0.8 Li+-ions per formula unit can be maximally extracted, which corresponds to a specific 
capacity of about 120 mAh/g.[41] The main drawback of LMO is its high capacity fading during 
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cycling, especially at elevated temperatures of about 50 °C.[3,31] This fade was well 
investigated in literature and several failure mechanisms were proposed: (i) Fracture of the 
LMO surface in deeply discharged cells caused by a Jan-Teller distortion,[42] (ii) dissolution of 
Mn-ions into the electrolyte,[43,44] or (iii) the oxidation of the electrolyte at the LMO 
surface.[45] The latter two have an important implication for the conventional particle-size-
reduction-approach of high power concepts since the area for side reactions (i.e., surface area) 
increases with shrinking particle size. Accordingly, nanosizing of LMO particles can have a 
detrimental effect on the cell lifetime and has to be considered with caution.[24] 
 
1.1.2 Anode Materials for Lithium-ion Batteries 
Initially, lithium metal foil was used as the anode for the first lithium-based secondary 
batteries due to its high gravimetric capacity of 3860 mAh/g and its low reduction 
voltage.[3,46] This anode was then abandoned due to the poor cycle life and lithium dendrite 
growth, which can lead to a short-circuit and a thermal runaway of the cells.[3] The risk of 
lithium dendrite formation is drastically reduced when replacing the lithium metal by an 
intercalating anode material like graphite[26] or lithium titanate (Li4Ti5O12, LTO)[47]. Graphite 
is by far the most widespread anode material in state-of-the-art LIBs. This is due to its high 
capacity of about 370 mAh/g and low Li-ion intercalation potential below 0.3 V vs. Li/Li+ 
(Figure 4). Such a low Li-intercalation potential exceeds the electrochemical stability of all 
organic electrolytes, which start to decompose at potentials below about 0.8 V vs. Li/Li+ 
(Figure 4).[48] 
Reliable cycling performance of conventional LIBs is only possible when passivizing the 
graphite surface by formation of the so-called solid electrolyte interphase (SEI).[48] The SEI is 
a Li-ion permeable surface layer which is formed during the first charge/discharge cycles of 
the cell and consists of organic and inorganic electrolyte decomposition precipitates.[48] 
Further electrolyte decomposition can largely be avoided since the SEI is electrically 
insulating.[48] Conventional LIBs are generally limited to carbonate-based electrolytes, which 
are known to form a stable and dense SEI.[49] Additionally, multiple electrolyte additives (e.g., 
vinylene carbonate, fluoroethylene carbonate, or lithium bis(oxalate) borate) are needed to 
modify the chemical composition of the SEI and to improve the electrochemical cycling 
stability of graphite based cells.[50] The high charge transfer resistance of the SEI and the 
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generally low ionic conductivity of carbonate-based electrolytes can impair the 
electrochemical kinetics and the rate performance of the cells.[51] 
Anode materials, which operate within the electrochemical stability boundary of organic 
electrolytes are promising for high rate application since SEI formation can be avoided and 
highly Li-ion conductive electrolytes become accessible (e.g., Li-salt containing acetonitrile). 
The most important example of such a high-voltage anode is LTO with a voltage plateau at 
about 1.55 V vs. Li/Li+ (Figure 4). While the high lithiation potential of LTO effectively 
circumvents SEI formation, it also decreases the specific energy compared to a graphite 
electrode.[3] Therefore, commercial LTO-based cells are mainly limited to niche applications 
which require a high power performance. 
 
Figure 4: Charging/discharging curve of LTO and graphite vs. Li/Li+ at 20 °C and C/20 (data from 
Ref. [35]) 
 
LTO is characterized by several properties like inherent safety,[52] high Coulombic 
efficiency,[47] negligible volume expansion during lithiation,[47] and the cost-attractive raw 
materials for synthesis [53]. The Li-intercalation reaction takes place according to the 
following reaction: 
Charging: Li4Ti5O12 + 3Li+ + 3e-⟶ Li7Ti5O12 (7) 
Discharging: Li7Ti5O12 ⟶ Li4Ti5O12 + 3Li+ + 3e- (8) 
The theoretical capacity of LTO is 175 mAh/g, and practical values of about 160 mAh/g can be 
achieved for commercial materials.[54] According to the Gibbs phase rule, the constant 
voltage plateau of LTO indicates that two separate phases must be present during lithiation 
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since the electrochemical potential (i.e., the potential of the anode) is fixed Li-ion 
insertion/extraction.[55] This so-called two-phase lithiation/de-lithiation mechanism assumes 
the simultaneous existence of a Li-poor (Li4Ti5O12) and a Li-rich (Li7Ti5O12) phase, sharply 
separated by a physical phase boundary.[55] By contrast, the de-lithiation of cathode 
materials like LCO, NCM, or LMO is carried out by cumulative Li-ion depletion of a single phase 
(solid-solution mechanism) as can be deduced from their sloped voltage profiles (Figure 3). 
The two-phase mechanism of LTO is supported by electron microscopic studies of partially 
lithiated LTO.[56] During lithiation, the Li-rich phase is initially formed at the outer shell of the 
LTO particles according to the core-shell model of Takami and co-workers (Figure 5).[57] With 
continued lithiation, the Li-rich phase propagates further into the particle, thereby 
transforming the entire particle into the Li-rich phase. During de-lithiation, the Li-rich phase is 
transformed into the Li-poor phase according to the same principles. 
The low intrinsic electronic conductivity of Li4Ti5O12 (10-13 S/cm) impairs the Li-ion 
intercalation/de-intercalation reactions of LTO-based cells.[58] Substantial experimental 
efforts have been devoted to increasing the electronic conductivity of LTO anodes, for 
example by adding conductive carbon into LTO electrodes. In this context, a variety of LTO-
carbon nanocomposites have been proposed, such as LTO confined in nanopores of activated 
carbon (AC),[59] or LTO-grafted on carbon nanotubes,[60–64] carbon nanofibers,[53,65–67] 
or graphene.[68–72] LTO-doping is another effective way to improve the intrinsic electronic 
conductivity of LTO, for example with Cu2+,[73] Mg2+,[74] Zn2+,[75] Fe3+,[76] Cr3+,[77] Al3+,[78] 
Sn4+,[79] Zr4+,[80] Ta5+,[81] V5+,[82] Nb5+,[83] or W6+ [84]. Such doping elements have been 
reported to reduce a fraction of Ti4+ to Ti3+ and increase the overall electron concentration.[85] 
 
Figure 5: Simplified core-shell model of the spatial positioning of the present two phases in an 
LTO particle during lithiation and de-lithiation according to Takami et al. [57]. The propagation 
direction of the respective phase is indicated by the colored arrows. Copyright by Elsevier, 
reprinted from Ref. [22] with permission. 
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At temperatures exceeding 50 °C, LTO-based cells are reported to display severe swelling 
effects originating from gas evolution at the LTO anode.[86–90] Up to now the root cause of 
this gas evolution is blurred and several mechanisms have been proposed: i) Electrochemical 
decomposition of trace water and electrolyte decomposition catalyzed by trace water,[87] ii) 
electrochemical electrolyte decomposition catalyzed by the LTO surface,[88] iii) intrinsic 
electrochemical electrolyte decomposition caused by the low potential and the temperature 
independent of the electrode material,[90] and iv) continuous electrolyte decomposition 
during cycling due to ineffective passivation of the LTO surface.[86] 
 
1.2 Electrical Double-layer Capacitors 
A conventional EDLC is constructed by two porous carbon electrodes, which are separated by 
a separator soaked with an electrolyte. When a current is applied between both electrodes, 
the accompanied voltage difference causes a net diffusion of positively charged electrolyte 
ions to the negative electrode, while negatively charged species migrate to the positive 
electrode (Figure 6A).[91] The ions are physically adsorbed at the electrodes and their charge 
is counterbalanced by electrons (negative electrode) respectively holes (positive 
electrode).[91] According to the Helmholtz model, ions and their respective countercharge 
(electrons or holes) are accumulated in the vicinity of the electrode surface in a static, few 
nanometer thick layer, the so-called electrical double-layer.[91] During discharging, these 
processes are reversed, leading to the flux of electrons from the negative electrode to the 
positive electrode, while ions diffuse into the electrolyte (Figure 6B). This energy storage 
mechanism does not involve Faradaic reactions or solid-state diffusion, occurs rapidly, and is 
highly reversible. Because of these reasons, EDLCs can be charged much faster (higher specific 
power) and have superior cycle live compared to batteries.[6] 
The energy storage principle of an EDLC is like the one of a parallel plate capacitor (energy 
storage through charge separation). On first approximation, the same equations can be 
applied to calculate the capacity and energy of the device.[23,92,93] With two electrical 
double-layers being formed (one on each electrode), the overall capacitance C (measure of a 
capacitor´s ability to store an electrical charge) results after simple series connection of two 
capacitors in the following expression:[91] 
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𝐶
=
1
𝐶1
+
1
𝐶2
 (9) 
where C1 and C2 are the capacitances of the first and second electrode respectively. The 
capacitance of one electric double layer C* (C1 or C2) can be expressed as: 
𝐶∗ =
𝜀𝑟𝜀0
𝑑
𝐴 (10) 
where εr is the electrolyte dielectric constant, ε0 is the permittivity of vacuum, d the charge 
separation distance (thickness of the electrical double-layer), and A the electrode surface area 
accessible for electrolyte ions. The energy E is given by: 
𝐸 =
1
2
𝐶𝑈2 (11) 
where U is the potential window of the cell. The energy ratings are improved compared to a 
parallel plate capacitor because the area for charge accumulation is much higher and the 
charge separation distance is smaller (high A and low d, Equation 10). 
 
Figure 6: Schematic operating principle of an EDLC during charging (A) and discharging (B). The 
movement direction of electrons “e-“ and Li-ions is indicated by the colored arrows (adapted 
from Ref. [6]). 
 
An ideal EDLC with no resistive losses would deliver the complete stored energy, independent 
of the discharging rate. However, a real EDLC is discharged with increasing discharging rates 
will show a fading of the recoverable/storable energy. This fading is caused by the equivalent 
series resistance (ESR) of the EDLC. The ESR is a complex combination of different parallel and 
serial contributions like particle-particle resistance, contact resistance, and/or ionic resistance 
of the electrolyte and the separator.[5] At match impedance, when the ESR is equal to the 
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resistance of the electrical load (connected between both poles to discharge the cell), the 
specific power decreases, even though the discharging rate is increased. At this point the 
supercapacitor possesses its highest power Pmax while coinstantaneous delivering only half of 
the stored energy [5,94]: 
sR
U
P
4
2
max   (12) 
where U is the applied voltage and Rs is the ESR of the EDLC.[5] 
The most important requirements of the active material for an EDLC is a large surface area 
accessible to ions and high electronic conductivity. Both of these requirements can be 
matched by using high porous carbons since carbon is electrically conductive and one of the 
most structural versatile elements in the world.[91] The tremendous research efforts in the 
last years gave rise to the development of a vast number of different carbon materials like 
AC,[95,96] onion-like carbon,[97] templated carbon,[98] carbon nanotubes,[99] carbon 
aerogels,[100] or graphene[101]. 
Today, ACs are the primarily commercially used carbon active material for EDLCs due to their 
large specific surface area (1000-3000 m2/g), good electrical conductivity, and cost 
efficiency.[5,91] These carbons are derived through a carbonization-activation process of 
carbon-rich precursors like coconut shells, wood, pitch, or synthetic polymers.[102] This 
carbonization/activation process leads to the development of highly porous AC materials 
containing a network of macropores (>50 nm), mesopores (2-50 nm), and micropores 
(<2 nm).[91] The mesopores and macropores act as transportation channels for ion diffusion 
from the electrolyte bulk to the electrode-electrolyte interface, whereas micropores are 
responsible for ion electrosorption and the associated charge storage.[103] Accordingly, the 
pore size distribution of the AC highly impacts the performance of the EDCL and needs to be 
carefully adjusted.[91] The latter applies in particular to careful matching of the pore structure 
to the size and mobility of anions and cations (including different optimum parameters for the 
positive and negative electrode). 
Since EDLCs are generally operated within the electrochemical stability boundaries of the 
electrolyte, elaborate SEI engineering can be avoided, and a wide variety of electrolytes can 
be applied. Electrolytes for EDLCs can generally be divided into systems with aqueous and 
organic solvents or neat ionic liquids. Aqueous electrolytes provide a high conductivity 
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combined with high safety and low cost.[5] Yet, their low potential window limits their 
industrial usability, since the energy and the specific power both depend on the cell voltage 
(Equation 11-12).[104] While ionic liquids may provide high electrochemical stability windows 
above 3 V, the low ionic conductivity and high price generally is insufficient for most 
applications.[5,105] By contrast, organic electrolytes offer a high electrochemical stability 
window of up to 2.7 V and a superior conductivity as compared to ionic liquids.[5,105] 
Nowadays, commercial supercapacitors are commonly operated with organic electrolytes 
(e.g., tetraethylammonium tetrafluoroborate salt dissolved in acetonitrile or propylene 
carbonate).[5] 
This distinct difference between Faradaic Li-ion intercalation and capacitive charge storage 
mechanisms is only a simplistic image and does not include pseudocapacitive charge storage. 
Alike for LIBs, pseudocapacitive charge storage originates from reversible Faradaic reactions 
at the surface or in the volume of the active materials. These processes are, however, 
extremely fast and generally not distinguishable from EDLC materials in their electrochemical 
signature (e.g., charge/voltage profiles).[106] Typical pseudocapacitive materials are metal 
oxides (e.g., ruthenium oxide or birnessite-type MnO2), transition metal dichalcogenides, 
transition metal carbides, and conducting polymers (e.g., polyaniline).[107] 
Pseudocapacitance can also originate from heteroatoms (especially oxygen and nitrogen) 
contained in surface groups of AC [108] or be provided by the electrolyte [109]. It remains 
important to label materials and electrodes only pseudocapacitive if i) the energy storage and 
recovery mechanism is not dominated by electrical double-layer formation, and ii) the 
observed charge/discharge behavior truly is capacitor-like (i.e., no battery-like behavior with 
pronounced redox peaks). 
 
1.3 Hybrid Supercapacitors 
Hybrid supercapacitors aim to combine the advantages and energy storage principles of LIBs 
and EDLCs in one device (i.e., high cycle life, specific energy and power) and were first 
introduced 2001 in a pioneering study of Amatucci et al.[13] In this work, HSCs were 
constructed by combing an AC cathode with a LTO anode (Figure 7C, left side). During 
charging, an electrical double-layer forms at the AC-electrolyte interface (EDLC charge storage 
mechanism), while Li-ions diffuse from the Li-ion containing electrolyte and intercalate into 
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the crystal structure of LTO (LIB charge storage mechanism). It is generally conceivable to 
reverse this electrochemical setup and construct an HSC with a LIB positive electrode and an 
AC negative electrode (Figure 7C, right side). However, such a concept is not popular due to 
the associated lower cell voltage in this case.[110] In the following, the electrochemical setup 
will be referred to as asymmetric HSC, whereby one electrode exclusively stores charge via 
ion electrosorption and one electrode exclusively stores charge via Faradaic Li-intercalation 
reactions (Figure 7B). The best-known example of an asymmetric HSC is the so-called lithium-
ion capacitor (LIC). These devices are already commercially available and employ graphite 
anodes and AC cathodes in a carbonate-based organic electrolyte.[5] Since the graphite anode 
of LICs is operated outside of the electrochemical stability window of organic electrolytes, the 
operating voltage of LIC is drastically enhanced to about 4 V.[110,110] Similar to conventional 
LIBs, a stable SEI at the anode surface is required to prevent a continuous electrolyte 
decomposition. In case of LICs, the occurring irreversibly Li-loss during SEI formation cannot 
be compensated by a higher cathode loading, since the AC cathode does not contain Li-ions 
(in contrast to LIBs). Therefore, pre-lithiation of the graphite anode is mandatory to prevent 
Li-ion depletion of the electrolyte during SEI formation.[110,111] Such a pre-lithiation is 
usually carried out with a sacrificial Li-metal electrode and requires elaborate current collector 
pretreatment (i.e., defined perforating) and/or complex formation cycles.[5,110] All these 
factors negatively affect the cost-effectiveness of LICs and therefore limit its attractiveness for 
a wider range of applications. Cell concepts based on low voltage anodes and associated SEI 
formation are not part of this thesis. 
Hybridization can also be realized by combining Faradaic charge storage and highly porous 
carbon materials within the same electrode. This electrode hybridization can be accomplished 
according to two inherently different approaches: Hybrid materials or composite electrodes. 
In the former case Faradaic energy storage materials are directly deposited during material 
synthesis onto AC,[59] carbon nanotubes,[60–64] carbon nanofibers,[53,65–67] onion-like 
carbons,[112] or graphene.[68–72] For this purpose, several synthesis routes were proposed 
like wet processes,[112,113] atomic layer deposition,[114,115] electrochemical deposition 
[116,117] or drop casting.[118] Generally, the carbon substrates can be divided into 
endohedral and exohedral carbons. Endohedral carbons are porous materials with their 
surface area primarily located inside of the particles (e.g., AC), while exohedral carbons are 
non-porous nanomaterials with surface area localized at the particle outer surface (e.g., 
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carbon onions, closed-capped carbon nanotubes, or graphene).[119] The carbon substrate 
increases the electronic conductivity and provides a large surface area for ion electrosorption 
and a large solid-electrolyte interface (beneficial to decrease the diffusion distance of Li-ions 
in the solid phase). Simultaneously the capacity/energy is enhanced by the Faradaic charge 
storage material. 
 
Figure 7: Schematic examples of a LIB (A), EDLC (B), asymmetric hybrid (C) and hybridization 
of the electrode (D). Anode/cathode LIB active material particles are indicated by blue/red 
spherical particles, while AC is depicted as regular black hexagons. 
 
The hybrid material approach allows precise control of the electrochemical performance by 
modifying the process parameters and/or the used materials and to tune the charge storage 
mechanisms as was previously demonstrated by Fleischmann et al. [112]. There is a risk of 
blocking the surface area and internal pores of the carbon substrate (especially in case of 
endohedral carbons) for high loadings of Faradaic charge storage materials.[113] Additionally, 
efficient synthesis processes and protocols, which are already established and optimized for 
large-scale production of commercial materials, have to be altered and precisely adjusted for 
the production of novel hybrid materials. This is usually connected to several time-consuming 
and costly upscaling phases and preferably avoided from an industrial point of view. 
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Electrode hybridization can also be achieved by combining commercial LIB materials and AC 
within the same electrode by mechanical mixing (Figure 7D). Such composite electrodes 
largely avoid pore blocking of the AC, while being based on cost-effective commercially 
available materials. These electrodes have attracted considerable interest in the scientific 
community, and several material combinations have been proposed.[14–21] It is possible to 
hybridize both electrodes simultaneously or to combine one composite electrode with either 
a LIB or an EDLC electrode (Figure 7D). Hybrid devices based on such composite electrode 
systems are highly versatile and can be adjusted to a certain application by optimization of 
the electrode recipe (via variation of active material ratio or active material combination). For 
example, high power applications might require higher amounts of AC to increase the overall 
amount of charge stored via fast ion electrosorption. By contrast, if a higher specific energy is 
desired, the LIB material concentration of the electrodes should be increased. This simplified 
picture is only partially valid as will be shown in the subsequent sections. 
The electrochemical signature of a composite electrode is the superposition of EDLC and LIB 
contributions, weighted with their respective mass fraction (Figure 8).[16,18] For example, 
during charging at constant current, a LIB electrode will show a voltage plateau at a certain 
voltage, while an EDLC shows a linearly sloped potential curve over the entire charging 
range.[16,18] Accordingly, the charge/discharge profile a composite electrode exhibits a 
voltage plateau caused by Faradaic Li-intercalation of the LIB material, and additionally a 
sloped area due to double layer formation at the AC-electrolyte interface.[16,18] When 
polarizing with a constant voltage ramp, for example during cyclic voltammetry experiments, 
similar considerations can explain the electrochemical behavior of composite electrodes 
(Figure 8F). 
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Figure 8: Schematic electrochemical response of LIB, EDLC and composite during charging 
under constant current (A-C) or at a constant voltage ramp (D-F). For simplicity, the potential 
profiles of positive electrodes were chosen. 
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2. Approach and Overview 
As discussed in the previous section, hybridization can be carried out according to different 
strategies. In this thesis, the composite electrode approach was chosen due to its superior 
cost-effectiveness. Accordingly, constructed HSCs solely employ commercially available 
materials, which were further optimized via post-treatment as described in Section 3.3. In the 
following, the results of pre-investigations will be discussed to deduce cell design criterions 
and elucidate the research direction presented in Section 3. 
As a starting point the electrochemical set-up proposed by Cericola et al. [19] was chosen due 
to its promising electrochemical performance (e.g., 53 Wh/kg, 27 kW/kg, based on active 
material mass). In this study, AC/LTO composite anodes and AC/LMO composite cathodes 
were employed as electrodes. For this purpose, two distinct composite electrode set-ups were 
assembled to evaluate their rate performance: i) Cells employing anodes with an AC:LTO ratio 
of 81:19 and cathodes with an AC:LMO ratio of 72:28 and ii) cells employing anodes with an 
AC:LTO ratio of 50:50 and cathodes with an AC:LMO ratio of 50:50. The power performance 
scaled with the AC content (i.e., i>ii) and the energy performance scaled with the LIB material 
content (i.e., i<ii). Asymmetric HSCs with LTO anodes combined with AC cathodes or AC 
anodes combined with LMO cathodes possess a much lower power capability (<2 kW/kg) as 
compared to the cells employing composite electrodes (>10 kW/kg). The underpinning 
mechanisms determining the electrochemical kinetics of the single electrodes remain blurred 
with this experimental approach. Uncovering such effects requires a systematic investigation 
of the single electrode behavior, which will be presented in the next sections. 
The behavior of an individual electrode can be investigated in a three-electrode set-up, 
whereby the electrode of interest, the so-called working electrode (WE), is polarized versus a 
counter electrode (CE). The latter can be an arbitrary electrode, with the sole purpose of 
counterbalancing the charge of the WE. During the measurement, the voltage is measured 
between the WE and a reference electrode (RE), which possesses a stable and known 
potential. Since the RE provides the reference potential, its voltage must not change during 
the measurement. For organic electrolytes, the variety of RE candidates is highly limited. Only 
in some special cases, stable REs are available, which motivated a comprehensive study of 
carbon-based quasi-reference electrodes (QRE) in Li-containing organic electrolytes 
(Section 3.1). This research was mainly inspired by the unique electrochemical properties of 
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acetonitrile (ACN) since the high ionic conductivity of ACN is unmatched amongst all organic 
electrolytes.[105] 
Although organic ammonium-salt containing ACN (e.g., tetraethylammonium 
tetrafluoroborate dissolved in ACN) is widely used and already established for commercial 
EDLCs, few studies considered Li-salt containing ACN as an electrolyte for LIBs or HSCs. 
Particularly in case of LTO-based cells, such novel electrolyte formulations are attractive and 
could replace conventional carbonate electrolytes, since SEI-engineering is not required in this 
case (Section 1.1.2). By using ACN-based electrolytes, ultra-high rate performance of LTO 
based HSCs can be enabled, which were superior to cells based on carbonate mixtures 
(Figure 9A). Additionally, ACN possesses superior electrochemical stability when used in LTO-
based HSC cells (Figure 9B). This inferior stability of carbonates is likely connected to the well-
known gas formation when cycling LTO in such electrolytes (Section 1.1.2). 
 
Figure 9: Ragone performance (A) and voltage hold experiments at 2.8 V and a temperature 
of 23 °C (B) of HSC full cells employing LTO anodes and AC/LMO composite electrodes. For all 
electrolytes, LiClO4 salt was used. EC and DMC stand for ethylene carbonate and dimethyl 
carbonate respectively.[120] 
 
From a cell design point of view, ACN is irreplaceable for LTO-based HSCs and was selected as 
the electrolyte for all follow-up measurements. However, this electrolyte severely aggravates 
the electrochemical characterization in a three-electrode set-up: For Li-salt containing organic 
electrolytes the most widespread RE is metallic lithium, but its reactivity limits its use primarily 
to carbonates. When Li-metal is exposed to ACN, a chemical reaction takes place which leads 
to formation of gas and to the entire dissolution of the Li-metal after only a few days 
(Figure 10). Thus, ACN does not allow the utilization of a Li-metal-based RE. In such a case, the 
lack of other non-polarizable RE alternatives requires the employment of a calibrated, 
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polarizable QRE. Polytetrafluoroethylene bound AC is frequently used as QRE for 
tetraethylammonium tetrafluoroborate containing organic electrolyte.[121–126] Although 
being very stable in such electrolytes, high voltage shifts of around 10 mV per day were 
observed when using lithium salts instead.[121] Therefore, AC-based QREs were investigated 
in the first part of this thesis (Section 3.1) to gain a better understanding of this voltage shift 
phenomena and to determine possible influencing factors like carbon surface area, surface 
functional groups and electrolytes employed. 
 
Figure 10: Reaction of lithium metal with acetonitrile (99.9 %, water content <10 ppm, Acros 
Organics) directly after insertion (left) and resulting solution after 3 days (right). 
 
Like the electrolyte, also the electrode active materials highly impact the electrochemical cell 
performance. In case of composite electrodes based on commercial materials, there is a 
limited amount of choices for the active material. The challenge with this approach is to design 
advanced HSC via a highly optimized and synergetic combination of commercial materials. As 
described in Section 1, three inherently different electrode active materials are distinguished 
in this work: EDLC, anode LIB, and cathode LIB active materials. As EDLC active material, only 
AC is commercially utilized and is considered as irreplaceable in the following. Since SEI 
formation must be avoided, LTO was selected as anode LIB material due to its material 
properties and the high lithiation voltage (Section 1.1.2). 
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By contrast, a larger variety of commercial LIB materials is theoretically viable. Most HSCs 
applications impose abusive conditions on the cells (e.g., high currents) and ACN is highly 
flammable. Hence LCO and derivatives (e.g., NCM) thereof were not studied in this thesis due 
to the safety concerns connected to this material class (Section 1.1.1). Following the exclusion 
principle, the cathode LIB material choice reduces to LMO and LFP. Interestingly, composite 
electrodes based on LFP and LFP-derivatives showed inferior electrochemical cycling stability 
as compared to AC/LMO composite electrodes (Figure 11). These results are in contrast to the 
state-of-the-art literature (Section1.1.1), and thus incompatibilities/side reactions of LFP with 
the ACN-based electrolyte are very likely. Accordingly, LMO was selected as LIB cathode 
material. 
 
Figure 11: Galvanostatic cycling stability of AC/LMO and AC/LFP composite electrodes at 10 C 
in a voltage range of 3.3-4.3 V vs. Li/Li+. Electrodes contain 60 mass% AC, 35 mass% LMO or 
Mn-doped LFP and 5 mass% PVdF.[127] 
 
Summarizing these results, the following cell design criterions were identified: .i) Highly 
conductive Li-salt containing ACN as an electrolyte, ii) AC as EDLC active material, iii) LTO as 
anode LIB material to avoid SEI formation and enable ACN electrolytes and iv.) LMO as cathode 
material due to its high safety and good compatibility with ACN electrolyte. 
To understand the rate limitations of LTO/AC and AC/LMO composite electrodes, the LIB 
material content of the electrodes was incrementally raised from 10 to 40 mass% and the 
results are shown in Figure 12. The cathode follows the expected behavior, since a rising LMO 
content increases the electrode capacity, while coincidentally decreasing the rate capability 
of the electrode (Figure 12A). For composite anodes, a different result is observed, as an 
increasing LTO fraction enhances the rate capability and electrode capacity at the same time. 
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This can be explained with the inherently different LIB material particle size for commercially 
LTO and LMO: LTO is usually nano-sized with particle sizes below 100 nm, while the particle 
size of commercial LMO is commonly about 1-10 µm. Generally, nano-sized LIB materials are 
preferable for high power EES devices to decrease the Li-ion diffusion distance in the solid 
phase. In case of LMO, side reactions with the electrolyte prohibit such nanosizing approaches 
for LMO (Section 1.1.1). Therefore, the HSC cathode requires drastically higher AC contents as 
compared to HSC anodes to counterbalance the sluggish electrochemical kinetics of the 
micrometer-sized LMO-particles. 
 
Figure 12: Rate capability measurement of AC/LMO cathodes in a voltage window of 3-4.3 V 
vs. Li/Li+(A) and AC/LTO anodes in a voltage window of 1.2-3 V vs. Li/Li+ with different ratios 
of LIB material content. All electrodes contain 10 mass% PTFE and the denoted LIB material 
content (the remaining electrode mass fraction is AC).[128] 
 
Considering this background, anodes with high LTO content might be an effective approach to 
enhance the specific energy of HSCs without impairing the rate performance of the cells. 
Increasing the LTO content does drastically change the electrochemical behavior of the 
LTO/AC composite electrode. A detailed study of the influence of the LTO content on the 
composite electrode microstructure, electrolyte stability window, and electrochemical cycling 
stability can be found in Section 3.2. 
At very high LTO contents the insulating nature of LTO severely deteriorates the 
electrochemical performance. Accordingly, high amounts of carbon are required to enable 
high-rate performance of LTO electrodes. This comes at the expense of a decreased overall 
electrode capacity. Therefore, increasing the intrinsic electronic conductivity of LTO via 
modification of the oxygen defect concentration is the best solution, as will be shown in 
Section 3.3.
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3. Results and Discussion 
This thesis includes the following papers as subchapters of the results and discussion section: 
 
3.1 Carbon as Quasi-Reference Electrode in Unconventional Lithium-Salt 
Containing Electrolytes for Hybrid Battery/Supercapacitor Devices 
3.2 Influence of Carbon Distribution on the Electrochemical Performance and 
Stability of Lithium Titanate Based Energy Storage Devices 
3.3 Valence-Tuned Lithium Titanate Nanopowder for High-Rate 
Electrochemical Energy Storage 
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Abstract 
Metallic lithium is the most widespread reference electrode in lithium-ion battery research, 
but its high reactivity limits the usage primarily to conventional carbonate-based electrolytes. 
Novel high power concepts, like hybrid supercapacitors, require lithium-containing 
electrolytes with high ionic conductivity (e.g., acetonitrile), which are not always stable versus 
lithium. In the current work, we face this issue by refining activated carbon as a quasi-
reference electrode originally employed for conventional supercapacitors. Different 
commercially available carbon powders were examined as reference electrode materials and 
calibrated in lithium-salt containing acetonitrile versus Li+ intercalation/de-intercalation 
reaction of nanoparticulate Li4Ti5O12. The stability of the activated carbon reference electrode 
is highly affected by the salt employed and decreases in the following order: 
LiTFSI>LiClO4>LiPF6>LiBF4. Only a negligible impact of electrolyte solvent, pore size distribution 
and reference electrode binder was observed. Furthermore, activated carbon was 
functionalized (HNO3 treated) and de-functionalized (thermal annealing in vacuum or 
hydrogen) to investigate the impact of carbon functionalization on the reference electrode 
stability. Nitrogen and oxygen-containing surface groups have been found to drastically 
improve the long-term stability of activated carbon quasi-reference electrodes. Even after 1 
days exposed to the electrolyte, the potential of HNO3 treated activated carbon is only 
marginally altered by 10 mV. 
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Metallic lithium is the most widespread reference electrode in lithium ion battery research, but its high reactivity limits the
usage primarily to conventional carbonate based electrolytes. Novel high power concepts, like hybrid supercapacitors, require
lithium containing electrolytes with high ionic conductivity (e.g., acetonitrile), which are not always stable versus lithium. In the
current work we face this issue by refining activated carbon as a quasi-reference electrode originally employed for conventional
supercapacitors. Different commercially available carbon powders were examined as reference electrode materials and calibrated
in lithium-salt containing acetonitrile versus Li+ intercalation/de-intercalation reaction of nanoparticulate Li4Ti5O12. The stability
of the activated carbon reference electrode is highly affected by the salt employed and decreases in the following order: LiTFSI >
LiClO4 > LiPF6 > LiBF4. Only a negligible impact of electrolyte solvent, pore size distribution and reference electrode binder was
observed. Furthermore, activated carbon was functionalized (HNO3 treated) and de-functionalized (thermal annealing in vacuum or
hydrogen) to investigate the impact of carbon functionalization on the reference electrode stability. Nitrogen and oxygen containing
surface groups have been found to drastically improve long-term stability of activated carbon quasi-reference electrodes. Even after
15 days exposed to the electrolyte, the potential of HNO3 treated activated carbon is marginally altered by 10 mV.
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Lithium ion batteries remain at the focal point of research for
advanced energy storage devices with high capacity.1 State-of-the-
art lithium-ion batteries (LIBs) employ cyclic carbonates (e.g., ethy-
lene carbonate) based electrolytes to form a stable and dense solid-
electrolyte interphase (SEI) on the graphite anode to prevent further
electrolyte decomposition.2 The SEI is formed during the first cycle
of the cell and is a consequence of the lacking stability of all or-
ganic electrolytes at very low potentials. This SEI and the generally
low ionic conductivity of the cyclic carbonates pose limitations to
the power capability, especially at very high rates.3 New concepts
based on anodes operating at higher potentials (>1 V vs. Li/Li+),
like LIB-supercapacitor hybrids4–7 or even Li4Ti5O12 (LTO) based
high power LIBs8 can effectively circumvent the SEI formation and
enable the utilization of electrolytes with a high lithium-ion conduc-
tivity. Lithium-salt containing acetonitrile (ACN) as an example of
such an unconventional electrolyte shows a unique combination of
high dielectric constant and very low viscosity.2 The result is an up to
five-fold increased lithium-ion conductivity compared to the carbon-
ate equivalent.9 The electrochemical reactions are further accelerated
by the low charge transfer resistance, leading to very high rate capabil-
ities of ACN-based charge storage devices.3 Additionally, the cyano
group of ACN has been reported to beneficially inhibit aluminum cur-
rent collector corrosion.10 Nevertheless, fundamental and quantitative
investigations of these systems are severely aggravated by the lacking
stability of lithium metal,2,11 which is usually employed as a refer-
ence electrode (RE) in conventional carbonate based electrolytes. A
RE with a known and stable potential is indispensable for the inves-
tigation of the electrochemical behavior of the single electrodes, as
potentials can only be registered with respect to a certain reference
value.
A reliable RE needs its potential to be stable with time, temper-
ature and small disturbances of the systems (e.g., passage of a small
current).12 An ideal RE is non-polarizable to assure a stable potential
of the RE.13,14 However, the lack of ideally non-polarizable RE in
non-aqueous electrolytes (other than Li/Li+) often requires the em-
ployment of a calibrated, polarizable quasi-reference electrode (QRE)
like platinum or silver wire.12,13 Although such wires do have a very
high electrical conductivity, their potential can vary in the range of 10
zE-mail: volker.presser@leibniz-inm.de
to 20 mV and long-term stability of these QREs is usually not well
investigated.12 For example, Amatucci et al.4 employed a silver-wire
QRE for characterization of organic electrolytes (1 M LiPF6 in a mix-
ture of ethylene carbonate and dimethyl carbonate and 1.5 M LiPF6
in acetonitrile) and concluded an “excellent stability for one month”,
although no data of the RE-potential dependent on time was shown. In
that study, a potential drift of the Ag-QRE was observed, which was
ascribed to reactions of the Ag with electrolyte oxidation byproducts,
formed on the activated carbon electrodes. Another route was chosen
by Censo et al.10 by using charged LTO as RE due to its flat voltage
plateau at 1.55 V to investigate different nitrile-based electrolytes. The
need to pre-charge the RE before the actual electrochemical investi-
gation presents high additional experimental efforts. Also, this work
did not investigate the stability of the RE over time.
Polytetrafluoroethylene (PTFE) bound activated carbon (AC) is
frequently used as QRE for tetraethylammonium tetrafluoroborate
(TEA-BF4) containing ACN- or PC-based electrolytes14–19 and ionic
liquids.20 Such AC QREs have been reported to be less sensitive
to occasional charging events and electrolyte impurities, compared
to metallic wire based QREs.14,20 Although being very stable in or-
ganic electrolytes using TEA-BF4, high voltage shifts in the order
of 10 mV per day were observed when using lithium salts.14 The
mechanism behind this phenomenon is still under investigation and
specific adsorption of Li+ by surface functional groups has been
suggested, for example by lithiation of carbonyl functionalities.14
Still, AC QREs have been employed for the characterization of LIB-
supercapacitor hybrid devices operating in lithium containing organic
electrolyte,5,21 often resulting in inconsistent reports. For example,
Lane et al.22 mentioned “highly inconsistent results” for the AC-
QRE when using ACN with bis(trifluoromethyl sulfonyl)imide anion
(TFSI−) and alkali or alkaline earth metal cations. They attributed
this inconsistency to the anion rather than to the alkali metal cation.
The voltage shift of AC in lithium-containing electrolytes was con-
nected with the capacity fading of an AC-LTO hybrid supercapacitor
operating in 1 M LiPF6 in ethylene carbonate/dimethyl carbonate
(EC/DMC, 1:1 by mass) electrolyte.23 Similar effects were observed
with symmetrical AC-AC cells employing various Li-salt containing
electrolytes.24 Both observation were linked to the voltage drift of AC
in lithium-containing electrolyte, but the origin of this drift was not
uncovered.
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Considering the inconsistencies in the literature and the high de-
mand for a stable QRE, we revisited the suitability of AC based
QREs for lithium-salt containing electrolytes, which are unstable ver-
sus lithium metal. We present comprehensive data to serve as a guide-
line for the selection (and limitation) of different carbon materials used
as QRE. It is the purpose of this study to gain a better understanding
of the phenomena involved and to determine possible influencing fac-
tors like surface functional groups or electrolytes employed. For that
reason, we explored modifications of the carbon surface to enhance
the QRE stability.
Experimental
Electrode materials and preparation.—Two commercially avail-
able steam-activated, coconut-derived activated carbon powders YP-
50F and YP-80F were purchased from Kuraray Chemicals and will
be referred to as AC1 and AC2, respectively. The two different car-
bon blacks BP2000 (Cabot) and C-NERGY C65 (Imerys Graphite &
Carbon) are referred to as CB1 and CB2, respectively. Commercial
nanometer-sized (d50: 1.5 μm) and carbon-coated lithium titanate ox-
ide (LTO) T2-C1 was provided by Johnson Matthey Battery Materials.
AC1 was de-functionalized in a high temperature furnace (G-2200-
91, Thermal Technology Inc.) by heating with 10◦C/min from room
temperature to 1200◦C. Intermediate temperature holding steps of 15
min were conducted at 120◦C and 500◦C in order to ensure a high
vacuum at the subsequent higher temperatures. After holding the tem-
perature at 1200◦C for 5 min, the samples were cooled to room temper-
ature with a cooling rate of 20◦C/min. This treatment was performed
under vacuum (∼1 mbar) or under hydrogen flow and the samples are
labelled AC1-V or AC1-H, respectively. After heat-treatment, both
samples were immediately transferred into an Ar-filled glove box
(MBraun, O2 and H2O <1 ppm) to avoid re-functionalization. Func-
tionalization of AC1, labelled AC1-N, was conducted in a nitric acid
solution at 95◦C for 5 h. For this purpose, 200 mL of a 62.2 mass%
nitric acid solution (Sigma Aldrich) was mixed with 5 g of AC1. After
the reaction, the residue was filtrated and washed several times until
a pH of 6 was reached. The resulting filtrate was dried over night at
120◦C in a vacuum furnace.
The counter electrode (CE) and the working electrode (WE) were
prepared by using a solvent based wet process. Therefore, AC1 was
mixed with isopropanol (ratio 1:2) in a DAC400 FVZ speedmixer at
2500 rpm. For the WE preparation a mixture of AC1 and LTO (ratio
5:1) was used instead of pure AC1. This treatment was followed by
7 min ultrasonic treatment and subsequent 4 min supplementary mix-
ing at 2500 rpm. Afterwards, the slurry was transformed to a paste
by adding 10 mass% (dry mass) of dissolved polytetrafluoroethylene
(PTFE, 60 mass% solution in water from Sigma Aldrich) combined
with speed-mixing at 800 rpm for 5 min. This paste was manually
kneaded on a glass plate until the consistency of the paste was suf-
ficiently viscous for further processing. An appropriate amount of
electrode paste was placed between two untreated aluminum foils.
This stack was then calendared down in a BLE682 battery lamination
machine by applying a weight of 70 kg and a forward speed of 10
mm/s. The final electrode thickness was adjusted to 175 ± 20 μm
for the WE and 525 ± 20 μm for CE. The CE was 2.5-times over-
sized (based on mass) to reduce unwanted influences of side reactions
occurring at the CE.
A dry electrode preparation process inside an Ar-filled glove box
(MBraun, O2 and H2O <1 ppm) was used for all PTFE bound refer-
ence electrodes (RE). This was done to avoid re-functionalization of
the de-functionalized AC1. For comparability, all PTFE-bound car-
bon REs were produced this way. The respective carbons and PTFE
powder (PTFE 6 CN X, DuPont) were dried before they were intro-
duced into the glove box at 120◦C under vacuum (10−4 mbar) for 12 h.
Afterwards, 0.45 g carbon powder was mixed with 0.05 g PTFE and
grinded in a mortar until a “dry paste” forms. Small parts of “dry paste”
were then cut out and used as RE. Additionally, polyvinylpyrrolidone
(PVP) was used as a binder for RE fabrication to investigate the impact
of the binder.25 0.3 g of PVP (Alfa Aesar, molecular mass 1,300,000)
was mixed with 2.7 g of AC1 and 5 g of ethanol in a DAC400 FVZ
speedmixer at 2500 rpm for 6 min. The slurry was then casted on a
glass plate, dried overnight in a fume hood, cut in small RE pieces
and introduced into the glove box after 12 h at 120◦C drying in the
oven.
Cell preparation and electrochemical measurements.—For elec-
trochemical testing, we employed a custom-built polyether ether ke-
tone (PEEK) cell with spring loaded titanium pistons as a three-
electrode system, as described elsewhere.26 Electrode discs with
12 mm diameter and a typical mass of 11 ± 2 mg for the WE and
29 ± 2 mg for the CE were punched out of the free standing electrode
film, separated by a glass-fiber separator (GF/D from Whatman) and
placed on a carbon-coated aluminum foil current collector (Ranafoil
from Toyo Aluminium K.K.). The assembled cells were dried at 120◦C
for 12 h at 10−4 mbar inside an oven and then transferred to an Ar-
filled glove box (MBraun, O2 and H2O <1 ppm). After cooling down,
the RE was placed on a compressed glass-fiber separator (GF/D from
Whatman) in a cavity close to the WE-CE electrode stack and con-
tacted by a titanium wire. Afterwards the cells were vacuum-filled
with either 1 M LiClO4, LiPF6 or lithium bis(trifluoromethyl sul-
fonyl)imide (LiTFSI; battery grade from Sigma Aldrich) dissolved
in acetonitrile (99.9%, extra dry over molecular sieves, water con-
tent <10 ppm from Acros Organics) or with 1 M LiPF6 dissolved in
EC/DMC (1:1 by mass, LP30 from BASF).
Electrochemical measurements were carried out using a potentio-
stat/galvanostat CTS LAB from BaSyTec. Cyclic voltammetry (CV)
was recorded with a sweep rate of 1 mV/s either from 0 to −1.8 V
vs. RE (based on AC1, AC1-V, AC1-H, AC2, CB1, or CB2), from
0.4 to −2.2 V vs. RE (based on AC1-N) or from 3 to 1.2 V vs. RE
(Li/Li+ RE). The first five CV cycles were measured in sequence,
afterwards CVs were recorded every two hours to monitor the change
of the RE potential as a function of time. Consequently, the shifted
potential was calculated from the obtained LTO half wave potential
(HWP). All electrochemical measurements were conducted at 23◦C
if not otherwise mentioned.
Porosity analysis.—Nitrogen gas sorption measurements of the
carbon powders were carried out with an Autosorb iQ system (Quan-
tachrome), at the temperature of liquid nitrogen (−196◦C) after out-
gassing (at 300◦C for 24 h) at about 102 Pa. The relative pressure
range was varied from 5 · 10−7 to 1.0 in 68 steps. The specific sur-
face area (SSA) was calculated with the ASiQwin-software using the
Brunauer-Emmett-Teller (BET) equation27 in the linear pressure range
from 0.01–0.2. We also calculated the SSA and pore size distribution
(PSD) via quenched-solid density functional theory (QSDFT) of the
absorption branch with a slit model and pore size between 0.56 and
37.5 nm.28 Values for the total pore volume correspond to p/p0 = 0.95.
Structural and chemical characterization.—For the modified
powders care was taken to keep the time spend in ambient air at
minimum (to avoid re-functionalization). Therefore, the samples were
stored in an inert glove box and transferred into the respective char-
acterization device just before the measurement.
Raman spectra were recorded with a Renishaw inVia Raman sys-
tem using a Nd-YAG laser (532 nm) with 0.2 mW power at the
sample’s surface. The spectral resolution of ∼1.2 cm−1 corresponds
to a grating with 2400 lines/mm and the spot size on the sample was
in the focal plane ∼2 μm (numeric aperture = 0.9). The acquisition
time was 30 s and 10 accumulations were recorded. Peak analysis and
peak fitting were performed assuming one Lorentzian peak for each
the D-mode and the G-mode.
Elemental chemical analysis was performed with a vario Micro
Cube (Elementar) by pressing the powder samples into tin boats. An
average chemical composition of three measurements was determined
for each powder. The oxygen content was calculated by difference.
Calibration was performed by five times measuring sulfanilamide with
known elemental composition.
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X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS) was carried out with a
PHI Quantera SXM utilizing monochromatic AlKα emission with an
energy of 1486.6 eV for excitation (50 W, 200 μm spot diameter)
and an angle between sample and analyzer of 45◦. Survey spectra
were recorded with a step size of 0.8 eV and a pass energy of 224
eV. For high resolution C1s and O1s spectra a step size of 0.05 eV
and a pass energy of 55 eV were used instead. The intensities were
normalized with respect to the C1s maximum, which was shifted
to 285 eV to calibrate the binding energies of all recorded spectra.
Before the measurement, the powder samples were pressed with a
steel roller onto indium foils. Immediately afterwards, the samples
were introduced into an ultrahigh vacuum (UHV). Aged electrodes
(stored in 1 M LiClO4 ACN solution for 1 h and for 15 d) were
rinsed with ACN and dried for three days at room temperature in an
inert glove box. Afterwards they were pressed onto indium foil and
immediately introduced into UHV for the XPS measurement.
Thermogravimetry combined with Fourier transform–infrared
spectroscopy (TG-FT-IR) was performed with a NETZSCH Perseus
STA 449. Powder samples of about 250 mg were weighted in a 5
ml Al2O3 crucible and heated with 10◦C/min from 35◦C to 1200◦C
in an argon flow (argon 5.0) of 40 mL/min. Before the measurement
the samples were flushed with argon for 15 min at 35◦C within the
TG-FT-IR-device. FT-IR traces of CO2 or CO were calculated by inte-
gration of the IR spectra from 2200–2450 cm−1 or 2000–2250 cm−1,
respectively, and normalized with respect to the sample mass.29
Results and Discussion
Pore structure, carbon structure, and composition of the pow-
der materials.—Nitrogen sorption isotherms of AC1 and the modi-
fied AC1 powders show a type Ia shape with a small H4 hysteresis
(Figures 1A–1B) and AC2 shows type Ib shape with very small H4
hysteresis. This is typically observed for a microporous material with
narrow slit-like pores.30 Contrary, the isotherm of CB1 is a mixture
of type I and type II, indicating the simultaneous presence of micro
Figure 1. (A-B) Gas sorption isotherms, (C-D) pore volume distribution and (E-F) Raman spectra of the pristine carbon powders AC1, AC2, CB1, CB2 and of
the modified carbon powders AC1-V, AC1-H, and AC1-N.
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Table I. Specific surface area (BET and QSDFT), pore volume and
average pore size of carbon materials used.
BET SSA QSDFT SSA Pore volume Average pore
Material (m2/g) (m2/g) (cm3/g) size (nm)
AC1 1485 1293 0.697 0.98
AC2 2173 1687 1.094 1.33
CB1 1467 1345 1.488 10.2
CB2 75 61 0.126 8.97
AC1-N 1176 1090 0.568 1.02
AC1-V 1419 1382 0.635 0.79
AC1-H 1458 1350 0.702 0.97
and mesoporosity resulting from internal microporosity and external
interparticle voids.30 CB2 is a predominantly non-porous to macro-
porous material (type II shape).30 The surface area of AC1 (QSDFT
SSA: 1293 m2/g), AC2 (QSDFT SSA: 1687 m2/g) and CB1 (QSDFT
SSA: 1345 m2/g) is about two orders of magnitude higher compared
to CB2 (QSDFT SSA: 61m2/g; Table I).
AC1-H possesses a similar surface area and pore volume than
the pristine sample AC1 (Table I). For AC1-V, a decrease of nitro-
gen adsorption becomes evident, owing to a decrease of total pore
volume to 0.635 cm3/g (Figure 1B, Table I). Hence the vacuum at-
mosphere causes a minor restructuring of the carbon surface, as both
de-functionalized AC1 powders were treated under equal temperature
conditions. This restructuring is accompanied by blocking/closing of
micropores in the range of 1.5–2 nm as can be seen in Figure 1D.
The pore volume reduction is even more pronounced for AC1-N. Ni-
tric acid treatment leads to a pore volume decrease to 0.568 cm3/g,
mainly caused by the loss of microporosity in the region of 1–2 nm.
Possible reasons include the decomposition of thin pore walls31,32 or
partial blocking of pores by functional groups created during HNO3
treatment. Nitric acid treatment introduces nitrogen and oxygen func-
tional groups onto the carbon surface (see chemical characterization
below). Hence the pore volume reduction of AC1-N might also be
affected by the resulting mass increase during HNO3 treatment (due
to the additional surface groups).
All Raman spectra of the carbon powders (Figures 1E–1F) are char-
acterized by well separated and distinct D- and G-modes at 1338–1350
cm−1 and 1586–1601 cm−1, respectively, with integral ID/IG-ratios
of 1.8–2.2 (Table II). The D-mode is caused by the breathing of
sp2 carbon in rings in the presence of defects33 and the G-mode to
bond stretching of sp2 carbon in rings and in chains.34 In agreement
with Ferrari et al.,35 the measured Raman spectra indicate the pres-
ence of nanocrystalline graphite. With the small variations between
the different samples, we conclude that the applied treatments did
only marginally influence the degree of carbon ordering/carbon struc-
ture and the primarily nanocrystalline graphite structure is effectively
maintained after all investigated treatment conditions.
Elemental chemical analysis was performed to quantitatively com-
pare the purity of the carbon powders (Table III). The amount of
Table II. Raman data of the carbon materials used. The data
was fitted with one Lorentzian peak for D-mode and G-mode,
respectively.
D-mode G-mode FWHM FWHM
position position D-mode G-mode ID/IG
Sample (cm−1) (cm−1) (cm−1) (cm−1) ratio
AC1 1338 1598 133 60 2.2
AC2 1337 1599 121 59 2.1
CB1 1339 1589 166 81 2.1
CB2 1350 1586 172 90 1.8
AC1-N 1345 1601 126 62 1.9
AC1-V 1345 1596 139 75 2.1
AC1-H 1342 1596 99 65 2.0
Table III. Elemental chemical (CHNS) analysis data of the carbon
powders used. Three measurements of each powder were used
to calculate the average chemical composition and the standard
deviation. “n.d.” stands for: not detectable.
C content H content N content S content Rest (O)
Sample (mass%) (mass%) (mass%) (mass%) (mass%)
AC1 94.4 ± 1.6 0.80 ± 0.03 ≤0.2 n.d. ∼5–5.2
AC2 94.0 ± 0.6 0.72 ± 0.06 n.d. n.d. ∼5.3
CB1 95.4 ± 1.4 0.64 ± 0.10 n.d. n.d. ∼4.0
CB3 99.4 ± 2.0 n.d. n.d. n.d. ∼0.6
AC1-N 78.7 ± 0.7 1.91 ± 0.09 1.03 ± 0.02 n.d. ∼18.4
AC1-V 96.5 ± 0.4 0.67 ± 0.02 ≤0.3 n.d. ∼2.5–2.8
AC1-H 97.0 ± 0.9 0.60 ± 0.03 ≤0.3 n.d. ∼2.1–2.4
oxygen is indicative of the various functional groups present on the
carbon surface. All pristine high surface area carbons showed rela-
tively high oxygen contents in the range of 4–5 mass%. By contrast,
the oxygen content of the low surface area carbon black CB2 was
negligible (0.6 mass%). Thermal treatment of AC1 at 1200◦C in H2
atmosphere or under vacuum caused a reduction of overall oxygen
content to 2–3 mass%. Nitric acid treatment led to a severe increase
of oxygen content to 18 mass% due to the formation of additional
surface groups as described earlier.31,32,36–39
While elemental analysis is an appropriate tool to quantitatively
compare carbons with relatively high elemental variations, it is not
accurate enough to clearly distinguish between very similar carbons
like AC1-V and AC1-H. Therefore, a more rigorous characteriza-
tion of surface functionalities was performed for the modified car-
bons via XPS and TG-IR measurements. The XPS elemental analysis
(Table IV) reveals the presence of carbon and oxygen for all inves-
tigated samples. Additionally, 1 mass% nitrogen can be detected in
case of HNO3 treatment. Compared to the CHNS elemental analysis,
the same trends are confirmed by XPS characterization (taking into
account the inability of XPS to measure hydrogen).40
All C1s spectra (Figure 2A) show a main peak at 285 eV attributed
to sp2-hybridized carbon and a broad peak at 291.2 eV assigned to
the characteristic π→π∗ shake-up satellite for carbon in aromatic
compounds.41 The peak at 285 eV shows a pronounced asymmetric
shape to higher binding energies due to quantum mechanical coupling
of core electrons with conduction electrons (comparable to XPS spec-
tra of pure metals).41 It is well-known that more conductive (graphite-
like) materials yield a stronger transition from a Gaussian-like shape
to an asymmetric peak shape.38 Therefore, the observed asymmetry
confirms the high degree of crystallization already observed via Ra-
man spectroscopy. Yet, it aggravates the analysis of the C1s spectra,
as the influence of surface groups superimposes with the asymmetric
peak shape. Nevertheless, a distinct shoulder at 289.5 eV, assigned
to carboxylic or lactone groups,39,42,43 clearly can be observed after
HNO3 treatment. Compared to the pristine sample, the C1s intensity
at binding energies between 286 to 290 eV increases for AC1-N and
decreases AC1-H and AC1-V. This can be associated with a different
degree of graphitization and/or to the influences of the surface groups.
The shape of the oxygen peak does not change after modification
and consists of at least two components, one at about 532.0 eV and
one at about 533.5 eV (Figure 2B). Generally lower binding energies
Table IV. XPS elemental analysis of pristine and of the modified
AC1 powders. The average value and the standard deviation refer
to measurements at three different local positions.
Sample C content (mass%) N content (mass%) O content (mass%)
AC1 92.7 ± 0.6 n.d. 7.3 ± 0.6
AC1-V 97.5 ± 0.1 n.d. 2.5 ± 0.1
AC1-H 98.3 ± 0.6 n.d. 1.7 ± 0.6
AC1-N 78.7 ± 0.1 1.3 ± 0.1 20.0 ± 0.1
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Figure 2. (A) C1s and (B) O1s high-resolution XPS-spectra of AC1, AC1-V, AC1-H, and AC1-N. The spectra were normalized with respect to the C1s peak
maximum intensity.
are related to C=O double bonds, while higher binding energies are
ascribed to C-O single bonds.44 The ratio of single to double bonded
oxygen atoms does not or only negligible change during the modifica-
tion. The absence of the carboxylic contribution in the C1s spectra for
AC1, AC1-V and AC1-H suggests that the single and double bonds
found in the O1s spectra of these samples are mainly attributed to
phenols, carbonyls, ethers, hydroxyls, quinones, or hydroquinones.
After HNO3 treatment, the increase of single and double bonds is
attributed to the introduction of carboxylic groups. Accordingly, the
degree of functionalization increases in the following order: AC1-
H≤AC1-V<AC1<AC1-N. The nitrogen signal of AC1-N at 406.0
eV (Figure S1) can be assigned to nitro groups or nitrite ion residues
which are characteristic for HNO3 treated carbon.31,39,45
After thermal annealing at 1200◦C in argon, the mass of AC1 had
decreased to 95.49% of its initial value (Figure 3A). By contrast,
a higher mass for AC1-H (98.60%) and a lower value for AC1-N
(73.10%) remained after annealing. Typically, the mass loss is caused
by thermal decomposition of surface oxygen groups into CO and
CO2.38,39,42,46–48 Therefore, the residual mass reflects the carbon con-
tent of each sample and confirms the trend of elemental analysis and
XPS measurements.
Desorption data of CO and CO2 recorded by IR are shown in
Figures 3B–3C. CO2 is generally desorbed in a lower temperature
regime (200–800◦C, Figure 3B) than CO (400–1100◦C, Figure 3C).
The temperature of desorption is connected to the bonding strength
of carbon atoms, affiliated in functional groups, to the graphene
lattice.46 Since chemisorbed oxygen weakens the bonds, surface func-
tional groups containing high amounts of oxygen like carboxylic
acids, lactones, and lactols are decomposed to CO2 at relatively low
temperatures.46 No CO2 was detected for AC1, AC1-V and AC1-H.
After HNO3 treatment, a main peak at 300◦C with a shoulder at 400◦C
and a tail up to 800◦C was seen (Figure 3B). This indicates the forma-
tion of additional surface groups and supports the conclusions drawn
from the XPS analyses. The main peak can be ascribed to strongly
acidic carboxyl groups.32,42 Higher temperature CO2 desorption in-
dicates additional groups like less acidic carboxyl groups, lactones,
and anhydrides.32,42 We also have to consider that anhydrides can be
formed during the measurement due to dehydration of two adjacent
carboxyl groups at elevated temperatures.32
As opposed to CO2 formation, the release of CO at higher temper-
atures (>500◦C, Figure 3C) originates from groups containing indi-
vidual oxygen atoms like phenols, carbonyls, hydroxyls, quinones, or
hydroquinones.42 Two main contributions to the CO profile of AC1
can be identified: one at around 700◦C and one at 900◦C. Accord-
ing to literature, the lower temperature desorption can be ascribed
to phenols and hydroquinones, while higher temperature CO forma-
tion generally corresponds to carbonyl and quinone functionalities.42
The same peaks are also visible for AC1-N, however much more
Figure 3. (A) Percentage mass change of AC1, AC1-V, AC1-H and AC1-N
during thermal annealing in argon atmosphere. (B) Calculated CO2 trace of
AC1-N versus respective temperature. (C) CO trace of pristine and modified
carbon powders during thermal annealing.
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Figure 4. (A) Cyclic voltammograms measured with 1 mV/s at different points in time of a LTO doped AC WE in 1 M LiClO4 ACN. (B) Shifted potential of
different AC-QREs in dependence of time in LiClO4 ACN. Li/Li+ reference electrode in 1 M LiPF6 EC/DMC is employed to show the reliability of the chosen
electrochemical set-up. Two cells were measured with each RE to account for the necessity of reproducibility.
pronounced. Furthermore, a more distinct tailing to lower tempera-
tures (∼350–500◦C) is visible. This might be caused by the Boudouard
reaction or by lactols respectively carboxyl anhydrides.48 Only neg-
ligible CO evolution was detected for AC1-V and AC1-H. Possible
origins could be unavoidable oxygen traces in the carrier gas, minor
re-functionalization due to exposure to environment during sample
transfer, or by small amounts of leftover surface groups after treat-
ment (e.g., functional groups present in the interior of small pores).
From these data, we clearly see that bespoken surface function-
alization and de-functionalization was successfully attained, while
simultaneously only marginally affecting other important parameters
like graphitization or porosity. Thermal annealing led to a reduction
of existing surface groups (phenols, carbonyls, hydroxyls, quinones,
or hydroquinones), while HNO3 treatment increased the number of
these functionalities with simultaneous introduction of additional sur-
face groups (i.e., carboxylic and nitro groups).
Electrochemical benchmarking of different carbons utilized as
QRE.—The HWP of Li+ insertion/extraction into nanoparticulate
LTO was chosen to determine the change of the RE potential. For this
purpose, the AC WE was mixed with 10 mass% of LTO. The porous
activated carbon matrix of the WE enables a high contact area of LTO
with electrolyte, while simultaneously providing favorable electron
and ion conduction paths. This assures fast lithiation/delithiation ki-
netics and a precise determination of the HWP due to the resulting
sharp redox peaks (see Figure 4A). Furthermore, it obviates the addi-
tion of a calibration substance, like ferrocene,14,20 into the electrolyte,
which might influence the behavior of the RE. The stability of the LTO
HWP is shown in Figure 4B for a Li/Li+ RE in 1 M LiPF6 EC/DMC.
Only a minor potential change of about 10 mV is observed after 15
days. Table V summarizes the initial RE potential measured versus
HWP of LTO and the calculated potential of the RE versus Li/Li+ of
the different materials in the respective electrolyte. The initial poten-
tials center at around 3 V versus Li/Li+, with variations of up to 60
mV between the different carbons investigated. These results are in
general agreement with previously reported data of AC QRE in 1 M
LiClO4 EC/DMC (3.07 V vs. Li/Li+) and 1 M LiClO4 PC (3.03 V
vs. Li/Li+) electrolytes.14 However, deviations are expected due to the
different solvents and carbons used and illustrate the importance of a
calibration of the QRE for a given electrochemical system.
The Li+ insertion/extraction peaks of LTO measured versus a
PTFE bound AC1 in 1 M LiClO4 ACN solution at different times
are shown in Figure 4A. With increasing time of exposure to the elec-
trolyte, a peak shift to lower potentials versus RE becomes evident.
This can be associated with an increase of the overall RE potential,
as illustrated in Figure S2. We observed the same general trend for
all investigated carbons. However, a massive difference in the degree
of potential shift severity is visible between low surface area carbons
like CB2 and high surface area carbons like AC1, AC2, and CB1
(see Figure 4B). After 5 d subjected to the electrolyte, CB2 shows
typical shift values of 140 mV, whereas the potential of the AC1-,
AC2-, and CB1-based QRE shifted only about 40–50 mV. Evidently,
the shift behavior of all high surface area carbons is very uniform and
reproducible with only minor differences between the high surface
carbons (i.e., after 15 d, the potential of the high surface area carbons
has shifted about 70–80 mV). No influence of the carbon pore size
distribution can be verified, as mesoporous CB1 possesses the same
stability as microporous AC1 and AC2 (Figure 1C, Table I, Figure
4B). The low surface area carbon, however, was plagued by sudden
and arbitrary changes of the drift behavior and high deviations. This
indicates the importance of the surface area on the stabilization of
the potential and confirms the assumption made by Ruch et al.,14
postulating a high stability of AC-QRE due to the high inner surface
area.
Two regions with different slopes can be seen for the high surface
area carbons: (1) an initial region of increased slope up to 4 d and (2)
a region with mitigated slope from 4–15 d. These two regions are less
Table V. Measured initial potential of the carbon QRE versus
HWP of LTO for different reference electrode materials in
various electrolytes. The values are determined from the first
cyclic voltammogram recorded. The potential versus Li/Li+ was
calculated by adding 1.55 V to the respective RE potential.
Initial potential RE vs. Li/Li+
RE material Electrolyte RE vs. HWP LTO (V) (V)
AC1 LiClO4-ACN +1.454 ± 0.003 +3.004 ± 0.003
AC2 LiClO4-ACN +1.480 ± 0.001 +3.030 ± 0.001
CB1 LiClO4-ACN +1.462 ± 0.002 +3.012 ± 0.002
CB2 LiClO4-ACN +1.422 ± 0.007 +2.972 ± 0.007
AC1-N LiClO4-ACN +1.892 ± 0.002 +3.442 ± 0.002
AC1-V LiClO4-ACN +1.401 ± 0.003 +2.951 ± 0.003
AC1-H LiClO4-ACN +1.322 ± 0.003 +2.872 ± 0.003
AC1 (PVP) LiClO4-ACN +1.463 ± 0.004 +3.013 ± 0.004
AC1 LiTFSI-ACN +1.441 ± 0.001 +2.991 ± 0.001
AC1 LiPF6-ACN +1.461 ± 0.001 +3.011 ± 0.001
AC1 LiPF6-EC/DMC +1.492 ± 0.007 +3.042 ± 0.007
AC1 LiBF4-ACN +1.585 ± 0.004 +3.135 ± 0.004
AC1-H LiPF6-ACN +1.332 ± 0.005 +2.882 ± 0.005
AC1-N LiPF6-ACN +1.907 ± 0.002 +3.457 ± 0.002
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Figure 5. (A) Shifted potential of pristine AC1 based PTFE-bound QRE in various electrolytes. (B) Comparison of potential shift of a PTFE-based and a
PVP-based QRE in 1 M LiClO4 ACN. Two cells with each RE are shown to account for the necessity of reproducibility.
evident for CB2 due to the mentioned arbitrary changes of drift be-
havior. From the above observations it can be concluded that the cause
of the shift is similar for all investigated carbons. Furthermore, when
comparing the accelerated shift of the negligibly functionalized car-
bon CB2 (see Table III) with the lower shift of the ACs with a higher
degree of functionalization, the elsewhere suggested connection14 be-
tween surface groups and specific adsorption of Li+ cannot be verified.
The surface area difference complicates a direct comparison between
these carbons. However, in the case of a specific adsorption of Li+,
the low amount of surface groups of CB2 should be saturated rapidly,
followed by equilibrium (constant potential in dependence of time).
As such a behavior is not observed, a different reaction or absorption
site with high concentration will be postulated later.
Carbon QRE shift characteristics in dependence of electrolyte
and binder.—Further experiments were conducted with AC1, since
the differences of the shift behavior between the various high surface
area carbons were found to be negligible (see Figure 4B). Furthermore,
the focus of the subsequent measurements was to derive qualitative un-
derstanding of the processes occurring and the respective influencing
factors involved.
Only a slight influence of the anion type on the RE initial poten-
tial was seen when comparing LiClO4, LiPF6 and LiTFSI dissolved
in ACN (Table V). The deviations of LiBF4 in ACN and LiPF6 in
EC/DMC indicate differences of the electrical double-layer formed
on the AC surface (for example due to different amount of ions ad-
sorbed) immediately after immersion.14 A tremendous impact of the
type of anion becomes evident when considering the long-term sta-
bility of the RE (Figure 5A). The stability decreases in the following
order: LiTFSI > LiClO4 > LiPF6 > LiBF4. Only slight differences
were observed when replacing ACN with EC/DMC. It is rather sur-
prising that LiBF4 shows the lowest stability of all salts investigated,
even though AC-QRE operating in TEA-BF4 based electrolytes are
reported to be very stable with drifts in the range of 0.2 mV per day.14
Only LiTFSI- and LiClO4-based electrolytes show the characteristic
decay of the potential shift after about 4 d, whereas LiPF6 and LiBF4
leads to ongoing high rates of shifting. PF6− and BF4− are both known
to react with residual water in organic electrolytes to form HF and the
presence of HF could explain the behavior of the RE shift.49,50 The
same trends were also seen for different AC, as can be seen in Figure
S3A and Table S1.
Because of the detrimental effect of fluorine containing anions,
side reactions with fluorine of the binder or with contaminations of the
binder (e.g., manufacturing process residues) of the RE (PTFE) have
to be precluded. The shifted potential of the alternative binder PVP
based RE in 1 M LiClO4 ACN is shown in Figure 5B. It can be seen
that the stability is slightly increased, but still a similar shift with the
same characteristic decay after four days is observed. It is difficult to
quantitatively compare the results of both binders due to the necessary
different production methods: PTFE-based REs were manufactured
dry in an inert atmosphere and the PVP-based RE employed ethanol
as a solvent. Nevertheless, fluorine originating from the binder as
main cause of the reference shift can be excluded due to the marginal
changes observed when exchanging the binder. Following experiments
were conducted with dry fabricated PTFE REs, as this precludes
changes of the carbon surface.
Coherences of carbon surface functionalization and QRE shift
behavior.—It is apparent that the amount of oxygen surface groups
drastically affects the initial potential of the carbon RE (Table V).
Surface functionalization (AC1-N) increases the potential, while de-
functionalization (AC1-V, AC1-H) reduces it. According to Tobias
et al.,51 the immersion potential of high surface electrodes coincides
with the potential of zero charge and can be approximated as (Eq. 1):
Ei = E0 + χ + χs [1]
where E0 is the sum of the potential differences at the interfaces
other than the high surface electrode-solution interface, χ is the sur-
face potential due to surface dipoles like functional groups and χS is
the surface potential due to solvent polarization. The different poten-
tials measured can directly be correlated to variations of χ and χS
due to different quantities of surface functionalities. High amounts
of electron-withdrawing oxygen groups explain the increase of the
potential of AC1-N, while removal of these groups is accompanied by
a decrease of the potential (AC1-V and AC1-H). Although both de-
functionalized carbons were treated at equal temperature conditions
and show only negligible differences in chemical composition (see
Pore structure, carbon structure, and composition of the powder mate-
rials section), a large 80 mV variation of the potential was measured.
A similar effect had been reported by Tobias et al.51 for modified
carbon black electrodes in 0.1 M NaCl aqueous solutions. It was pro-
posed that this could be explained by the electron donating effect of
chemisorbed hydrogen. It is also well-known that the defect structure
of thermally treated activated carbon is drastically affected by the
treatment atmosphere.46,52,53 The thermal removal of oxygen groups
in inert atmosphere results in high energy (isolated unpaired electron
sites) and low energy dangling bonds (divalent in-plane sigma pairs at
the edges of graphene layers).46,52 Contrary, methanation typically re-
moves high-energy sites in hydrogen atmosphere.46,52 Different types
and amounts of dangling bonds present in AC1-V and AC1-H might
also explain the different potentials measured (due to the electron-
withdrawing ability of these sites).
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Figure 6. (A-C) Shifted potential of AC1, AC1-V, AC1-H and AC1-N based RE in 1 M LiClO4 ACN. (D) Comparison of potential shift of AC1 and AC1-N in
1 M LiPF6 ACN. Two cells with each RE are shown to account for the necessity of reproducibility.
The stability of AC1-V based RE in 1 M LiClO4 did only slightly
improve during the first five days compared to the RE produced with
pristine AC1 (Figure 6A). Additionally, no decline of the shifted po-
tential for AC1-V was observed after four days. Although chemically
very similar, a completely different behavior occurred for AC1-H
(Figures 6A–6B). During the first two days, the potential shift was
completely suppressed. The different defect structure developed dur-
ing annealing in hydrogen atmosphere46,52 might also explain this
different behavior of AC1-V and AC1-H. Defects like dangling bonds
are highly reactive sites and it is very likely that the presence of such
defects is also correlated to the stability of the RE. Clearly, the stabiliz-
ing effect of AC1-H started to vanish after two days. Afterwards, high
shifts were observed, comparable to AC1-V. Counter-intuitively, heav-
ily functionalized AC1-N based RE are remarkably resistant with the
lowest potential shift amongst all investigated REs (Figure 6C). The
presence of nitrogen- and oxygen-containing surface groups inhibited
the RE shift in such a way that the potential was solely increased by
10 mV, even after 15 d exposed to the electrolyte. Even in case of de-
manding 1 M LiPF6 ACN electrolytes, a significant improvement of
stability was visible for AC1-N (Figure 6D), while no suppression of
potential shift was retained for AC1-H (Figure S3B). Moreover, first
measurements indicate that that the remarkable stability of AC1-N is
even maintained at elevated temperatures of 40◦C (see Figure S4). At
such temperatures untreated AC1-N shows only a slightly increased
rate of shifting compared to the measurement at 23◦C, while AC1
appears to be less reproducible with high deviations from cell to cell.
These observations suggest that the origin of the shift is an inter-
action between electrolyte species and the carbon surface. A fresh,
hydrogen treated carbon surface is kinetically stabilized during the
first days in 1 M LiClO4 ACN, but a shift of potential is inevitable.
While the mechanism behind this is still unclear, it could be argued
that highly reactive carbon sites are decreased or passivated during
annealing in hydrogen atmosphere. Surface groups probably act as a
barrier between the electrolyte-carbon interface, as can be deduced
from the behavior of AC1-N based RE. Therefore, the interaction
between the electrolyte and the carbon surface will attenuate in the
presence of surface groups. It is impossible that the entire carbon sur-
face area is fully saturated by functional groups, even in case of highly
functionalized AC1-N. Hence, the inhibitory effect of surface func-
tionalities might arise due to blocking/eliminating of specific (highly
reactive) surface sites. For example, it is known that surface functional
groups of activated carbon are predominantly located at the edges of
the graphene layers.46–48 Moreover, basic behavior of oxygen deficient
activated carbon was connected to specific absorption of protons at
Lewis basic sides, mainly at localized π electron pairs at the edges
of graphene sheets.46 Such sites might also attract Li+ ions of the
electrolyte and it could be argued that a similar mechanism involving
Li+ ions (with supplementary protons in case of LiPF6 and LiBF4
based electrolytes) leads to the observed potential shift of the RE
in our case. Physisorbed cations would act as electron-withdrawing
entities, which would increase the potential with increasing amounts
of cations absorbed (similar to the influence of surface groups on
the potential explained above). Hence, an accumulation of absorbed
cations at the carbon surface can explain the increase of RE potential
in dependence of time. Typically, the surface basicity of the car-
bon is lost after re-functionalization with oxygen surface groups.46
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Consequently, the affinity of Li+ to the carbon surface should also
decrease with increasing amount of surface groups (and therefore
improve the QRE stability).
The chemical composition of PTFE-bound electrodes stored for 1 h
and 15 d in 1 M LiClO4 ACN electrolyte changed only insignificantly
(Table S2). Minor differences of the fluorine content were observed,
which are most likely caused by an inhomogeneous PTFE distribution
becoming apparent by the high standard deviation of the measurement
(Table S2). The electrolyte does not contain fluorine and a reaction
of fluorine from the binder as the main reason of the potential shift
was already precluded (see Electrochemical benchmarking of differ-
ent carbons utilized as QRE section). The ratio of C/O and C/Cl of
the electrodes stored in the electrolyte stays almost constant (within
the error range) and no nitrogen was measurable. Hence a chemical
reaction of the carbon electrodes with lithium containing electrolyte
is highly improbable. This supports the hypothesis of Li+ absorption
at specific carbon sites.
Conclusions
In the present study we investigate carbon based QRE for lithium-
salt containing electrolytes, which are reactive toward lithium metal.
PTFE-bound, carbon based QREs were employed and calibrated in
various electrolytes utilizing high and low surface area carbons. An
increase of reference electrode potential is characteristic for all studied
carbons. However, a drastic difference between low and high surface
area carbons was observed. Low surface area carbon based QREs
are impaired by high rates of potential shift (140 mV after 5 d) with
additional sudden and arbitrary fluctuations. On the other hand, all
high surface area carbon based QREs show very low, uniform and
reproducible rates of potential shift (40–50 mV after 5 d). Compared
to LiTFSI and LiClO4 based electrolytes, a drastically increased RE
potential shift was observed in LiPF6 and LiBF4 electrolytes. Contrary,
only a negligible impact of carbon pore size distribution, electrolyte
solvent and binder on the potential shift of the QRE was found.
Activated carbon was functionalized via HNO3 treatment and de-
functionalized via thermal annealing in vacuum and hydrogen atmo-
sphere to investigate the role of surface functionalities on the RE shift.
The degree of surface functionalization was validated via elemental
chemical analysis, XPS and TG-FT-IR characterization. Other impor-
tant material parameters like graphitization, surface area, and porosity
were only marginally affected as confirmed by Raman and gas sorp-
tion measurements. Heavily functionalized (HNO3 treated) AC based
RE showed drastically improved long-term RE stability. Even after 15
days of continuous measurement, the potential of the functionalized
AC based QRE was only marginally altered by 10 mV. Therefore, we
consider functionalized AC as a very promising QRE for the char-
acterization of novel energy storage devices employing lithium-salt
containing electrolytes, unstable versus lithium metal.
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Fig. S1: XPS survey scan of pristine and modified AC1. The spectra were normalized with respect to the 
C1s peak. 
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Fig. S2: Illustration of the voltage shift observed in carbon QRE. 
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Fig. S3: (A) Shifted potential of CB1 based PTFE-bound QRE in various electrolytes. (B) Comparison of 
potential shift of AC1 and AC1-H in 1 M LiPF6 ACN. Two cells were measured with each RE to account 
for the necessity of reproducibility. 
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Fig. S4: (A) Shifted potential of AC1 and AC1-N based PTFE-bound QRE in 1 M LiClO4 ACN at 23 °C and 
at 40 °C. For the 40 °C measurement the cells were placed for 2 h in a climate chamber prior to the 
measurement (in order to reach temperature equilibrium inside the cell). Two cells were measured 
with each RE to account for the necessity of reproducibility. 
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Table S1: Measured initial potential of REs versus HWP of LTO for different reference electrode 
materials in various electrolytes. For the 40 °C measurement the cells were placed for 2 h in a climate 
chamber prior to the measurement (in order to reach temperature equilibrium inside the cell). The 
values are determined from the first cyclic voltammogram recorded. The potential versus Li/Li+ was 
calculated by adding 1.55 V to the respective RE potential. 
RE material  Electrolyte 
Average RE vs. LTO first 
half-wave potential (V) 
RE vs. Li/Li+ (V) 
CB1 LiClO4-ACN +1.462±0.002 +3.012±0.002 
CB1 LiTFSI-ACN +1.448±0.003 +2.998±0.003 
CB1 LiPF6-ACN +1.482±0.006 +3.032±0.006 
CB1 LiPF6-EC/DMC +1.498±0.005 +3.048±0.005 
Li/Li+  LiPF6-EC/DMC -1.549±0.006 +0.001±0.006 
AC1 (40 °C) LiClO4-ACN +1.444±0.002 +2.994±0.002 
AC1-N (40 °C) LiClO4-ACN +1.887±0.001 +3.437±0.002 
 
 
Table S2: XPS elemental analysis of pristine PTFE-bound electrodes and of electrodes stored for 1 h 
respectively 15 d in 1 M LiClO4 ACN solution. The average value and the standard deviation refer to 
measurements at three different local positions. 
Sample 
Average C 
(atom%) 
Average F 
(atom%) 
Average O 
(atom%) 
Average Cl 
(atom%) 
Ratio 
C/O (-) 
Ratio 
C/F (-) 
Ratio 
C/Cl (-) 
pristine 73.3±1.6 22.0±1.9 4.4±0.3 Not traceable 16.6 3.3 - 
1 h 63.4±4.5 28.9±5.8 6.6±1.1 0.5±0.2 9.6 2.2 125.2 
15 d 73.9±5.9 16.7±6.9 8.2±0.9 0.6±0.0 9.1 4.4 127.4 
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Abstract 
We explore different electrode microstructures and the associated implications on the 
electrochemical stability of activated carbon/ lithium titanate (Li4Ti5O12, LTO) composite 
electrodes by incrementally increasing the LTO content. At low LTO concentrations, the 
electrochemical stability is progressively improved with respect to neat activated carbon-
based electrodes. This trend is abruptly changed for high LTO concentrations (72 mass%) as 
the electrolyte starts to decompose unexpectedly far below the electrochemical stability 
boundaries of the single materials. We attribute this to a loss of electrical percolation and local 
degradation spots caused by peculiarities of the carbon distribution: Initially the sub-
micrometer-sized LTO solely occupies spaces between the large, micrometer-sized activated 
carbon. With increasing LTO content, the activated carbon particles get separated in an 
insulating LTO matrix. Electrochemical stability can be reestablished with electronic 
conduction paths of well distributed sub-micrometer-sized carbon black particles. By this way, 
cell degradation can be reduced, and the cycle life of cells with high LTO concentration is 
prolonged from 10 to >36,000 cycles. Finally, we propose a simple method to distinguish cell 
fading caused by electrolyte decomposition from cell fading caused by poor electrical 
percolation.  
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A B S T R A C T
We explore different electrode microstructures and the associated implications on the electrochemical
stability of activated carbon/lithium titanate (Li4Ti5O12, LTO) composite electrodes by incrementally
increasing the LTO content. At low LTO concentrations, the electrochemical stability is progressively
improved with respect to neat activated carbon based electrodes. This trend is abruptly changed for high
LTO concentrations (72 mass%) as the electrolyte starts to decompose unexpectedly far below the
electrochemical stability boundaries of the single materials. We attribute this to a loss of electrical
percolation and local degradation spots caused by peculiarities of the carbon distribution: Initially the
sub-micrometer-sized LTO solely occupies spaces between the large, micrometer-sized activated carbon.
With increasing LTO content the activated carbon particles get separated in an insulating LTO matrix.
Electrochemical stability can be reestablished with electronic conduction paths of well distributed sub-
micrometer-sized carbon black particles. By this way, cell degradation can be reduced and the cycle life of
cells with high LTO concentration is prolonged from 10 to >36,000 cycles. Finally, we propose a simple
method to distinguish cell fading caused by electrolyte decomposition from cell fading caused by poor
electrical percolation.
© 2017 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.
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Energy storage devices, like supercapacitors or lithium-ion
batteries, have evolved to vital components for the steadily
growing electriﬁcation [1]. Conventional supercapacitors consist of
two opposing activated carbon (AC) electrodes and store energy via
ion electrosorption processes [2]. By contrast, the operating
principle of lithium-ion batteries is based on reversible faradaic
reactions and associated Lithium intercalation/de-intercalation
into the structure of the electrode materials [3]. State-of-the art
lithium-ion batteries utilize graphite anodes and are limited to
carbonate electrolytes. These electrolytes are able to form a dense
solid electrolyte interphase (SEI) at the graphite surface and
therefore enable a stable cell operation [4]. Anode materials like
lithium titanate (Li4Ti5O12, LTO), which operate at high potentials* Corresponding author at: Department of Materials Science and Engineering,
Saarland University, Campus D2 2, 66123 Saarbrücken, Germany.
E-mail address: volker.presser@leibniz-inm.de (V. Presser).
1 ISE member.
http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.electacta.2017.07.073
0013-4686/© 2017 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.(>1 V vs. Li/Li+), can circumvent the SEI formation, and access a
wide variety of possible electrolyte alternatives. Additionally, LTO
is characterized by its inherent safety [5], high Coulombic
efﬁciency [6], negligible volume expansion during lithiation [6]
and the cost effective raw materials for synthesis [7]. These unique
material properties did lead to a substantial interest in the
scientiﬁc community, resulting in a progressive improvement of
LTO performance in recent years. Especially the challenging rate
performance, caused by the low intrinsic electronic conductivity,
can be considerably enhanced by the presence of an additional
carbon phase. Besides a direct addition of a conductive carbon into
the LTO electrode [8,9], it was proposed to synthesize LTO-carbon
composite materials like carbon coated LTO [10,11], LTO conﬁned in
nanopores of activated carbon [12] or LTO grafted on carbon
nanotubes [13–17], carbon nanoﬁbers [7,18–20], or graphene
[21–25].
One promising electrolyte alternative for LTO anodes is
acetonitrile (ACN), due to its high lithium-ion conductivity (about
ﬁve times higher as compared to conventional carbonate electro-
lytes) [2], low charge transfer resistance [26], and aluminum
M. Widmaier et al. / Electrochimica Acta 247 (2017) 1006–1018 1007current collector corrosion inhibition properties [27]. Moreover, it
is well-known that the gas evolution in case of high surface area
carbon electrodes is drastically reduced when switching from
carbonate to ACN based electrolytes [28]. Therefore ACN electro-
lyte formulations could also be a conceivable solution to overcome
the problematic gassing issues of LTO anodes [29–33]. Despite
these advantages, ACN electrolytes for LTO-based lithium-ion
batteries are not well investigated and an assessment method for
deﬁning the electrolyte electrochemical stability window (ESW) is
in high demand.
Very recently, Lee et al. [34] reported a rate-dependent
degradation of LTO based anodes. In this study, the capacity
decrease and the increase in resistance during cycling were
reported to be proportional to the current density. It was proposed
that a high current density could lead to ampliﬁed gas generation
(mainly H2O and HF) due to electrolyte decomposition, but the
underlying mechanisms are still under investigation [34].
These degradation mechanisms are important for high-rate
electrode designs, like composite electrodes containing a mixture
of AC and LTO. In the recent years, composite electrodes have
attracted considerable interest in the scientiﬁc community and
several material combinations were proposed [35–42]. The
composite electrodes merge the advantages of capacitive
(supercapacitor-materials, high power and cycle life) and Faradic
(battery-materials, high capacity) charge storage mechanisms in
one electrode. It has been suggested that a synergy between both
materials can be obtained in the composite electrode, as the
presence of AC increases the conductivity of the electrodes [36]
and can act as a “shock absorber” for high currents [41].
Nevertheless, the interactions between battery-materials and
nanoporous carbon (like AC) and the accompanied effects on
the ESW remain poorly understood.
In the present study, we will address above-mentioned issues
and uncover surprising interconnections between the electro-
chemical stability, electrode microstructure, electrical percolation,
and rate-dependent cell degradation. In a ﬁrst step, we will expand
the electrolyte stability determination method of Xu et al. [43,44]
to include the Faradaic charge storage contribution of LTO. For this
purpose, the LTO content will be continuously increased, starting
from a purely capacitive AC electrode. This is accompanied by
drastic changes of the electrode microstructure, which in turn have
stark implications on the ESW. Our ﬁndings shed new light on the
traditional view of electrochemical stability, which is usually not
considered in dependence of the electrode microstructure.
2. Experimental
2.1. Electrode materials and preparation
Steam-activated, coconut-derived activated carbon powder
YP-50F was purchased from Kuraray Chemicals and will be
referred to as AC. Carbon black type C-NERGY C65, referred to as
CB, was obtained from Imerys Graphite & Carbon. Commercial sub-Table 1
Overview of the employed electrode recipes and electrode labelling.
LTO content (mass%) AC content (mass%
0L 0 90 
0LC 0 81 
40L 40 50 
54L 54 36 
72L 72 18 
72L-A 72 18 
72LC 72 9 
72LC-A 72 9 micrometer-sized lithium titanate (lithium titanate, spinel, nano-
powder, <200 nm) was obtained from Sigma Aldrich.
In the following the different electrode compositions will be
distinguished by a number, which reﬂects the LTO content in mass
percent, followed by the addition “L” (Table 1). In some cases, 9
mass% of AC was replaced by 9 mass% CB and the respective
electrodes were labeled with the supplement “C”. All counter
electrodes are based on 0L compositions (i.e., no LTO, just AC). For
some experiments, the LTO powder was manually grinded in a
mortar prior to electrode processing to de-agglomerate LTO and
the respective electrodes were labelled with the addition “-A”. The
counter electrode and the working electrode were prepared by
using a solvent based wet process [45]. In detail, AC and mixtures
of AC with CB and LTO (Table 1) were mixed with isopropanol (for
precise dosages see Table S1) in a DAC400 FVZ speedmixer at
2500 rpm. This treatment was followed by 7 min ultrasonic
treatment and subsequent 4 min supplementary mixing at
2500 rpm. Afterwards, the slurry was transformed to a paste by
adding 10 mass% (dry mass) of dissolved polytetraﬂuoroethylene
(PTFE, 60 mass% solution in water from Sigma Aldrich) combined
with speed-mixing at 800 rpm for 5 min. This paste was manually
kneaded on a glass plate until the consistency of the paste was
sufﬁciently viscous for further processing. An appropriate amount
of electrode paste was placed between two untreated aluminum
foils. This stack was then calendared down in a BLE682 battery
lamination machine by applying a mass of 70 kg and a forward
speed of 10 mm/s. The ﬁnal electrode thickness was adjusted to
175  20 mm for the working electrode and 525  20 mm for the
counter electrode. Two counter electrodes were pressed together
to increase the overall CE capacity and reduce unwanted inﬂuences
of side reactions occurring at the counter electrode.
A dry electrode preparation process inside an argon-ﬁlled
glovebox (MBraun, O2 and H2O < 1 ppm) was used for quasi-
reference electrodes (QRE) based on surface-functionalized AC (as
outlined in more detail in Ref. [45]). Functionalization of AC was
conducted in a nitric acid solution at 95 C for 5 h according to our
procedure described previously [45]. The functionalization of the
AC introduces nitrogen and oxygen containing functional groups
on the carbon surface, which drastically stabilize the QRE stability
[45]. The functionalized AC and PTFE powder (PTFE 6 CN X,
DuPont) were dried at 120 C under vacuum (104mbar) for 12 h
before they were introduced into the glovebox. Afterwards, 0.45 g
carbon powder was mixed with 0.05 g PTFE and grinded in a
mortar until a dry paste forms. Small parts of the latter were then
cut and used as QRE. For convenience and comparability to
literature all QRE potentials stated in this work were calculated to
the well-known Li potential (QRE-potential: 3.442 V vs. Li/Li+) [45].
2.2. Cell preparation and electrochemical measurements
Sheet resistance measurements were made with a custom-built
spring-loaded four-point probe with blunt gold contacts (tip
diameter: 1.5 mm, tip distance: 3 mm). For electrochemical testing,) CB content (mass%) PTFE content (mass%)
0 10
9 10
0 10
0 10
0 10
0 10
9 10
9 10
Fig. 1. SEM micrographs of (A) AC, (B) CB and (C) LTO powders.
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with spring loaded titanium pistons as a three-electrode system, as
described elsewhere [46]. Electrode discs with 12 mm diameter
were punched out of the free-standing electrode ﬁlm, separated by
a glass-ﬁber separator (GF/D from Whatman) and placed on a
carbon-coated aluminum foil current collector (Ranafoil, Toyo
Aluminium K.K.). The assembled cells were dried at 120 C for 12 h
at 104mbar and then transferred to an Ar-ﬁlled glovebox
(MBraun, O2 and H2O < 1 ppm). After cooling, the QRE was placed
on a compressed glass-ﬁber separator (GF/D, from Whatman) in a
cavity close to the WE-CE electrode stack and contacted by a
titanium wire. Afterwards the cells were vacuum-ﬁlled with 1 M
LiClO4 dissolved in acetonitrile (99.9%, water content <10 ppm,
Acros Organics).
Electrochemical measurements were carried out using a
potentiostat/galvanostat CTS LAB from BaSyTec. Cyclic voltam-
metric potential window opening experiments (CVPWOE) were
recorded with a sweep rate of 1 mV/s by incrementally decreasing
the vertex potential to 2.62, 2.37, 2.12, 1.87 V vs. Li/Li+ and then in
0.1 V steps until a Coulombic efﬁciency of 91 % was reached. Every
polarization/de-polarization cycle was repeated three times and
the Coulombic efﬁciency and S-value were calculated from the
third cycle per the procedure described in Section 3.2.
We also calculated the equivalent series resistance (ESR) from
the voltage drop after applying a 50 C pulse in polarization
direction. For this purpose, the cells were polarized with 1 C to the
respective potential to obtain ESR-voltage dependencies. After-
wards this potential was hold for 30 min, to ensure equilibrium
conditions, followed by a 50 C pulse. The voltage drop was read out
100 ms after pulse initiation.
Galvanostatic charge/discharge cycling with potential limita-
tion (GCPL) experiments were conducted between 1.17 V and
2.37 V vs. Li/Li+. The C-rate was calculated from the theoretical
capacity of LTO (175 mAh/g, Ref. [6]) and the measured capacity of
AC in the potential range from 1.17–2.37 V vs. Li/Li+ (36.74 mAh/g,
determined from the CVPWOE) weighted with their respective
content in the electrodes. In case of 1 C, the ﬁrst 10 cycles were
recorded in sequence followed by recording every 10th cycle for
500 cycles. A similarly approach was conducted for rates of 10 C
(ﬁrst 100 cycles in sequence, afterwards every 100th cycle until
reaching 5,000 cycles). The cycle life was approximated by linear
regression of the last 200 (1 C) respectively 2,000 (10 C) cycles for
cells which did not reach the end of life (capacity drops below 80%
of the initial capacity) after 500 respectively 5,000 cycles. The
capacity values stated in this work are given with respect to the
overall active mass (AC + LTO) and all results shown are average
values of two cells. All electrochemical measurements were
conducted at 23  1 C.
2.3. Structural characterization
For cross-section images the electrodes were cut with a scalpel
and ﬁxed with silver glue onto a Si-wafer. Afterwards, the
deformed area of the electrode was removed by ion milling at
6 kV for 1.5 h with a IM4000Plus device from Hitachi. Scanning
electron microscopy (SEM) analysis was carried out with a SUPRA
VP system from Zeiss at an acceleration voltage of 5 kV. The
samples were mounted on a carbon tab and sputter coated with a
thin layer of platinum/palladium prior to the investigation.
3. Results and discussion
3.1. Electrode microstructure and electrical conductivity
In this work, we explore different electrode microstructures
generated by mixing two distinct carbon powders (AC and CB) invarious ratios and combinations with sub-micrometer-sized LTO
powder. AC consists of relatively large, micrometer-sized particles
(d50: 2.2 mm [47]) with an irregular shape and characteristic sharp
edges (Fig. 1A). Contrary, CB is composed of spherical, loosely
connected particles in the sub-micrometer range (d50: 0.2 mm [47],
Fig. 1B). AC is a primarily microporous material with a high speciﬁc
surface area (SSA) of 1293 m2/g, while CB is predominantly non-
porous with interparticle macropores having a SSA of 61 m2/g
(both SSA were calculated via quenched-solid density functional
theory) [45]. The SSA determination, porosity analysis, and a
detailed characterization of the carbon powders can be found
elsewhere [45]. The SEM micrographs of the LTO powder (Fig. 1C)
reveal pronounced agglomeration of LTO primary particles
(<200 nm, Fig. 1C) to form secondary particles in the micrometer
range (50 mm, Fig. S1A).
Fig. 2 shows cross sectional scanning electron micrographs of
the electrodes. Carbon and LTO containing areas can easily be
distinguished due to the large difference in atomic numbers
between titanium (Z = 22) and carbon (Z = 6). The LTO phase shows
Fig. 2. SEM micrographs of the electrode cross section of 40L (A–B), 72L (C–D) and 72LC (E–F). Bright areas correspond to LTO particles, while dark areas can be ascribed to
carbon particles (AC or CB).
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and appears as bright sections in the SEM micrographs. Further-
more, AC can be identiﬁed due to its characteristic irregular shape
and its sharp edges (Fig. 2B, D, F). In case of 40L-based electrodes,
the sub-micrometer LTO particles mainly occupy the space in-
between the larger AC particles. The AC particles are also in closer
proximity, with some direct contacts amongst each other. This
microstructure changes with rising LTO amount as the AC particles
get separated and isolated in the LTO matrix (Fig. 2D). For 72LC, this
isolation is further ampliﬁed due to the decreased overall amount
of AC (Fig. 2F). In this case, a highly-interconnected network of CB
particles in the LTO matrix is formed (Fig. 2F, Fig. S1B). The LTO
phase tends to agglomerate to large secondary particles in theTable 2
Polarization limits of negative electrodes calculated with the Coulombic efﬁciency = 91 
passivation steps, polarization limits are determined for both cases when the Coulomb
1st polarization limit (V vs. Li/Li+) 
0L +0.785  0.032 
0LC +0.779  0.003 
40L +0.713  0.012 
54L +0.686  0.016 
72L +2.097  0.006 
72L-A +2.200  0.007 
72LC +0.554  0.026 
72LC-A +0.542  0.004 micrometer range. These agglomerates can be seen in the
electrodes optically (Fig. S2A, C). To disband the LTO agglomerates,
the LTO powder was manually grinded in an agate mortar. As seen
from light micrographs, this process drastically reduces the
amount of large LTO agglomerates (Fig. S2B, D).
The resulting carbon distribution has a high impact on the
electrical sheet resistance of the electrodes. The sheet resistance
dramatically increases with increasing LTO content (Table 2). From
0L to 40L, the sheet resistance increases from 35 V cm to about
8000 V cm due to the electrical insulating nature of LTO [48]. For
higher LTO contents, the electrical sheet resistance even exceeds
the maximally measurable value. As discussed above, LTO ﬁlls the
space in-between AC particles. Therefore, the electrical current can% criterion and sheet resistance of the electrodes. For electrodes with intermediate
ic efﬁciency drops below 91 %.
2nd polarization limit (V vs. Li/Li+) Sheet resistance (Vcm)
– 35  5
– 8  1
– 8144  4231
– Out of range
+0.621  0.008 Out of range
+0.641  0.006 Out of range
– 29  3
– 99  11
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contact to each other. Even low amounts of LTO already disrupt
signiﬁcantly the electrical pathways. The high statistical scatter of
the sheet resistance for 40L electrodes can be ascribed to a strong
local dependence of the few available electrical pathways. These
pathways can be restored by adding small amounts of sub-
micrometer-sized CB into the electrode (compare 72L and 72LC,
Table 2). In this case, the electrical percolation of the electrode is
provided by the well-distributed and interconnected cluster
network of CB particles. Thus, the sheet resistance is reduced to
a value comparable to 0L electrodes. The improvement of the
electrical conductivity from 72L to 72LC is much more pronounced
as compared to the one from 0L to 0LC. For electrodes only based on
AC (0L), adding CB mainly improves the electrical conductivity by
increasing particle-particle contacts [49]. In this case, the electrical
current is also conducted through the AC particle network. For
72LC, the electrical current is conducted through the CB network
without involvement of the insulating LTO matrix. The growth of
electrical resistance from 72LC to 72LC-A is ascribed to the
destruction of LTO agglomerates. This releases LTO sub-microme-
ter-sized particles into the electrode which were formerly bound in
large agglomerates (Fig. S2). The rising content of sub-micrometer-
sized LTO particles further disrupt the electrical percolation of the
CB network and leads to the increase of sheet resistance in case of
72LC-A.
3.2. Generalization of the conventional S-value approach
The electrochemical stability window is deﬁned as the potential
range at which electrodes can be polarized in an electrolyte with
negligible occurrence of irreversible Faradaic currents [50]. An
operation of a device within these borders will consequently allow
a stable cycling performance of the device. In case of electrical
double-layer capacitors, ESW as high as possible are desired (due to
the quadratic dependence of the energy on the potential). For
Faradaic energy storage, the ESW should be sufﬁciently high to
allow the reversible electrochemical processes taking place.
The ESW is highly dependent on the employed electrolyte
solvent, electrolyte salt, electrode material and electrolyte or
electrode contaminations [50]. It is impossible to accurately
predict an ESW of a certain electrochemical system due to the
variety of interactions between the different components [50]. An
experimental determination of the ESW for a chosen electrode-
electrolyte combination is indispensable. According to Xu et al.
[43,44], the ESW of high surface electrodes can be determined with
the help of cyclic voltammetric potential window opening
experiments and a subsequent determination of a so called S-
value [43,44]:
S ¼ jQF jjQnF j
ð1Þ
where QF is the charge assigned to Faradaic electrolyte decompo-
sition and QnF the non-Faradaic charge associated to reversible
double layer formation. The cathodic charge QC (charge accumu-
lated during polarization) and the anodic charge QA (charge
extracted during de-polarization) can be expressed as [43,44]:
QC ¼ QnF þ QF ð2Þ
QA ¼ QnF ð3Þ
Hence, (Eq. (2)) and (Eq. (3)) can be combined with (Eq. 1) and
result in (Eq. 4) [43,44]:
S ¼ jQC jjQAj
 1 ð4ÞSimilar considerations for anodic territory lead to the deﬁnition
of the S-value in anodic range [43,44]:
S ¼ jQAjjQC j
 1 ð5Þ
Usually the ESW is deﬁned for the polarization potential at
which S exceeds 0.1 (i.e., 10 % of the total charge inserted during
polarization is consumed by parasitic electrolyte decomposition)
[43,44]. The electrochemical implication of Eqs. (4) and (5)
becomes clear when considering the deﬁnition of the Coulombic
efﬁciency, that is, the ratio between charges extracted and inserted
into an electrochemical device. In cathodic regime, the Coulombic
efﬁciency is given by:
Coulombic ef f iciency ¼ jQAjjQC j
ð6Þ
and in anodic regime, the Coulombic efﬁciency reads:
Coulombic ef f iciency ¼ jQC jjQAj
ð7Þ
A generalized expression for the S-value, valid in both anodic
and cathodic ranges, can be written as follows:
S ¼ 1
Coulombic ef f iciency
 1 ð8Þ
Therefore, the S-value is a function of the Coulombic efﬁciency
and the conventional ESW criterion of S = 0.1 can be translated to a
Coulombic efﬁciency of 91 %. The original deﬁnition of the S-value
evaluation (Eq. (1)) implies its applicability to capacitive materials
only, as the reversible charge QnF is ascribed to non-Faradaic
processes. The charge storage mechanism in this case (i.e., double-
layer charging) is known to be highly reversible and any decrease
of the Coulombic efﬁciency necessarily must be associated to a
charge loss caused by electrolyte degradation (if charge loss due to
self-discharge, electrode degeneration or leakage currents is
neglected). The presence of additional reversible Faradaic charge
storage slightly complicates the S-value/Coulombic efﬁciency
evaluation. This is due to the less reversible nature of Faradaic
processes as compared to capacitive charge storage (e.g., due to
material degradation caused by volume changes etc.). Consequent-
ly, any decrease of the Coulombic efﬁciency is a superposition of
the charge loss due to the less reversible character of faradaic
charge storage and the charge loss caused by parasitic electrolyte
degradation. Hence, an S-value/Coulombic efﬁciency evaluation of
the ESW must be performed with caution for Faradaic energy
storage materials.
3.3. Electrolyte electrochemical stability and underpotential
electrolyte decomposition
In this work, we extend the S-value/Coulombic efﬁciency
evaluation to the ESW determination with additional faradaic
charge storage contribution of LTO. The lithium intercalation of LTO
is highly reversible, with only negligible volume expansion in the
fully lithiated state (“zero strain material”) [6]. Therefore, it is
considered as one of the most stable lithium ion battery materials,
proven to withstand thousands of charge-discharge cycles [51–53].
The irreversibility of the Faradaic charge storage process is
negligible during one polarization-depolarization cycle as will
be shown in this section. Accordingly, a decline of the Coulombic
efﬁciency (increases of S-value) is mainly connected to currents
induced by parasitic electrolyte degradation. We must emphasize
that our results should not be regarded as a justiﬁcation of an
S-value/Coulombic efﬁciency evaluation for faradaic contributions
per se. Such an evaluation mandatorily must be considered with
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Fig. 3A–D shows the cyclic voltammetric potential window
opening experiments of electrodes containing different LTO
contents. The cyclic voltammogram of the purely capacitive
electrode (Fig. 3A) shows the typical rectangular shape character-
istic for double layer charging [46,54]. The addition of LTO leads to
sharp peaks at 1.2–1.8 V vs. Li/Li+ (Fig. 3B) caused by reversible Li
intercalation/de-intercalation. These peaks increase in height and
width with increasing LTO content (Fig. 3B–C), while the size of the
rectangular shaped area diminishes. This can be explained by the
different AC to LTO ratios, as the cyclic voltammogram of a
composite electrode is a superposition of AC and LTO current
contributions. Consequently a decreasing AC fraction (i.e., increas-
ing LTO fraction) will lead to an attenuated AC contribution
(decreasing size of rectangle) and an increasing LTO contribution
(lithiation/de-lithiation peaks) in the cyclic voltammogram.
While the lithiation peak of 72 mass% LTO (72L) still follows this
general trend (Fig. 3D), a different behavior is observed during de-
lithiation: The peak of 72L based electrodes is being stretched in
the low polarization region, resulting in a highly asymmetric peak
shape. Peak widening and shifting are typical for overpotential
development (caused by a deterioration of the redox process
kinetics) [55]. Yet, such phenomena typically affect reduction and
oxidation (i.e., lithiation, respective, de-lithiation) in roughly equal
shares, without a drastic effect on peak symmetry [56].
This unique behavior of 72L must be based on LTO charge/
discharge peculiarities. The lithiation of LTO is accompanied by a
phase transformation of the Li-poor phase (Li4Ti5O12) into the Li-
rich phase (Li7Ti5O12) starting from the outer shell of the LTO
particle [8,57,58]. With continued lithiation, the Li-rich phase
propagates further into the LTO particle, thereby transforming the
entire particle into the Li-rich phase (Fig. 4A) [8,57,58]. During
de-lithiation, the Li-rich phase is transformed into the Li-poor
phase according to the same principles (Fig. 4A). Both phases are
distinguished by inherently different electrical conductivities:
Li4Ti5O12 can be considered as an electrical insulator (<1013 S/cmFig. 3. Cyclic voltammetric potential window opening of (A) 0L, (B) 40L, (C) 54L, an[48]), while Li7Ti5O12 has a conductivity comparable to a
semiconductor (about 102 S/cm [59]). This peculiarity combined
with the microstructure of 72L (entire loss of electrical percolation,
Section 3.1) leads to drastic differences during lithiation and de-
lithiation: The electron transport through the LTO matrix is
aggravated due to the missing percolation of carbon particles. At
the beginning of charging, only an insigniﬁcant amount of current
can be passed through the insulating LTO matrix. Only the LTO
particles in direct contact to the current collector will get lithiated
initially, thereby forming a conductive Li-rich layer on their outer
shell. This introduces an electrical contact to neighboring LTO
particles and the resulting cascade-like process, operative during
the progression of lithiation, activates more and more conductive
paths throughout the entire electrode. This process is different as
compared with the mosaic particle-by-particle mechanism in
LiFePO4 electrodes [60,61], as both end-members (Li-rich and Li-
poor phase) are electrical insulators in the latter case.
A similar mechanism occurs during de-lithiation. In this case,
the electronic paths get deactivated rapidly after the initiation of
de-lithiation due to the insulating nature of the de-lithiated phase
formed at the outer shell of the LTO particles (Fig. 4A). Accordingly,
an overpotential emerges, which is ampliﬁed during the advance-
ment of de-lithiation as more electronic pathways become
deactivated. This process results in the observed asymmetric peak
shape. The electrical percolation can be re-established by
exchanging a fraction of micrometer-sized AC of 72L-based
electrodes with sub-micrometer-sized CB. This carbon is much
more effective in providing a percolated conductive carbon
network throughout the electrode compared to AC (Section 3.1).
The cascade-like processes described above are circumvented in
the case of 72LC, as electrons can be conducted without restrictions
via the conductive and well-distributed cluster network of the CB
particles. The symmetrical shape of the de-lithiation peak of 72LC
is therefore restored (Fig. 3D).
We also have determined the ESR between the reference and
the working electrode in dependence of the electrode polarization
(Fig. 4B) to further underpin our conclusions drawn above. The ESRd (D) 72L respective 72LC up to a maximum polarization of 0.772 V vs. Li/Li+.
Fig. 4. (A) Simpliﬁed core-shell model of the spatial positioning of the present two phases in an LTO particle during lithiation and de-lithiation according to Takami et al. [8].
The propagation direction of the respective phase is indicated by the colored arrows. (B) Equivalent series resistance (ESR) between reference and working electrode in
dependence of electrode polarization. (C–D). S-value and Coulombic efﬁciency plot calculated via cyclic voltammetric potential window opening (3rd cycle).
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contributions of the electrode and the electrolyte [62]. In our case,
most ionic contributions are constant from cell to cell. A careful
quantitative analysis of the ESR will therefore allow a comparison
of electronic conductivity differences. In case of 0L electrodes the
ESR does not change during polarization (i.e., the electronic
conductivity is not dependent on the state of charge). The addition
of LTO slightly increases the ESR in case of 40L and 54L electrode
compositions. In the low polarization regime (>1.8 V vs. Li/Li+), this
is mainly caused by an increase of the electrical resistance due to
the substitution of conductive AC by less conductive LTO (Table 2
0L and 40L). With increasing polarization, the ESR slightly
decreases and reaches a minimum at about 1.6 V vs. Li/Li+ for
40L and 54L. We attribute this to a minor lithiation of a narrow
surface layer of LTO outside of the potential regime for a bulk LTO
phase transformation [5] and the associated decrease of the
electrical resistance due to the superior conductivity of the Li-rich
phase. At about 1.6 V vs. Li/Li+, bulk LTO is lithiated and an
additional resistance term arises with further polarization (ESR
increases). This term indicates an increase of the ionic diffusion
resistance of the LTO lattice when lithiating beyond Li7Ti5O12
composition [58,63,64]. For 72L based electrodes, a ﬁvefold higher
ESR is measured in the low polarization regime, reﬂecting the low
degree of electrical percolation. With increasing polarization, we
see a severe drop of the ESR for 72L, which supports the cascade-
like effect described above. In case of 72LC, the percolation is re-
established by a cluster network of sub-micrometer-sized CB
particles and the ESR is decreased by a factor of about ﬁve. These
trends are in-line with the sheet resistance measurements of the
electrode ﬁlms (cf. 72L with 72LC in Table 2) and the peak shape
behavior during cyclic voltammetry.
These differences between 72L and 72LC are comparable to the
peculiarities of single LTO particles and LTO-containing composite
electrodes (LTO, carbon and binder): Single LTO particles arecharacterized by a sharp lithiation and a broad de-lithiation peak,
whereas the composite electrodes do not show differences
between these peaks [8]. In that regard, 72L based electrodes do
behave more comparable to single LTO particles due to the missing
carbon percolation and the abundant LTO-LTO particle contacts.
The S-value and Coulombic efﬁciency is calculated from cyclic
voltammetric potential window opening (Fig. 3A–D) via the
procedure described in Section 3.2 and the results are shown in
Fig. 4C–D. In the following, we refer to the Coulombic efﬁciency
due to its more intuitive electrochemical deﬁnition and its
comparability to the galvanostatic measurements in the last
section. We note that the calculation of an S-value for GCPL is not
common. For the purely capacitive electrode 0L and 0LC the
Coulombic efﬁciency gradually decreases with increasing degree of
polarization (Fig. 4D). The conventional criterion for the ESW of 91
% Coulombic efﬁciency is reached for both material combinations
at about 0.8 V vs Li/Li+ (Table 2). Thus, no signiﬁcant inﬂuence of CB
on the electrochemical stability can be veriﬁed. Nevertheless, the
91% Coulombic efﬁciency criterion should only be considered as an
appraisement of the rough stability boundaries and not as an
absolute value. For example, passivation effects cannot be
uncovered by a simple Coulombic efﬁciency evaluation. A high
initial Coulombic efﬁciency might stabilize with advancing
operation time as the surface gets passivized (Section 3.4).
Nevertheless, the Coulombic efﬁciency criterion ﬁts to the abrupt,
exponential decrease of Coulombic efﬁciency (starting point of
extensive electrolyte decomposition). This can be visualized by the
appearance of a decomposition peak at high degrees of polariza-
tion when comparing Fig. 3B–C (Coulombic efﬁciency >91%) with
Fig. S3A–C (Coulombic efﬁciency <91%).
The addition of LTO increases the stability as can be seen by the
higher Coulombic efﬁciency of 40L electrodes, especially at
potentials <1.5 V vs. Li/Li+. More LTO (40% to 54%) further improves
the stability in this potential range. We conclude that the
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negligible fraction to the Coulombic efﬁciency as the presence of
LTO even improves the Coulombic efﬁciency. Changes of the
Coulombic efﬁciency are mainly connected to currents induced by
parasitic electrolyte degradation and a ﬁrst estimation of the ESW
via the Coulombic efﬁciency is justiﬁed. Sample 72L is found to be
an outlier from the general trends. For 72L based electrodes, we see
a spike in inefﬁciency in the low polarization region (>1.5 V vs.
Li/Li+). With increasing polarization, the Coulombic efﬁciency
increases, followed by a second decline until reaching the
polarization limit.
The inefﬁciency spike can be reduced when restoring the
electrical percolation as can be seen for 72LC based electrodes in
Fig. 4D. Moreover, the drastic decrease of the Coulombic efﬁciency
emerges only when polarizing/de-polarizing in a potential regime
not sufﬁciently high to lithiate bulk LTO, that is, when no electrical
percolation of the Li-rich LTO phase can be provided (lithiation
starts at about 1.6 V vs. Li/Li+). This suggests a connection between
the inefﬁciency spike and electrical percolation of the electrode.
With increasing polarization beyond 1.6 V vs. Li/Li+ the progres-
sively growing electrical percolation provided by the Li-rich phase
combined with electrode passivation effects (see Section 3.4) can
stabilize the Coulombic efﬁciency until the ﬁnal polarization limit
at about 0.6 V vs. Li/Li+ is reached (Table 2). The strong decrease of
the Coulombic efﬁciency at relatively low polarization in the case
of 72L implicates electrolyte degradation far within the stability of
the individual materials, as the ﬁrst polarization limit of 72L is
shifted by about 1.3 V (Table 2) compared to the most instable
electrode (i.e., 0L and 0LC). In the following, this phenomenon will
be referred to as “underpotential electrolyte decomposition”
(Fig. 4C–D), using the common deﬁnition of underpotential
deposition phenomena, that is, the electrolytic deposition of
metals at potentials below the equilibrium potential [65]. We will
give a more detailed explanation of the observed underpotential
electrolyte decomposition for 72L in the next section.Fig. 5. Galvanostatic charge and discharge curves of the 1st (A–B) and 10th (C–D) cycle m
curves in the area between 1.4 and 1.9 V vs. Li/Li+.3.4. Interconnections of C-rate, electrode microstructure, and
electrochemical cycling stability
The conventional ESW criterion according to Xu et al. [43,44]
deﬁnes the electrolyte stability at the point where the Coulombic
efﬁciency falls below 91% (S = 0.1). A device which operates both of
its electrodes to their maximum ESW (determined at the point
where Coulombic efﬁciency < 91%) will further mitigate the device
Coulombic efﬁciency to about 83%, as both electrodes contribute to
the efﬁciency loss. Referring an electrochemical energy storage
device with such a low Coulombic efﬁciency to be stable might
appear counterintuitive in the ﬁrst place. Yet, this approach has
proven its effectiveness throughout literature [43,44,66–68]. This
contradiction can be explained by a passivation with increasing
cycle number and/or time spend in a polarized state. Hence, a low
initial Coulombic efﬁciency can stabilize with increasing operation
time of the device. We see that, for example, for the Coulombic
efﬁciency of 72L based electrodes during the CVPWOE, which is
dependent on the cycle evaluated and increases with increasing
cycle number (Fig. S4).
Although passivation effects are likely dependent on the
electrochemical system under investigation, two general reasons
might be conceivable: (i) Destruction/degradation of highly
reactive areas due to the applied potential (e.g., areas in close
contact to the electrolyte); (ii) coating of highly reactive areas and/
or the active material surface area by electrolyte degradation
products which prevent further electrolyte decomposition (similar
to the solid electrolyte interphase formation on graphite anodes
[69]). For example, it is well-known that polarization of AC, when
using TEA-BF4 in propylene carbonate (PC) or acetonitrile (ACN),
leads to distinct surface deposits which are highly dependent on
the solvent and polarization regime applied [47,70].
The ESW determination via Coulombic efﬁciency evolution
during CVPWOE is highly dependent on the experimental
conditions applied due to the presence of passivation effectseasured at 1 C. The insets of (A) and (C) show a higher magniﬁcation of the charge
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evaluation, polarization step interval and cycle numbers applied
per polarization step). Thus, it should serve as a ﬁrst approximation
of the rough ESW boundaries and a long-term measurement is
needed for a robust assessment of the electrolyte stability. We
applied GCPL in a potential range of 1.17–2.37 V vs. Li/Li+ (Figs. 5
and 6), which are well within the stability criterion of Coulombic
efﬁciency > 91% for all sample materials (Fig. 4D). For the 0L and
0LC based electrodes the expected linear slope resulting from the
purely capacitive double layer charge storage mechanism can be
observed at 1 C (Fig. 5). During the ﬁrst polarization (Fig. 5A), this
constant linear slope is interrupted at a polarization of about
1.3–1.4 V vs. Li/Li+ and merges into a second area with mitigated
sloping in the high polarization region. A deviation from the linear
capacitive behavior indicates that charge is consumed by
additional processes other than ion electrosorption. This charge
is dissipated to parasitic electrolyte degradation as can be
concluded from the complete lack of reversibility during de-
polarization (Fig. 5B). With increasing cycle number, the second
area vanishes due to the passivation of the electrode, resulting in a
purely capacitive behavior over the entire polarization regime
(Fig. 5C). The second area is differently pronounced for 0L and 0LC
and the formerly similar voltage proﬁles start to separate from
each other (Fig. 5A).
The presence of a few percent of CB has a strong impact on the
irreversible charge consumed during the ﬁrst cycle of AC based
electrodes. The impact on the long-term performance of admixed
carbons was investigated before for 1 M TEA-BF4 in ACN and
composite electrodes were always found to be inferior to the
respective single carbon based electrodes [47]. This was ascribed to
water formation when admixing carbons with different basic and
acidic surface groups [47]. In our case, a different mechanism must
be responsible as the presence of CB generally improves (Fig. 7A) or
does not alter (Fig. 7B) the long-term stability compared to
electrodes just based on AC. Additionally, the starting potential ofFig. 6. Galvanostatic charge and discharge curves of the 1st (A–B) and 10th (C–D) cycle m
curves in the area between 1.4 and 1.9 V vs. Li/Li+.electrolyte degradation roughly aligns for both 0L and 0LC based
electrodes (Fig. 5A), which indicates similar degradation origins.
The differences of irreversible charge consumed during the ﬁrst
cycle for 0L and 0LC might be connected to the improved
conductivity of 0LC (Table 2). This could accelerate the kinetics
of Faradaic electrolyte degradation (i.e., reduce the overpotential)
and increase the electrolyte decomposition during the ﬁrst cycles.
With increasing cycle number the electrode get passivized and the
differences of irreversibility between 0L and 0LC become negligible
(Figs. 5 A, C and 7 C). These trends for 0L and 0LC are visible in the
Coulombic efﬁciency evolution of the CVPWOE (Fig. 4D) by the
inﬂexion point of the Coulombic efﬁciency between 1.17–1.27 V vs
Li/Li+ and the general lower Coulombic efﬁciency for 0L for the
subsequent two polarization scans (afterwards the surface gets
passivized and the Coulombic efﬁciency evolution of 0L and 0LC
coalesce again).
The addition of LTO introduces a potential plateau in the voltage
proﬁles (Figs. 5 and 6) caused by the two-phase reaction of LTO
[58]. As expected, this plateau increases with increasing LTO
content. Simultaneously, the slope of the linear region shrinks due
to the decreasing fraction of AC. Both effects are caused by the
different AC to LTO ratios, as the voltage proﬁle of the composite
electrode is a superposition of AC and LTO contributions [37,39].
Consequently a decreasing AC fraction (i.e., increasing LTO fraction)
will lead to an attenuated AC contribution and an increasing LTO
contribution in the voltage proﬁle.
The inﬂexion point of the linear slope in the high polarization
region (after LTO lithiation, Fig. 5A) is still visible for 40L and 54L
based electrodes; however, with progressively decreasing severity.
It can be assumed that the LTO surface is less susceptible to
electrolyte degradation, which is in-line to the CVPWOE observa-
tions described above. According to Fong et al. [71] the electrolyte
decomposition rate scales with the surface area. Therefore, the
inferior stability of AC could be connected to its considerably high
surface area. Additionally, the inﬂexion point of the potentialeasured at 10 C. The insets of (A) and (C) show a higher magniﬁcation of the charge
Fig. 7. Electrochemical cycling stability measured at charging/discharging rates of 1 C (A) and 10 C (B). Calculated Coulombic efﬁciency at 1 C (C) and 10 C (D).
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(0L, 0LC) to 1.3 V (40L) to 1.2 V (54L) vs. Li/Li+, due to the
overpotential caused by the increasing fraction of LTO particles and
the exchange of relatively reactive AC with less reactive LTO. Like
0L and 0LC electrodes, the inﬂexion point vanishes with increasing
cycle number (i.e., electrodes are passivized). For 72L-based
electrodes, the underpotential electrolyte decomposition can be
observed prior to LTO lithiation (see inset of Fig. 5A), in agreement
with CVPWOE. With increasing cycle number, this underpotential
electrolyte decomposition vanishes (Fig. 5C, inset) due to the
passivation of the electrode surface. The re-establishing of the
electrical percolation (72LC) leads to the circumvention of the
underpotential electrolyte decomposition phenomena.
An elevation of the C-rate from 1 C (Fig. 5) to 10 C (Fig. 6)
insigniﬁcantly alters the charging/discharging characteristics of
the purely capacitive electrodes 0L and 0LC due to the fast chargeTable 3
Gravimetric discharge capacity and Coulombic efﬁciency of the ﬁrst cycle and cycle life at
reached at the position of discharge capacities below 80% of the respective initial values. 
without dropping below 80% of the initial cell capacity cycles at 1 C respective 10 C.
C-rate Discharge capacity 1st cycle (mAh/g) 
0L 1C 38.08  0.03 
0L 10C 35.41  0.29 
0LC 1C 39.28  0.08 
0LC 10C 38.15  0.63 
40L 1C 83.96  0.86 
40L 10C 76.41  0.38 
54L 1C 98.85  0.49 
54L 10C 85.54  1.07 
72L 1C 116.16  1.72 
72L 10C 68.05  1.43 
72L-A 1C 109.68  0.83 
72L-A 10C 48.37  1.08 
72LC 1C 131.07  0.58 
72LC 10C 104.84  4.21 
72LC-A 1C 134.46  0.01 
72LC-A 10C 112.26  0.12 storage processes. Almost the same discharge capacity can be
maintained at 10 C as compared to 1 C (Table 3 and 4). The rate-
capability of 0LC is slightly superior to 0L electrodes due to the
improved electrical conductivity. Compared to 1 C, the inﬂexion
point of the linear area due to parasitic electrolyte degradation of
0L and 0LC is shifted to higher polarizations and vanishes entirely
for 40L and 54L. Both effects could be caused by the increased
overpotential of electrolyte reduction with increasing C-rate. At
10 C, the characteristic two phase plateaus of the LTO doped
electrodes start to lose their alignment (Figs. 5 and 6). During the
ﬁrst polarization (Fig. 6A), a clear correlation of the AC content and
the plateau position can be found: A decreasing AC amount
generally shifts the LTO plateau to higher polarizations (40L < 54
L < 72L < 72LC). Consequently, AC decreases the overpotential of
the Faradaic LTO lithiation reaction. This cannot solely be explained
by the increase of electrical resistance with increasing LTO content, 1 respective 10 C of the various electrode composition investigated. The cycle life is
“*” denotes estimated cycle life values for cells withstanding 500 respectively 5,000
Coulombic efﬁciency 1st cycle (%) Cycle life (cycles)
61.40  0.37 330
76.07  0.06 2,200
55.39  0.16 480
71.33  0.17 2,130
85.42  0.61 730*
90.87  0.02 2,550
89.98  0.44 1,240*
91.97  0.05 3,560
84.09 0.81 230
56.80  0.23 10
81.89  0.61 50
57.55  4.05 10
94.77  0.22 7,180*
96.69  0.48 36,380*
91.96  1.10 900*
92.88  0.45 3,210
Table 4
Ratios between 10 C and 1 C of the gravimetric capacity and cycle life for the
different electrode compositions. “Q” stands for the gravimetric discharge capacity,
“CL” for cycle life.
Q10C/Q1C CL10C/CL1C
0L 93 6.67
0LC 97 4.44
40L 91 3.49
54L 87 2.87
72L 59 0.04
72L-A 44 0.20
72LC 80 5.07
72LC-A 83 3.57
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resistive 72LC with high resistive 72L. Therefore, a synergy effect
between the charge storage mechanisms of AC (double layer
charging) and LTO (faradaic Li-intercalation reactions) might
indeed be operative, as proposed previously by Wang et al. [41].
During the de-polarization (Fig. 6B), the overpotential shifts the
LTO de-lithiation reaction to higher potentials. Hence, the
sequence of LTO plateaus positions is inversed. 72L is found to
be an outlier from the general trends during the de-lithiation as the
LTO plateau starts to get distorted into the low polarization region
with increasing charge extracted (Fig. 6B). A greatly reduced rate
capability results (Table 3). These kinetic effects do also reﬂect in
the rate capability of the different electrode compositions (Table 4).
We conclude that the deactivation of the electronic paths, provided
by the Li-rich LTO phase, is more problematic during fast de-
lithiation.
With increasing cycle number, the LTO lithiation plateau of 72L
(Fig. 6B) progressively drifts to higher polarizations and even
reaches comparable values as 72LC (Fig. 6A, C). This decrease of the
electrochemical kinetics of 72L could be attributed to a more
pronounced cell aging compared to 72LC, for example caused by
the formation of surface ﬁlms on the electrode materials.
From the GCPL measurements, we also calculate the discharge
capacity and Coulombic efﬁciency in dependence of the cycle
number (Fig. 7). The capacity is normalized with respect to the
discharge capacity of the ﬁrst cycle to eliminate the interfering
capacity variations of the electrodes caused by the different LTO
content (for the absolute capacity values see Table 3). During the
ﬁrst cycles, a strong decrease of the capacity becomes visible for all
electrodes at all surveyed rates (Fig. 7A–B). Afterwards, the
capacity stabilizes for the subsequent cycles, dependent on the
electrode composition and C-rate. When comparing the Coulombic
efﬁciency values (Fig. 7C–D), we see a progressive increase of
Coulombic efﬁciency during cycling. In alignment with CVPWOE
(Section 3.3), we can correlate any decrease of the Coulombic
efﬁciency to charge dissipated for parasitic electrolyte decompo-
sition. The strong decrease of the electrode capacity during the
initial cycles is caused by excessive electrolyte decomposition on
the highly reactive, “fresh” electrode surface. This process is
attenuated with increasing electrode passivation and the perfor-
mance stabilizes, as described above. During the ﬁrst cycles, the
Coulombic efﬁciency of 0L and 0LC strongly decreases compared to
the CVPWOE measurements with a comparable polarization
maximum (Fig. 4D). In the case of GCPL, 0L- and 0LC-based
electrodes are characterized by low ﬁrst cycle Coulombic
efﬁciencies in the range of about 55–60% at 1 C. With proceeding
cycle number, the Coulombic efﬁciency of 0L and 0LC constantly
increases during GCPL. Thus, the differences between GCPL and
CVPWOE for 0L and 0LC are caused by passivation effects due to the
prehistory which can obscure the Coulombic efﬁciency evaluation
during CVPWOE (electrolyte can already react with the surface
during the ﬁrst low polarization cycles of the CVPWOE). Even after500 cycles at 1 C, the Coulombic efﬁciency does not exceed 98.4%
for 0L and 0LC (99.7% for 72LC for comparison).
The constant, yet attenuated Coulombic efﬁciency (i.e., constant
electrolyte reduction) is also reﬂected in the low cycle life of 0L and
0LC based electrodes (Table 3). With increasing LTO fraction, the
overall Coulombic efﬁciency can be improved (Fig. 7C–D). At the
same time, the cycle life at 1 C is raised by a factor between two
(40L) to ﬁve (54L), which again reﬂects the superior stability of LTO
to withstand electrolyte decomposition. For 72L, this trend is
radically interrupted, very likely due to the observed presence of
underpotential electrolyte decomposition in this case. The
Coulombic efﬁciency stabilizes for 72L with increasing cycle
number, most likely connected to the formation of a passivation
layer on the surface. This passivation seems to be different as
compared to the other electrode compositions. Stark differences in
the layers formed can be assumed, very likely due to the different
onset-potentials of electrolyte reduction. For example, it is well-
known that the chemical composition of the solid electrolyte
interphase (SEI) constructed on graphite anodes is highly
dependent on the applied voltage [69]. A similar behavior could
be assumed in our case. However, a detailed characterization of
such surface ﬁlms is beyond the scope of this study. Additionally,
our results demonstrate that underpotential electrolyte decompo-
sition should be avoided at any price, as can be seen by the 31-fold
increase of the cycle life when restoring the electrical percolation
by changing the electrode composition from 72L to 72LC (at 1 C,
Table 3).
With increasing C-rate, the cycle life of 0L and 0LC drastically
increases. We associate this to the reduced fraction of time spend
within the high polarization regime at higher rates [72] and the
associated mitigated charge loss to parasitic electrolyte reduction
per cycle. When we compare the ratio CL10C/CL1C of the cycle life
during GCPL at 10 C and 1 C (Table 4), we detect remarkable
coherences. By increasing the LTO fraction the ratio decreases
from 0L to 54L and drops below one for 72L. This ratio reﬂects the
ability of an electrode to superiorly resist either fast (CL10C/
CL1C> 1) or low (CL10C/CL1C< 1) charge/discharge conditions.
High values indicate a cell fading primarily caused by electrolyte
instabilities due to the reason explained above. Interestingly the
increased LTO fraction renders the electrodes progressively more
susceptible to high rate cycling. The immediate conclusion would
be that LTO is intrinsically inferior to high rate cycling as
compared to AC. However, a comparison to 72LC based electrodes
reveals the real origin of the inferior stability at high rates: The
decrease of electrical percolation. We associate this to inhomo-
geneous charge or voltage distributions inside the electrode due
to insufﬁcient conductive pathways in case of AC dependent
percolation.
Fig. 8 shows a simpliﬁed two-dimensional model of the
electrode microstructure and the charge-distribution during the
onset of LTO lithiation to illustrate a possible origin of these
inhomogeneities. If the electrical conduction paths are provided by
relatively big carbon particles, like AC, only LTO particles in close
contact to the carbon network are charged initially (Fig. 8A). With
progressed charging, the Li-rich phase can provide the electrical
percolation to lithiate neighboring LTO particles. In this case, the
lower conductivity of Li7Ti5O12 compared to carbon could lead to
inhomogeneous charge or voltage distributions inside the elec-
trode. A strong local dependence of the degradation rate results,
whereby well-connected areas can act as local spots with
accelerated degradation rate. This effect is most pronounced prior
to the onset of lithiation and will mitigate during continuous
charging due to the increasing fraction of the conductive Li-rich
phase. For a well-distributed cluster network of carbon particles in
the sub-micrometer range a drastically enhanced fraction of LTO-
carbon contacts are established. The electrode is charged more
Fig. 8. Simpliﬁed two-dimensional model of electrode cross-sections in case of (A) conduction paths provided by relatively big carbon particles (e.g., AC) and (B) electrical
conduction via a well distributed cluster network of carbon particles in the sub-micrometer range (e.g., CB). The area ratio of carbon-to-LTO (Li4Ti5O12+Li7Ti5O12) is identically
for both cases. Only LTO particles in close contact to the carbon network are assumed to get charged initially.
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lithiated initially (Fig. 8B) and the local degradation spots are
circumvented. These processes will be ampliﬁed during high rate
cycling due to the higher currents applied and the smaller
timescale for every charge-discharge cycle (the distribution/
homogenization of charge and potential differences over the
electrode area are counteracted).
Ultimately, this process results in the underpotential electrolyte
decomposition for the extreme case of the entire loss of electrical
percolation, already at relatively low rates. The decrease of the
CL10C/CL1C ratio with rising LTO content indicates a progressive
transformation from cell fading primarily caused by electrolyte
decomposition (0L) to cell fading due to the loss of electrical
percolation (72L). By restoring the electrical percolation, the cell
fading returns to primarily electrolyte decomposition for 72LC. In
this case, the cycle life at 10 C is raised by a staggering factor of
3,600 from 72L to 72LC. This demonstrates the tremendous impact
of the carbon distribution on the electrochemical stability of LTO-
based electrodes.
We also have investigated the effect of the LTO agglomerates
contained in the composite electrodes (Fig. S2A, C). Initially one
would expect a more stable cell operation from the de-
agglomerated electrodes due to their higher degree of homogeni-
zation (Fig. S2B, D). When comparing the GCPL measurements
(Fig. S5) we can see exactly opposing trends: De-agglomeration
decreases the electrochemical cycling stability for all electrodes at
all rates (Fig. S5 and Table 3). Simultaneously the CL10C/CL1C ratio of
72LC-A decreases as compared to 72LC. We can now associate this
with the inferior electrical percolation after the de-agglomeration
due to the rising content of sub-micrometer sized LTO, which can
disrupt electric conduction paths (Section 3.1). A less homoge-
neous electrode charging results, which in turn decreases the
electrochemical stability according to the processes described
above. Nevertheless, the decreased electrical percolation cannot
explain these results alone, as the cycle life of 72LC-A is in the same
order as 54L (which has a drastically higher resistance, Table 2).
Additional cell fading mechanisms, connected to the de-agglom-
eration of LTO, are therefore very likely. While a detailed
investigation of such effects exceeds the scope of this study, we
believe that a partial destruction of LTO particles and the therefore
increased and/or more reactive surface area are conceivable.
Follow up work should focus on such effects to further illuminate
the underlying degradation mechanisms in this case.
4. Conclusions
In the present study, we have revealed the impact of the
electrode microstructure and electrical percolation on theelectrochemical stability of LTO based energy storage devices.
For this purpose, we have continuously increased the LTO
content of activated carbon-based electrodes. Initially the sub-
micrometer-sized LTO occupies the spaces between the
micrometer-sized activated carbon particles. At very high LTO
concentrations (72 mass%) this microstructure is signiﬁcantly
altered as the activated carbon particles start to get separated in
an insulating LTO matrix.
The microstructure transformation does affect the electro-
chemical stability of the electrodes. Initially an increasing LTO
content was found to enhance the electrochemical stability as
compared to neat activated carbon. We attribute this attenuated
reactivity of LTO to the generally lower surface area as compared to
activated carbon. At high LTO concentrations (72 mass%) an abrupt
disruption of this trend can be observed and the electrolyte starts
to decompose deep within the stability boundaries of neat
activated carbon and all other activated carbon LTO composite
electrodes. We attribute this underpotential electrolyte decompo-
sition to a loss of electrical percolation and local degradation spots
caused by inhomogeneous charge or voltage distributions
throughout the electrode. By exchanging a small fraction of
micrometer-sized activated carbon with sub-micrometer sized
carbon black the electrical percolation can be re-established due to
the formation of a well-distributed carbon cluster network. This
leads to a more homogenous voltage or charge distribution and
consequently circumvents the local degradation spots. The cycle
life is increased from 10 (poor percolation) to 36,000 (good
percolation) cycles, at equal carbon and LTO content of the
electrodes.
By comparing the ratio of the cycle life at high rates to the cycle
life at low rates, we can differentiate between cell degradation
mainly caused by electrolyte decomposition (high values) from
cell fading mainly caused by poor electrical percolation (low
values). This reveals that the composite electrodes get more
susceptible to high rate cycling with increasing LTO content due
to the decreasing degree of electrical percolation. Contrary, if
providing a perfect percolation, LTO based energy storage devices
are only limited by electrolyte degradation, without any problems
to withstand high rates. These results are of particular importance
for the industrial manufacturing of LTO based electrodes, as this
perfect percolation needs to be reliably ensured over huge
electrode areas at relative low conductive carbon contents
(inactive mass is usually kept as low as possible). Moreover,
we are convinced that our results could also be of relevance for
other electrochemical systems, which require electrodes
containing high amounts of weakly conductive materials (e.g.,
LiFePO4 cathodes or solid-state LIBs).
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Figures 
 
Fig. S1: SEM micrographs of LTO (A) and a higher magnification of 72LC based electrodes. 
 
 
 
Fig. S2: Light micrograph of (A) 72L, (B) 72L-A, (C) 72LC, and (D) 72LC-A. The white phase relates to LTO 
agglomerates. 
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Fig. S3: Cyclic voltammetric potential window opening of (A) 0L, (B) 54L, (C) 72L and 72LC up to a 
maximum polarization of 0.472 V vs. Li/Li+. 
 
 
Fig. S4: CE course plot of 72L determined from cyclic voltammetric potential window opening 
experiments in dependence of evaluated cycle. 
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Fig. S5: Electrochemical cycling stability measured at charging/discharging rates of 1 C (A) and 10 C (B) 
of electrodes containing LTO agglomerates (72L, 72LC) and electrodes with a decreased amount of LTO 
agglomerates (72L-A, 72LC-A). Calculated coulombic efficiency at 1 C (C) and 10 C (D). 
 
 
Tables 
Table S1: Overview of the dosages used for electrode manufacturing. The PTFE values stated are given 
with respect to a 60 % water suspension. 
 LTO 
(g) 
AC 
(g) 
CB 
(g) 
PTFE 
(g) 
Isopropanol 
(g) 
0L - 1.876 - 0.347 3.5 
0LC - 1.688 0.188 0.347 3.9 
40L 1.0 1.273 - 0.421 2.2 
54L 1.0 0.667 - 0.309 2.4 
72L 1.5 0.375 - 0.347 2.6 
72L-A 1.5 0.375 - 0.347 2.7 
72LC 1.5 0.188 0.188 0.347 3.9 
72LC-A 1.5 0.188 0.188 0.347 2.7 
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Abstract: 
In recent years, numerous studies have explored ways to overcome the low intrinsic electrical 
conductivity of lithium titanate (Li4Ti5O12, LTO) for energy storage with lithium-ion batteries. 
These approaches almost exclusively considered element doping and elaborate LTO-carbon 
nanocomposites, whereas simple adjustment of the defect concentration remains largely 
unexplored. In our study, we will tune the Ti3+/Ti4+ concentration of a commercial LTO 
nanopowder through oxygen vacancy formation during thermal annealing in a hydrogen 
atmosphere. We investigated the impact of the treatment on material properties like energy 
band structure, electrical conductivity, crystallinity, phase distribution, surface chemistry, and 
particle morphology and correlated these parameters to the electrochemical performance. At 
optimum treatment conditions, the intrinsic electrical conductivity can be greatly improved, 
while circumventing LTO phase transformations or amorphization. This enables the reduction 
of the carbon concentration to 5 mass% while yielding a high electrode capacity of about 
70 mAh/g (82 mAh/g based on active mass) at ultra-high C-rates of 100 C. When combined 
with an activated carbon / lithium manganese oxide composite cathode, an excellent energy 
and power performance of 70 Wh/kg and 47 kW/kg were obtained (82 Wh/kg and 55 kW/kg 
based on active mass), while maintaining 83 % of its energy ratings after 5,000 cycles at 10 C 
(78 % after 15,000 cycles at 100 C). 
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Valence-Tuned Lithium Titanate Nanopowder for High-Rate
Electrochemical Energy Storage
Mathias Widmaier,[a, b] Kristina Pfeifer,[a, c] Lars Bommer,[a] and Volker Presser*[b, d]
In recent years, numerous studies have explored ways to
overcome the low intrinsic electrical conductivity of lithium
titanate (Li4Ti5O12, LTO) for energy storage with lithium-ion
batteries. These approaches almost exclusively considered
element doping and elaborate LTO-carbon nanocomposites,
whereas simple adjustment of the defect concentration remains
largely unexplored. In our study, we tune the Ti3+/Ti4+
concentration of a commercial LTO nanopowder through oxy-
gen vacancy formation during thermal annealing in hydrogen
atmosphere. We investigate the impact of the treatment on
material properties like energy band structure, electrical con-
ductivity, crystallinity, phase distribution, surface chemistry, and
particle morphology, and correlate these parameters to the
electrochemical performance. At optimum treatment condi-
tions, the intrinsic electrical conductivity can be greatly
improved, while circumventing LTO phase transformations or
amorphization. This enables the reduction of the carbon
concentration to 5mass%, while yielding a high electrode
capacity of about 70 mAh/g (82 mAh/g based on active mass)
at ultrahigh C-rates of 100C. When combined with an activated
carbon/lithium manganese oxide composite cathode, an ex-
cellent energy and power performance of 70 Wh/kg and 47 kW/
kg were obtained (82 Wh/kg and 55 kW/kg based on active
mass), while maintaining 83% of its energy ratings after 5000
cycles at 10C (78% after 15000 cycles at 100C).
1. Introduction
Lithium-ion batteries and supercapacitors have become indis-
pensable energy storage devices for the steadily growing
electrification.[1] Lithium-ion batteries store energy via reversible
Faradaic reactions and related lithium intercalation/de-intercala-
tion into host materials.[2] On the contrary, the operating
principle of a conventional supercapacitor is based on ion
electrosorption at the interface of an electrolyte and high
surface area electrodes, such as activated carbon (AC).[3] These
energy storage principles are reflected by the inherently
different properties of both devices: A lithium-ion battery is a
high energy device with moderate power and longevity, while a
supercapacitor possesses a superior power density and cycle
life with an inferior energy density.[4] To overcome the intrinsic
limitations of each of these two technologies, device hybrid-
ization has been explored in recent years.[5–14]
Hybrid supercapacitors, combining the advantages of both
devices, were first introduced in a pioneering study of Amatucci
et al.[5] In this work, an asymmetric hybrid supercapacitor
combined an AC cathode with a lithium titanate anode.
Hybridization can also be realized by combining lithium-ion
battery materials with AC in the same electrode. These
composite electrodes have attracted considerable interest in
the scientific community and several material combinations
have been proposed.[6–14] Additionally beneficial synergistic
effects between both material classes have been observed, as
AC simultaneously decreases the electrode resistivity and can
act as a “shock absorber” for high currents.[7,12]
LTO is a promising lithium-ion battery electrode material for
high rate applications due to its inherent safety, high
Coulombic efficiency, negligible volume expansion during
lithiation, cost effective raw materials for synthesis, and
effective avoidance of the solid electrolyte interphase (SEI)
formation.[15–17] The electrochemical behavior of LTO-based
electrodes may severely deteriorate because of LTO’s poor
intrinsic electronic conductivity of about 1013 S/cm.[14,18] How-
ever, there is an abrupt rise of electrical conductivity for
lithiated LTO (Li7Ti5O12) to about 10
2 S/cm.[19] At present, state-
of-the-art literature appears to have split into two camps:
i.) The electrical conductivity of the lithiated phase (Li7Ti5O12) is
sufficiently high to operate LTO without any or very low
amounts of conductive additives (<5mass%).[20–25] Kinetic
limitations of LTO are mainly caused by sluggish lithium
diffusion and an improvement of electrical conductivity is
not required.[25,26]
ii.) The low electrical conductivity of Li4Ti5O12 deteriorates the
electrochemical performance and large amounts of carbon
are required for high rate operation. In this context, a
variety of LTO-carbon nanocomposites have been proposed;
for example, LTO confined in nanopores of AC,[27] and LTO
grafted on carbon nanotubes,[28–32] carbon nanofibers,[17,33–35]
or graphene.[36–40] The carbon content of the electrode is
often neglected when calculating the capacity (i. e., capacity
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is only normalized to the LTO mass of the electrode). Yet,
such a normalization is questionable as the electrode may
contain up to 20–50mass% carbon and only the perform-
ance of the entire electrode is of importance for an actual
device (not how well a small quantity of LTO performs in a
massive matrix of electrochemically inactive carbon).
The electrical conductivity of carbon and its distribution can
also severely influence the electrochemical stability of a
composite electrode as we have demonstrated recently.[14] LTO
doping (e.g., with Cu2+,[41] Mg2+,[42] Zn2+,[43] Fe3+,[44] Cr3+,[45]
Al3+,[46] Sn4+,[47] Zr4+,[48] Ta5+,[49] V5+,[50] Nb5+,[51] W6+ [52]) is another
effective way to improve the intrinsic electronic conductivity of
LTO. Such doping elements have been reported to reduce a
fraction of Ti4+ into Ti3+ and hence increase the overall electron
concentration.[53] Nevertheless, element doping might entail
additional problems related to the toxicity of certain doping
elements and possible detrimental side reactions.[54]
In 2006, Wolfenstine et al.[55] discovered that Ti3+ valence
states may form during prolonged annealing (36 h) of LTO at
800 8C in hydrogen containing atmosphere, although the root
cause of this effect remained unknown. This simple strategy is
free of waste products and does not require the addition of any
other additional chemicals or catalysts,[56] but has only attracted
little attention in literature so far (especially in contrast to the
large number of studies addressing carbon-LTO nanocompo-
sites or LTO doping). Shen et al.[57] proposed annealing of LTO
nanowire arrays under hydrogen atmosphere to create Ti3+
valence states. A minor shift of the Ti 2p X-ray photoelectron
spectra to lower binding energies after hydrogen treatment
confirmed the formation of Ti3+ valences. This change was
attributed to the formation of OH surface defects after hydro-
gen treatment. Hydrogen treatment was conducted in 5vol%
H2 in Ar at 500–700 8C for 1.5 h, while the pressure or the
impact of the treatment temperature was not specified. Later
work of Qiu et al.[56] was conducted with industrial grade LTO in
high purity H2 gas sourced from a metal-hydride at a high
pressure of 40 bar for 1 h. It was suggested that the elevated
temperature “facilitates the opening of the LTO lattice” while
the high pressure “helps the deep penetration of hydrogen into
the LTO bulk”.[56] In this work, it was also proposed that, besides
OH groups, additionally oxygen vacancies are responsible for
the Ti3+ valence states and the improvement of the rate
performance. The enhanced electrochemical kinetics were
attributed to increased electronic conductivity caused by Ti3+
valence states and a simultaneously improved Li-ion diffusivity
due to larger diffusion pathways in the oxygen-deficient LTO.
Sen et al. conducted hydrogen annealing of LTO nanosheets at
500 8C for 2 h with a heating rate 3 8Cmin1 (pressure not
stated) and concluded that “the introduction of Ti3+ species
and/or oxygen vacancies greatly improves the electronic
conductivity”.[58] Accordingly, current literature on this topic
seems to be inconsistent even on basic aspects like necessity of
pressure, temperature range of the reaction, and the under-
pinning processes causing Ti3+ valence states.
In the current study, we address these issues and provide
comprehensive data to identify crucial temperature ranges of
the reaction. The associated implications on material and
chemical properties (e.g., crystallinity, surface area, particle size,
phase contents, titanium valence state) will be investigated and
connected to the electrochemical behavior of LTO half cells and
LTO-based hybrid supercapacitors. For this purpose, a commer-
cially available lithium titanate nanopowder was heated to
defined temperatures in hydrogen atmosphere, followed by an
immediate cooling to preserve prevailing material properties.
This allows us to adjust the concentration of Ti3+ valences and
to identify the rate limiting factor of a nanoparticulate LTO
electrode.
Experimental Section
Electrode Materials and Electrode Preparation
Steam-activated, coconut-derived activated carbon (AC) powders
YP-50F and YP-80F were purchased from Kuraray Chemicals.
Carbon black (CB) type C-NERGY C65, referred to as CB, was
obtained from Imerys Graphite & Carbon. Commercial lithium
manganese oxide (LMO, type: HPM-7051) and nanometer-sized
lithium titanate (LTO, type: lithium titanate, spinel, nanopowder)
was obtained from Toda Kogyo and Sigma Aldrich, respectively.
LTO was modified in a high temperature furnace (FSW 230/400-
1500-MO/BL/PS, FCT Anlagenbau GmbH) by heating under hydro-
gen at atmospheric pressure with 10 8Cmin1 from room temper-
ature to 500 8C, 600 8C, 800 8C, 900 8C, or 1000 8C and a hydrogen
flow rate of 2 Lmin1. The samples were labelled L (pristine
powder), L/500, L/800, L/900, and L/1000, respectively. Afterwards,
the gas flow was switched to Ar with a flow rate of 2 L/min and the
samples were cooled to room temperature at a rate of 20 8C/min
without any temperature holding steps to preserve the prevailing
material properties. After heat-treatment, the samples were imme-
diately transferred into an Ar-filled glovebox (MBraun, O2 and
H2O<1 ppm) until further use to avoid a re-oxidation of the
material.
For negative electrodes, LTO powder was mixed with different
ratios of CB (Table 1) and 10mass% polyvinylidene fluoride (PVdF)
dissolved in dimethyl sulfoxide in a DAC400 FVZ speed-mixer.
Subsequently, the electrode slurries were doctor bladed on a
carbon-coated aluminum foil current collector (Ranafoil from Toyo
Aluminium). The electrode sheets were dried for two days at
ambient conditions in a fume hood, followed by drying in vacuum
at 120 8C for 12 h. Finally, the dried electrodes were transferred and
stored in an Ar-filled glovebox (MBraun, O2 and H2O<1 ppm).
Dried negative electrodes typically possessed a thickness of 25
5 mm with a material loading of 31 mg/cm2. The different
negative electrode compositions are distinguished by a number,
which reflects the CB content in mass percent, followed by the
Table 1. Overview of the employed anode recipes and labeling.
Sample LTO material LTO content
[mass%]
CB content
[mass%]
PVdF content
[mass%]
0-L Pristine 90 0 10
5-L Pristine 85 5 10
20-L Pristine 70 20 10
5-L/500 500 8C in H2 85 5 10
5-L/600 600 8C in H2 85 5 10
5-L/800 800 8C in H2 85 5 10
5-L/900 900 8C in H2 85 5 10
5-L/1000 1000 8C in H2 85 5 10
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addition “-L” (pristine powder) or”-L/X” where “X” is the treatment
temperature in 8C of the respective modified LTO powder (Table 1).
Positive electrodes were produced by mixing 4.4 g activated
carbon (YP-80F) with 2.4 g lithium manganese oxide, 0.4 g CB, and
0.8 g PVdF in dimethyl sulfoxide utilizing the same electrode
preparation process as for negative electrodes. The dry electrode
thickness was adjusted to 12810 mm at a material loading of 7
1 mg/cm2.
The counter electrode was prepared by mixing YP-50F with
isopropanol in a DAC400 FVZ speed mixer at 2500 rpm.[59] This
treatment was followed by 7 min sonication and subsequent 4 min
mixing at 2500 rpm. Afterwards, the slurry was transformed to a
paste by adding 10 mass% (dry mass) of dissolved polytetrafluoro-
ethylene (PTFE, 60 mass% solution in water from Sigma Aldrich)
combined with speed-mixing at 800 rpm for 5 min. This paste was
manually kneaded on a glass plate until the consistency of the
paste was sufficiently viscous for further processing. An appropriate
amount of electrode paste was placed between two untreated
aluminum foils. This stack was then calendared in a BLE682 battery
lamination machine by applying a mass of 70 kg and a forward
speed of 10 mm/s.
We used a dry electrode preparation process inside an argon-filled
glovebox (MBraun, O2 and H2O<1 ppm) to manufacture quasi-
reference electrodes (QRE) based on surface-functionalized AC, as
outlined in more detail in Ref. [59]. Functionalization of AC was
conducted in a nitric acid solution at 95 8C for 5 h according to our
procedure described in Ref. [59]. The functionalization of AC
introduces nitrogen and oxygen containing functional groups on
the carbon surface, which drastically stabilize the QRE stability.[59]
The functionalized AC and PTFE powders (PTFE 6 CN X, DuPont)
were dried at 120 8C under vacuum for 12 h before being
introduced to the glovebox. Afterwards, 0.45 g carbon powder was
mixed with 0.05 g PTFE and grinded in a mortar until a dry paste
had formed. Small parts of the latter were then cut and used as
QRE. For convenience and comparability to literature, all QRE
potentials stated in this work were calculated to the Li potential.[59]
Cell Preparation and Electrochemical Measurements
For electrochemical testing, we employed a custom-built polyether
ether ketone (PEEK) cell with spring-loaded titanium pistons as a
three-electrode system, as described in Ref. [60]. Electrode discs
with 12 mm diameter were punched out of the electrode films and
separated by a glass-fiber (Whatman GF/D) or cellulose separator
(Nippon Kodoshi) for half-cell cycle life, or half-cell rate capability
measurements and full-cells, respectively. The mass ratio of anode/
cathode of full-cells was adjusted to 0.37. For half-cell cycle life
measurements, two counter electrodes (52520 mm each) were
pressed together and placed on a carbon-coated aluminum foil
current collector (Ranafoil, Toyo Aluminium). In case of half-cell rate
capability measurements, one counter electrode was used instead.
The assembled cells were dried at 120 8C for 12 h at 0.1 Pa and
then transferred to an Ar-filled glovebox (MBraun, O2 and H2O<
1 ppm). After cooling, the QRE was placed on a compressed glass-
fiber separator (GF/D, from Whatman) in a cavity close to the
working electrode/counter electrode stack and contacted by a
titanium wire. Afterwards the cells were vacuum-filled with 1 M
LiClO4 dissolved in acetonitrile (99.9%, water content <10 ppm,
Acros Organics). In addition, individual electrodes were arranged
between titanium positions without the addition of electrolyte, and
a current of 0.001 mA was applied to probe the electrical
percolation.
Electrochemical measurements were carried out using a potentio-
stat/galvanostat CTS LAB from BaSyTec. Cyclic voltammetry was
recorded with a sweep rate of 0.1 mV/s from 1.17–2.37 V. Galvano-
static charge/discharge cycling with potential limitation (GCPL)
experiments were conducted at 1.17–2.37 V vs. Li/Li+ for half-cells
and at 0.8–2.8 V for full-cells. The C-rate was calculated from the
theoretical capacity of LTO (175 mAh/g, Ref.[16]). Half-cell rate
capability measurements were conducted at C-rates between 0.1C
and 200C (same rates for charge and discharge). Full-cells were
cycled at 10C for 100 charge-discharge cycles and then charged at
1C prior to discharging at C-rates between 1C and 1000C. All
electrochemical stability measurements were conducted at 10C
charge/discharge rates. The first 100 cycles were recorded in
sequence, followed by recording every 100th cycle until reaching
5000 cycles. All capacity, energy density, and power density values
stated in this work are given with respect to the entire electrode
mass if not otherwise mentioned and all electrochemical measure-
ments were conducted at 231 8C.
Material Characterization
Thermogravimetric measurements combined with a mass spec-
trometer (TGA-MS) were performed using a STA 409CD – QMS422
from Netzsch under Ar. For measurements using 60% H2 and 40%
He, a STA 429CD from Netzsch coupled with an analytical mass
spectrometer QMG 422 from Balzers was used instead. The samples
were heated to 1000 8C at a rate of 10 8C/min in the respective
atmospheres.
Scanning electron microscopy (SEM) analysis was carried out with a
SUPRA VP system from Zeiss at an acceleration voltage of 5 kV. The
samples were mounted on a carbon tab and sputter coated with a
thin layer of platinum/palladium prior to the investigation.
Transmission electron microscopy (TEM) was performed with a
JEOL 2100F system operating at 120 kV. Samples were prepared by
dispersing and sonicating of the powder samples in isopropanol
and deposition on a copper grid with a lacey carbon film (Gatan).
Nitrogen gas sorption measurements of the carbon powders were
carried out with an Autosorb iQ system (Quantachrome), at the
temperature of liquid nitrogen (196 8C) after outgassing (at 300 8C
for 24 h) at about 102 Pa. The relative pressure range was varied
from 5 ·107 to 1.0 in 68 steps. The specific surface area (SSA) was
calculated with the ASiQwin-software using the Brunauer-Emmett-
Teller (BET) equation[61] in the linear pressure range from 0.01–0.2.
Values for the total pore volume correspond to p/p0=0.95.
[62]
UV-Vis-NIR diffuse reflectance measurements were recorded at
250–2500 nm employing a Cary 5000 UV-Vis-NIR spectrometer
(Agilent) with an integrating sphere (Labsphere). Powder samples
with a thickness of about 500 mm were sandwiched between quartz
glass. The reflectance of the quartz glass was subtracted from all
measured spectra.
X-ray diffraction (XRD) experiments were conducted using a
D8Advance DaVinci-Cu diffractometer (Bruker AXS) with a CuKa X-
ray source, a Bragg-Brentano geometry, a 0.58 aperture stop, and a
LynxEye detector. Rietveld refinement was carried out using TOPAS
software (Bruker AXS).
X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS) was carried out with a PHI
Quantera SXM utilizing monochromatic AlKa emission with an
energy of 1486.6 eV for excitation (50 W, 200 mm spot diameter)
and an angle between sample and analyzer of 458. Survey spectra
were recorded with a step size of 0.8 eV and a pass energy of
224 eV. For high resolution C 1 s and O 1 s spectra, a step size of
0.05 eV and a pass energy of 55 eV were used instead. The C 1 s
maximum which was shifted to 285 eV to calibrate the binding
energies of all recorded spectra. Before the measurements, the
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powder samples were pressed with a steel roller onto indium foils.
Immediately afterwards, the samples were introduced into an
ultrahigh vacuum.
2. Results and Discussion
2.1. Thermal Annealing of LTO in Hydrogen Atmosphere
A reduction of the LTO titanium oxidation state in hydrogen
atmosphere can be explained by the reaction of hydrogen with
lattice oxygen to form oxygen vacancies and water (Eq. 1) or by
the creation of proton defects (Eq. 2). These two reactions can
be expressed by use of the Kro¨ger-Vink notation as follows:
H2 gð Þ þ OxO ¼ H2O gð Þ þ VO ð1Þ
1
2
H2 gð Þ þ OxO ¼ OHO ð2Þ
Both reactions will lead to mass changes of LTO during
annealing under hydrogen: Eq. 1 causes a mass decrease and
Eq. 2 a slight mass increase. We measured TG-MS in hydrogen
and argon atmosphere (Figure 1) to gain more insights into
mechanisms and relevant temperature ranges of the reaction.
Below 450 8C, we observed three distinct regions of mass loss
when thermally annealing in argon and in hydrogen atmos-
phere. These mass changes must be connected to intrinsic
reactions of LTO during thermal annealing, rather than arising
from specific reactions of LTO with hydrogen. In the first and
second region, water desorbs from the sample (Figure 1B) with
maximum rates of mass change centered at 86 8C and 223 8C,
respectively. The low temperature desorption is correlated to
the release of physisorbed water from the surface, while water
desorption at 223 8C is likely connected to the recombination of
OH groups. This temperature aligns with values reported for
recombination in TiO2 for OH by Henderson (217 8C; Ref. [63])
and Hugenschmidt et al. (227 8C; Ref. [64]). At about 400 8C, a
third reaction takes place which releases CO2. Additionally, small
amounts of CO2 desorb in the temperature range of 150–
350 8C. The CO2 desorption could be related to decomposition
of carboxylic groups at the LTO surface and/or of impurities.
At temperatures exceeding 450 8C, the behavior of LTO
annealed in either argon or hydrogen starts to deviate. In argon
atmosphere, no further decomposition reaction is detected, as
the mass remains constant (Figure 1A) and no gaseous species
were observed. By contrast, after annealing in hydrogen, we
see a continued mass loss and a simultaneous water desorption
at 450–1000 8C. Hence, we can correlate this temperature range
to the reaction according to Eq. 1. A shoulder of the differential
thermogravimetry (DTG) curve at 813 8C and an additional small
peak at 940 8C indicate a possible transition of the type of
reaction mechanism in the range of 800–900 8C. Oxygen may
initially be removed from low energy lattice sites until reaching
the maximum reaction rate at about 813 8C. With increasing the
reaction temperature, these oxygen positions continuously
deplete and are replaced by oxygen vacancies. Thereby, the
reaction rate is being reduced and a shoulder of the DTG curve
is observed. For temperatures above 800 8C, the thermal energy
is sufficient to also activate the removal of oxygen located at
high-energy positions and the reaction rate re-accelerates until
reaching its maximum at 940 8C.
Based on these observations, we annealed LTO at 500 8C
(reaction start), 600 8C (early stage of reaction), 800 8C (DTG
shoulder), 900 8C (transition area to second high-temperature
DTG peak), and 1000 8C (post second high-temperature DTG
peak) in a furnace under hydrogen atmosphere to produce
appropriate quantities of modified LTO for further experiments.
For all annealing experiments, we chose conditions alike
applied during the TG measurements for a meaningful
comparability (i. e., same heating rate, no temperature holding
steps, gas flow switched to Ar during cooling to preserve the
prevailing material properties). The samples treated in the
furnace show a mass loss as would be expected from the TG
measurement (Figure 1A). A slightly higher mass than what we
measured with the thermogram for high-temperature treated
samples (L/800, L/900, and L/1000) could be indicative to
absorption of gaseous species and a minor re-oxidation during
follow-up sample transfer (in air).
Figure 1. (A) Thermogravimetric and derivative thermogravimetric (DTG) curve of LTO powder during thermal annealing under argon and hydrogen
atmosphere. The red markers correspond to mass loss measured after treatment of LTO in a high temperature furnace under hydrogen atmosphere. (B) Mass
spectra signals of the gasses evolving during annealing under hydrogen atmosphere.
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Our results confirm a mechanism according to Eq. 1. Never-
theless, proton defects cannot be entirely excluded according
to the TG-MS results, as hydrogen absorption according to
Eq. 2 could be masked by the observed oxygen removal,
especially when considering the large mass difference between
hydrogen and oxygen. The presence of large amounts of OH
groups is relatively unlikely due to the tendency of OH groups
to condensate into water and oxygen vacancies during thermal
annealing.[63] Shin et al.[54] concluded that oxygen vacancies
account for the majority of crystal structure defects for hydro-
gen treated TiO2, as proton defects would equilibrate quickly
due to the much higher mobility as compared to oxygen
vacancies.[54] Hence, proton defects likely play a minor role for
hydrogen treated LTO. The strong hydrogen signal reported by
Qiu et al.[56] using nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR) spectro-
scopy could be caused by chemisorbed water due to the high
tendency for water absorption of the oxygen-deficient samples
caused by the reasons described above, rather than originating
from OH-groups formed during hydrogen treatment. Moreover,
oxygen-deficient LTO (Ref. [65]) and TiO2 (Ref. [66]) surfaces
have been reported to immediately form OH groups after
exposure to atmospheric water due to the high hydrophilicity
of Ti3+;[67] this trend is also supported by our XPS character-
ization below.
We have calculated the chemical composition and oxidation
state of Ti according to the mass loss of the thermogram
recorded at 450–1000 8C for LTO annealed in hydrogen (Table 2)
by assuming Eq. 1 and LTO phase preservation. A mass loss of
1% at a moderate temperature of 800 8C appears relatively
small. Yet, this value translates to about 0.25 oxygen ions
removed per LTO structural unit, as phase preservation can be
assumed at this temperature (see XRD characterization). There-
by, every eighth titanium ion was reduced from Ti4+ to Ti3+ at
800 8C. Accordingly, significant modifications of electronic
properties of the electrode material are anticipated. Further-
more, enough Ti4+ remains for the electrochemical reaction:
three out of five Ti4+ ions have to be reduced to Ti3+ during
lithiation to attain the full theoretical capacity of 175 mAh/g.[16]
2.2. Material Characterization of Reduced LTO Powders
The LTO investigated in this study predominantly consists of
branched chains of fused LTO nanoparticles with about 50 nm
diameter, as can be seen from electron micrographs depicted in
Figure 2A. This microstructure benefits rapid electrolyte pene-
tration through the open pore network and simultaneously
increases the overall electrolyte-electrode interface area. Ac-
cordingly, the Li-diffusion distance in the solid state is
decreased and fast charge and discharge rates are enabled. A
small number of larger particles with a diameter 1 mm in the
network of LTO nanoparticles can be seen from the scanning
electron micrographs. The particle morphology is largely
maintained for modification temperatures of up to 800 8C, as
no changes were observed by SEM and TEM characterization
(Figure 2A–D). However, a stark impact on the optical material
properties can be seen, as the powder changed its color from
white to light blue and then to blue. At temperatures above
800 8C, distinct changes of the powder microstructure occur,
since the powder density starts to rise markedly (Figure 2E–F).
Simultaneously, the color of the samples transforms into dark
blue (900 8C) and finally to black (1000 8C). The LTO nano-
particles start to coalesce to larger primary particles with a
diameter of about 100 nm at 900 8C (Figure 2E, inset). When
adjusting the temperature to 1000 8C, all LTO nanoparticles
were transformed into micrometer-large particles with some
internal porosity (Figure 2F).
Figure 3A shows the optical absorption spectra of the
different LTO samples. The pristine powder exhibits absorption
below 420 nm (3 eV), with its main absorption edge in the
ultraviolet region at about 320 nm (3.9 eV). Accordingly, the
pristine powder appears white, as light in the visible range is
almost entirely reflected. This absorption energy range is typical
for wide-band-gap semiconductors and corresponds to electron
excitation from the filled valence band into the empty
conduction band.[68] The theoretical band gap of LTO was
calculated to be 2.0–2.3 eV,[69,70] but experimentally obtained
results in the range of 3–7 eV align with our findings.[68,71–73]
After heat treatment at 500 8C in hydrogen atmosphere, a wide
absorption band arises centered at around 1200 nm (1 eV).
When further increasing the treatment temperature to 600 8C,
this absorption band becomes more pronounced and broader.
For temperatures exceeding 800 8C, the expansion leads to near
100% absorption in the low energy range up to 2500 nm
(0.5 eV) and a small area at 320–800 nm with only minor
absorption. This behavior strongly suggests additional absorp-
tion in the wavelength region beyond our experimental
limitation of 2500 nm. For highly modified powders (i. e., L/900
and L/1000), absorption at 320–800 nm is further increased and
near 100% absorption over all investigated wavelengths can be
observed for L/1000. We attribute the absorption band to
electron transitions from intra-band-gap energy levels (in-gap
states) to the conduction band.[74] Such in-gap-states have been
reported for oxygen-deficient LTO (Ref. [56]) and TiO2 (Ref. [74–
76]) and are related to oxygen vacancy formation and
associated Ti3+ valence states. Our results suggest that the in-
gap states initially occur at about 1 eV below the conduction
band (absorption maxima). With increasing treatment temper-
ature, the rising Ti3+ content causes the in-gap states to form
energy bands which expand in direction of the conduction and
valence band simultaneously (i. e., absorption band widens). For
Table 2. Temperature dependent mass change of LTO at different temper-
atures with respect to a temperature of 450 8C and calculated oxygen loss,
theoretical LTO formula unit with average Ti oxidation state (OS), number
(#) of Ti3+ respectively Ti4+ ions per LTO formula unit, and Ti3+/Ti4+ ratio
assuming LTO phase preservation.
Temperature
[8C]
Mass
[%]
O
loss
[%]
Formula
unit
Avg.
Ti
OS
#Ti4 #Ti3+ #Ti3+/
#Ti4+
500 99.99 0.02 Li4Ti5O12 4.00 4.99 0.01 <0.01
600 99.88 0.29 Li4Ti5O11.97 3.99 4.93 0.07 0.01
800 99.17 1.98 Li4Ti5O11.76 3.90 4.52 0.48 0.11
900 98.71 3.08 Li4Ti5O11.63 3.85 4.26 0.74 0.17
1000 98.17 4.38 Li4Ti5O11.47 3.79 3.95 1.05 0.27
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highly modified powders, this causes a continuous in-gap band
spreading from the band gap into the conduction band or, at
the very least, up to 0.5 eV below the conduction band
according to the maximum wavelength measurable with our
device. Hence, we confirm electron band structures comparable
to metals in the strongly modified powders, as electrons can
now freely drift due to the coalescence of the occupied “mid-
gap bands” and the empty conduction band. This implies a
strong modification of the electrical conductivity for oxygen-
deficient samples.
Nitrogen sorption isotherms of the LTO powders show a
type II shape, which is typically observed for materials in
absence of micro- or mesopores (Figure 3B).[62] The pristine
powder is characterized by a BET specific surface area (SSA) of
25 m2/g and a pore volume of 0.04 cm3/g due to the nano-
meter-sized primary particles. Only minor changes of the
isotherms and corresponding BET specific surface area (SSA;
Table 3) are observed for temperatures 800 8C, which aligns
with the morphologies observed with electron microscopy (i. e.,
microstructure is conserved/absence of sintering). When further
increasing the temperature, we see a strong decrease of BET
SSA and total pore volume below 4 m2/g and 0.01 cm3/g,
respectively. This reflects the observed sintering of LTO primary
particles and the drastic powder morphology changes of these
samples.
Figure 2. SEM and TEM (inset) micrographs of pristine LTO powder (A) and LTO powder heated to 500 8C (B), 600 8C (C), 800 8C (D), 900 8C (E), and 1000 8C (F)
under hydrogen atmosphere. The insets show digital photographs of the respective powders with identical mass (0.3 g each).
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X-ray diffraction patterns were recorded (Figure 3C) to
examine the crystal structure and crystalline phase content of
the LTO powders. Broad signals, coming from spinel LTO (JCPDS
49–0207), and a minor contribution of rutile TiO2 (JCPDS 21–
1276) were detected in the pristine material. The phase
distribution of the sample was calculated to 99 :1 by mass (LTO/
TiO2,) according to Rietveld refinement of the XRD patterns
(Table 4). After hydrogen annealing, an additional monoclinic
Li2TiO3 (JCPDS 4–009-2812) phase forms and the fraction of
spinel LTO and rutile TiO2 decreases with increasing temper-
ature. The Li2TiO3 phase tends to increase with rising temper-
ature, but does not exceed 8 mass% up to 900 8C. The LTO
crystallinity is largely maintained up to a temperature of 800 8C,
as deduced from the almost constant XRD signal amongst
these samples. For L/900, partial amorphization accompanied
by a contraction of the (111) lattice planes takes place as seen
from a decrease of the XRD signal intensity decreases and a
shift of the (111) reflection to higher diffraction angles, Fig-
ure 3C and Figure S1. This supports our hypothesis of a
transition of the reaction mechanism during annealing in
hydrogen between 800–900 8C, since the removal of high
energy oxygen sites could likely induce the collapse/amorphiza-
tion of the LTO structure via a distorted crystalline transition
state.
It is probable that the amorphization causes the abrupt
microstructure change for the samples treated at 900 8C due
to a higher material diffusivity in the disordered state or even
by liquefaction of the amorphous phase at high temperature.
Figure 3. Material characterization of pristine LTO and LTO powder heated to different temperatures under hydrogen atmosphere. UV-VIS-NIR absorption
spectra (A), gas sorption isotherms (B), X-ray diffraction pattern with indexed position of spinel Li4Ti5O12 lattice planes (C), Ti 2p high-resolution XPS-spectra
and UV/VIS adsorption spectra (D).
Table 3. Specific surface area and pore volume of the pristine and
modified LTO powders.
Sample BET SSA
[m2/g]
Pore volume
[cm3/g]
L 25 0.04
L/500 24 0.04
L/600 19 0.03
L/800 19 0.03
L/900 4 0.01
L/1000 3 0.01
Table 4. Crystalline phase contents according to Rietveld fitting of the
measured X-ray diffraction patterns.
Sample Li4Ti5O12
spinel
[mass%]
TiO2
rutile
[mass%]
Li2TiO3
monoclinic
[mass%]
Li0.57Ti0.86O2
ramsdellite
[mass%]
L 99 1 n.d.[a] n.d.
L/500 94 1 5 n.d.
L/600 94 1 5 n.d.
L/800 92 <1 8 n.d.
L/900 92 n.d. 8 n.d.
L/1000 6 n.d. 21 73
[a] n.d.: not detectable.
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When the temperature reaches 1000 8C, a phase transformation
of LTO mainly to ramsdellite Li0.57Ti0.86O2 (JCPDS 1–070-2365)
and some monoclinic Li2TiO3 takes place (Figure 3C, Table 4).
According to the phase diagrams, LTO starts to decompose at
temperatures above 10155 8C into ramsdellite Li0.57Ti0.86O2 and
monoclinic Li2TiO3.
[77] Hence, the high-temperature phase trans-
formation observed in our case is likely promoted by growing
structural instabilities due to the removal of high energy
oxygen atoms from the LTO lattice at temperatures above
800 8C (Section 2.1.). Initially, this leads to the contraction of the
(111) lattice planes with a subsequent amorphization and phase
transformation.
XPS survey scans were recorded to calculate the near-
surface chemical composition (Table 5). All powders show XPS
signals for Li, C, O, and Ti. For the pristine material, the ratio of
Li/Ti/O elements is about 1 :2 : 6, which should theoretically be
at around 1 :1 : 3 for LTO. The excess amount of Ti and O and its
ratio of 1 : 2 indicates the presence of an additional TiO2 side
phase. According to the XPS elemental chemical composition,
the ratio of LTO to TiO2 is roughly 1 :1. This differs from the
99 :1 ratio determined by XRD characterization and suggests
that the TiO2 phase is either mainly located in near-surface
regions and/or that amorphous TiO2 is present in the sample,
since XPS only probes near-surface regions and XRD solely
detects crystalline phases. About 10 atom% of carbon was
detected in the surface of the pristine powder. Such values can
be caused by surface absorption of impurities from the environ-
ment and are commonly observed for samples which were not
strictly prepared and stored in ultrahigh vacuum conditions.
The near-surface chemical composition is largely maintained for
the modified LTO powders treated at temperatures of up to
900 8C. For L/1000 an abrupt increase of Li and C is observed,
while the Ti amount simultaneously decreases.
All powders show an O 1 s peak centered at about 529.6–
529.9 eV (Figure S2A), and a Li 1 s peak at about 54.2–54.7 eV
(Figure S2C), which are characteristic binding energies of
electrons originating from O respectively Li in metal oxides like
LTO.[65,78] For L/1000, an additional peak arises at 531.7 eV (O 1 s)
and at 55.2 eV (Li 1 s), which can be attributed to oxygen and
lithium ions in Li2CO3.
[78] This is further supported by the C 1 s
peak of L/1000 at 289.9 eV (Figure S2B), which can be assigned
to carboxylic groups.[79–81] Therefore, the observed change of
chemical composition is caused by the formation of a Li2CO3
containing phase at the surface of L/1000. While the exact
origin of this phase remains unclear, surface precipitation of
Li2CO3 during the phase transformation or a chemical reaction
with ambient CO2 during sample transfer is conceivable (i. e.,
caused by the oxophilicity of the highly oxygen-deficient
material). A drift of the XPS peaks to higher binding energies
with increasing treatment temperature can be seen in all high-
resolution XPS spectra, except for the C1s spectra, which was
shifted to 285 eV for calibration. It is unlikely that the observed
drift is caused by surface charging effects, as it is pronounced
to different degrees for the various elements. Several interact-
ing factors could be responsible for the drifting of the XPS
peaks: i) elevation of the Fermi-level caused by the high oxygen
vacancy concentration, ii) change of chemical environment due
to surface phase transformation, and iii) varying degree of near-
surface band bending due to contact formation to distinct
surface phases (e.g., Li2TiO3) and/or surface adsorbates (e.g., O2,
H2O or CO2). Especially latter have been linked to energy band
bending phenomena and binding energy drifts in TiO2.
[82–84] An
adsorption of oxygen-containing species is likely due to the
general high oxophilicity of titanium (especially in its reduced
state; Ref. [84]) and the high oxygen deficiency of the materials
treated at elevated temperatures. This is also supported by the
slightly higher mass of high temperature modified powders (L/
800, L/900, and L/1000) when compared to the thermogram
(Figure 1A). Moreover, the shoulder at 531–533 eV in the O 1 s
spectra for the heat-treated powders suggests a rising tendency
for oxygen and water absorption (especially recognizable for L/
800 and L/900). This shoulder has been connected to hydroxyl
groups formed by chemisorption of water and to chemisorbed
oxygen on LTO and TiO2 surfaces.
[65,66]
The Ti 2p high-resolution XPS spectra (Figure 3D) of the LTO
powders show the high-intensity Ti 2p3/2 peak centered at
458.2–458.6 eV and a low-intensity Ti 2p1/2 peak at 463.9–
464.4 eV. These binding energies are typically observed for
tetravalent titanium.[65,85] The Ti 2p peak intensity of L/1000 is
severely decreased due to the arising Li2CO3 side phase at this
treatment temperature. An additional small shoulder of the
Ti 2p3/2 peak emerges for the treated powders at about 455.6–
457.1 eV, which can be attributed to trivalent titanium.[65,85] Both
components have been fitted by two separate peaks and the
resulting Ti3+/Ti4+ ratio is provided in Table 5. For peak-fitting,
we assumed the Ti3+ component for all samples to obtain
consistent data. Accordingly, small amounts of Ti3+ are also
obtained for the pristine sample. We did not identify a
significant difference of the Ti3+/Ti4+ ratio between the pristine
material and L/500 respectively L/600, while powders treated at
higher temperatures show a minor increase of the Ti3+ species.
The calculated ratio of the XPS measurements for high-temper-
ature treated samples is lower by a factor of 2–5 compared to
the ratio obtained from the TG-MS results (Table 2). Hence, the
chemisorption of gaseous species (O2, H2O, or CO2) during
sample transfer results in a near-surface re-oxidation of
titanium. However, the bulk vacancy concentration is largely
maintained, since reduced LTO is typically stable in air for
weeks/months.[56] Accordingly, XPS results must be carefully
interpreted for valence-tuned LTO and a shift of 2p X-ray
photoelectron spectra, like proposed by Shen et al.,[57] cannot
be seen as evidence for the formation of Ti3+ valence states.
Table 5. XPS elemental analysis and calculated ratio of Ti3+/Ti4+ species of
pristine and of the modified LTO powders. The average value and the
standard deviation refer to measurements at three different positions.
Material Li content
[atom%]
C content
[atom%]
O content
[atom%]
Ti content
[atom%]
Ti3+/Ti4+
L 10.90.4 12.50.3 56.30.3 20.20.2 0.026
L/500 10.60.4 12.40.2 56.50.3 20.60.1 0.024
L/600 10.00.8 12.50.1 56.80.6 20.20.2 0.025
L/800 10.20.5 13.00.3 56.30.2 20.10.2 0.046
L/900 10.51.1 14.20.5 56.10.5 19.20.1 0.062
L/1000 18.31.6 18.90.9 55.00.8 7.11.5 0.053
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Summarizing these data, we see that the bespoken
reduction of titanium oxidation state was successfully achieved
by a simple and rapid process. It consists of fast heating under
hydrogen and subsequent immediate cooling, without the
need for time-consuming/cost-ineffective high-temperature
holding steps or elaborate high-pressure techniques. This
procedure maintains the LTO nanostructure and largely pre-
vents the sintering of particles due to the short timespan in the
high temperature regime. When operating in an appropriate
temperature range (i. e., 800 8C), the titanium oxidation state
can be adjusted, while circumventing LTO phase transforma-
tions or amorphization.
2.3. Understanding the Rate Limitations of Nanoparticulate
Lithium Titanate Electrodes
To enable high power operation of electrochemical energy
storage devices, like hybrid supercapacitors, the solid Li-ion
transport paths through the active materials need to be
minimized, while the electrode/electrolyte interface should be
maximized.[86] This is due to the much higher Li-ion conductivity
of the liquid electrolyte as compared to solid-state Li-ion
diffusion inside the electrode materials.[86] From this point of
view, nanosizing of the active material is a common and
effective approach to resolve this issue. In case of insulating
active materials, like Li4Ti5O12, this can entail additional
challenges with the electrochemical stability, as we have shown
recently.[14] A decreasing particle size of the insulating Li4Ti5O12
will reduce the insulating to conductive particle size ratio
(conductive carbon size is constant). According to Monte Carlo
simulations of He et al.,[87] a reduction of this ratio will raise the
threshold of conductive additive material required for electrical
percolation. Hence, nanometer-sized Li4Ti5O12 is very effectively
disrupting the electrical percolation paths[14] and the electrical
conductivity of a nanopowder may be much more limiting as
compared to a powder with a larger particle size. In the case of
LTO, this only holds if the low electrical conductivity of the Li-
poor phase (Li4Ti5O12) is the rate limiting factor and the
emerging conductive Li-rich phase (Li7Ti5O12) is not sufficient to
provide the required electrical percolation during cell oper-
ation. In a first step, we will clarify this issue via rate capability
assessment of electrodes containing no CB (0-L) and electrodes
with 5mass% respectively 20 mass% CB (5-L respectively 20-L)
as state-of-the-art literature on this topic is contradictory
(Section 1).
To probe the electrical percolation, electrodes were sand-
wiched between two titanium pistons, while applying a current
and measuring the potential between both pistons. For 0-L and
5-L, a pronounced initial voltage increase, followed by a lower
subsequent polarization can be observed (Figure S4A). This
polarization indicates that electrical charge is accumulated
between both pistons due to the insulating nature of these
electrodes (working principle of a parallel plate capacitor).
Accordingly, the carbon concentration for 5-L is not sufficient to
reach the percolation threshold. By contrast, for 20-L no
polarization was detectable due to the high amount of
conductive carbon (i. e., percolation threshold is reached).
The electrochemical rate capability of 0-L, 5-L, and 20-L was
normalized to the total LTO mass of the electrode and the
corresponding data are shown in Figure 4a. At low rates of
0.1C, the LTO capacity is about 160 mAh/g for 5-L, which is
slightly lower as compared to the theoretical value of 175 mAh/
g.[16] Such values are common for commercial materials and
can, for example, be caused by small impurities.[11,56] This implies
that almost all active material particles do possess a sufficient
electrical contact to the current collector. The slightly smaller
values of 0-L are likely connected to a minor amount of
electrically insulated particles, while 20-L is about in the
statistical scatter range of 5-L results. For 20-L, the electrical
percolation is established by the CB matrix. Since 0-L and 5-L
are electrical insulating and do not have a CB percolation
network, the electrical percolation necessarily must be formed
during charging. Electrical percolation is established during
lithiation when electrically conductive, Li-rich LTO is being
formed.[14] With increasing the C-rate, the behavior changes and
we see significant differences between 0-L, 5-L, and 20-L. In
case of carbon-free electrodes, a sharp decline of the LTO
capacity is observed and the capacity drops from about
150 mAh/g to 30 mAh/g when raising the charging/discharging
rate from 0.1C to 20C. We attribute this to a cascade-like effect
which de-activates more and more conductive paths during de-
lithiation when conductive Li-rich phase is being replaced by
the insulating Li-poor phase.[14] At high rates, this process seems
to be amplified due to the smaller timescale of one discharge
cycle and the associated more inhomogeneous distribution of
charge and potential differences throughout the electrode.[14]
Hence, well-connected areas of Li-rich LTO particles will be de-
lithiated at first and the most effective conductive paths are
lost shortly after initiation of the discharge.
The rate performance of 5-L is superior to 0-L, although the
carbon content of 5-L is not sufficient to provide effective
electrical percolation. In this case, the conductive paths are likely
co-provided by CB and Li-rich LTO. Therefore, the conductive
paths are only partially de-activated during fast de-lithiation as
some conductivity can still be maintained by carbon and the
conductivity of the Li-rich phase mostly serves to connect certain
electrode areas. Cells based on 20-L show superior rate perform-
ance as compared to 0-L and 5-L, since electrical percolation is
solely established by the conductive carbon network. Hence, the
high rate behavior of 20-L is not dictated by the arising Li-poor
LTO phase and is limited by intra-particle Li-ion and/or electron
conduction kinetics. The differences between 20-L and 5-L are
likely connected to the small size of the LTO nanoparticles, since
the electrical percolation of conventional micrometer-sized par-
ticles is usually already achieved at carbon contents below
5 mass%.[88–90] From these results, we see that the rate limitation of
nanoparticulate LTO based cells is caused by the low conductivity
of the Li-poor phase. Only when we remove this rate limitation by
increasing the carbon content, this behavior changes and the rate
capability gets determined by intra-particle conductivity limita-
tions. It is insufficient to only consider the high conductivity of the
Li-rich phase to identify the rate limitations of LTO based
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electrodes,[25] since the emerging de-lithiated phase can heavily
disrupt conduction paths during fast de-lithiation.
Our findings are contradictory to the results to Wang et al.
who concluded that “slow ionic transport (not low electronic
conductivity) limits the rate performance of Li4Ti5O12 anodes”.
[26]
In this study, the influence of carbon coatings was investigated.
Non-coated LTO was found to be superior to coated LTO,
although the carbon additive content (10mass%) of the electro-
des was not considered (i. e., carbon concentration might
already be sufficient to provide electrical percolation and
carbon-coating is redundant). Moreover, from determination of
Li-ion diffusion coefficients, the authors concluded that the
“carbon layer hinders lithium ion diffusion into the Li4Ti5O12
lattice” and explains the impaired rate performance.[26] While
this demonstrates that a carbon layer can act as an additional
barrier for lithium ion diffusion under certain circumstances, it
should not be considered as a general evidence for Li-ion
diffusion limitation in LTO based electrodes. Such a conclusion
can only be drawn when specifically modifying the intra-
particle electrical conductivity without impacting Li-diffusion
kinetics. Therefore, our results show that the electrode con-
ductivity can be rate limiting for LTO-based cells, but we cannot
specify if the intra-particle kinetics are either dictated by Li-ion
diffusion or by electrical conductivity.
The electrochemical cycling stability at 10C scales with the
carbon content (Figure 4C). Lower Coulombic efficiencies are
observed during the first cycles of 0-L and 5-L cells. Carbon-free
electrodes drop below 60% of the initial capacity already after
30 cycles, while about 90% of the capacity is maintained for 20-
L even after 5000 charge/discharge cycles. These findings are
consistent with our recent work and likely attributed to local
degradation spots caused by inhomogeneous current/voltage
distribution throughout the electrode for compositions without
carbon or with low carbon content.[14] We conclude that
carbon-free/low carbon content based LTO cells may be
suitable for certain low rate applications, but this deteriorates
the rate capability and electrochemical stability. The usage of
LTO for such applications is questionable considering that these
are critical unique selling points of LTO based cells over other
anode materials with higher capacity (e.g., Sn, Si, or SiOC; Ref.
[91]).
Undoubtedly, a high carbon content greatly improves the
electrochemical performance, but it comes at the expense of a
decreased overall electrode capacity since carbon is electro-
chemically inactive in the operating potential of LTO (Figure 4B).
This performance is of significantly greater importance for
practical application in an electrochemical energy storage
device. For such applications, it is not of interest how well a
small quantity of LTO performs in a massive matrix of carbon;
the main challenge is to achieve a superior performance with
the lowest possible amount of conductive carbon. Therefore,
Figure 4. Rate performance based on active or electrode mass (A,B). Electrochemical cycling stability (C) and Coulombic efficiency at charging/discharging
rates (D) of 10C of electrodes containing LTO with different carbon concentrations.
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increasing the intrinsic electronic conductivity of LTO is the best
solution, as we will show throughout the next section.
2.4. Electrochemical Properties of Modified LTO Powders
The carbon content for all follow-up experiments was kept at
5 mass% since this composition was found to be superior to
carbon-free electrodes and yet possess a high capacity with
respect to the entire electrode mass. At this carbon concen-
tration, the rate capability remains limited by the low
conductive Li-poor phase and an improvement of the intrinsic
electrical conductivity of LTO is required for high rate operation.
In case of 5-L/500 and 5-L/600, the low amount of Ti3+
valence states did not lead to significant enhancement of the
electrical conductivity and the electrode still is electrically
insulating (Figure S4B). By contrast, treatment at higher temper-
atures did lead to massive enhancement of the electrical
conductivity, since no polarization was detectable for these
electrodes (Figure S4B).
At low charge/discharge rates, the capacity of pristine LTO
is maintained for the modified powders L/500, L/600, and L/800
(Figure 5A). This confirms that enough Ti4+ is present to attain
the full LTO capacity. These species are vital for the LTO redox
reaction, as Ti4+ is reduced to Ti3+ during lithiation to ensure
charge neutrality during Li-insertion. The characteristic two-
phase lithiation/de-lithiation mechanisms of LTO is preserved
for all LTO powders as can be deduced from the flat voltage
plateau below 1.6 V vs. Li/Li+ (Figure 6A) and the two redox
peaks between 1.4–1.7 V vs. Li/Li+ of the cyclic voltammograms
(Figure 6C).[92] With increasing treatment temperature, the
voltage plateau position seems to be continuously lowered
towards small potentials vs. Li/Li+ (Figure 6A, inset). A shift of
the voltage plateau may be linked to overpotential develop-
ment due to a deterioration of the redox process kinetics.
However, a rising overpotential would simultaneously force the
lithiation plateau to lower potentials and the de-lithiation
plateau to higher potentials vs. Li/Li+.[14] Since both plateaus are
coincidentally shifted to lower polarizations (e.g., about 30 mV
for 5-L/900), the half-wave potential (HWP) of the LTO lithiation/
de-lithiation reaction seems to be modified for the oxygen-
deficient LTO samples. The HWP is correlated to the energy,
which is required to insert or remove Li-ions into the active
materials.[93] Since the HWP is shifted to higher polarizations for
the modified LTO powders, this energy seems to be increased
in case of the modified powders. Possibly, this is linked to
lattice distortion of the oxygen-deficient samples.[93] A shifting
of the LTO HWP to lower voltages vs. Li/Li+ is beneficial for an
Figure 5. Rate performance (based on electrode mass) (A) including a comparison to literature (B), electrochemical cycling stability (C) and Coulombic
efficiency at charging/discharging rates (D) of 10C of electrodes containing modified LTO. The literature values were converted to electrode mass with active
mass capacities and electrode composition stated in the respective references (Dong-1,[38] Dong-2,[99] Jia,[28] Jung,[107] Kim,[108] Li,[109] Long,[110] Naoi,[17] Ni,[32] Nie,[58]
Qiu,[56] Shen-1,[111] Shen-2,[112] Wang,[103] Yu[113]).
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LTO-based electrochemical energy storage device due to the
proportionality of the energy density to the potential. Below
1.3 V vs. Li/Li+, a small decrease of the voltage profile slope can
be observed (Figure 6A), which may be connected to a minor
lithiation beyond Li7Ti5O12 composition.
[15,94–96] The reaction
seems to be strongly influenced by electrochemical kinetics,
since it was only observed for low rates of 0.1C (Figure 6A–C).
This could be associated to the rising ionic diffusion resistance,
which is observed when the Li-rich phase (Li7Ti5O12) is further
lithiated.[14]
Our data show no additional capacity in the working
potential window of LTO for monoclinic Li2TiO3. This is
consistent with literature, as monoclinic Li2TiO3 has a poor Li-
ion storage capacity of about 20 mAh/g.[97] The latter value
would mathematically translate to an additional contribution to
the overall electrode capacity of about 1 mAh/g in our case.
Since the full capacity of LTO is maintained and the capacity
contribution of the Li2TiO3 side phase is negligible, we can
confirm LTO phase preservation up to treatment temperature
of 800 8C. We conclude that emerging crystalline Li2TiO3 at low
temperatures (800 8C and below) cannot arise from a decom-
position of LTO during heat treatment as this should entail a
simultaneous capacity decrease. It is likely that the observed
rutile TiO2 phase could react with residual Li2CO3 (LTO is usually
synthesized by thermal annealing of TiO2 and Li2CO3; Ref. [55,
98,99]) to form Li2TiO3. This would agree with the observed CO2
release that we measured during thermogravimetric analysis.
However, rutile TiO2 only makes up about 1 mass% of the entire
mass of the pristine LTO and no crystalline Li2CO3 was detected
during XRD characterization. Since the amount of the Li2TiO3
side phase is much larger (about 8mass% for L/800), it must
arise from an amorphous phase or phases, which cannot be
detected by XRD. Such amorphous phases could decompose or
crystallize into monoclinic Li2TiO3 after thermal annealing under
hydrogen atmosphere at temperatures of 800 8C and below.
This hypothesis is supported by the measured capacity of LTO,
which is about 92% of its theoretical capacity (i. e., 8 mass% of
electrochemically inactive impurity phase might be contained
in the pristine LTO). It is reasonable to assume that the
amorphous phases are nearly entirely converted into mono-
clinic Li2TiO3 at 800 8C. Hence, the LTO content only seemingly
decreases, simply due to the rise of an additional crystalline
phase and its impact on the phase distribution. Based on the
entire mass (amorphous and crystalline), the LTO content
remains constant. The capacity for electrodes based on 5-L/900
is decreased by about 12 mAh/g, likely caused by the partial
LTO amorphization, the contraction of the (111) lattice planes,
and/or related to the drastic changes of the particle morphol-
ogy.
The reversible capacity of 5-L/1000 is further decreased to
about 90 mAh/g at low rates (Figure S3), which is related to the
high-temperature phase transformation of LTO into Li2TiO3 and
Li0.57Ti0.86O2. In this case, the capacity is mainly accomplished by
the Li0.57Ti0.86O2 phase as the LTO content in the electrode and
the charge storage capabilities of Li2TiO3 are negligible.
According to literature (e.g., Ref.[100]), Li0.57Ti0.86O2 can reversibly
store about 150 mAh/g, which translates to 130 mAh/g normal-
ized to the electrode mass in our case. The capacity difference
may originate from an incomplete phase transformation with
electrochemically inactive amorphous phases and/or large
particles. According to Tsuyumoto et al.,[101] the black color and
the two differently sloped areas during galvanostatic charging
(Figure S3B) are characteristic for the oxidized ramsdellite-type
lithium titanate (Li0.5TiO2). However, 5-L/1000 electrodes show
an inferior rate capability due to the high amount of Li2TiO3 and
the large active material particle size of this sample. Hence this
Figure 6. Galvanostatic charge and discharge curves normalized to electrode
mass of the 3rd cycle measured at 0.1C (A) and at 100C (B). Cyclic
voltammograms recorded with 0.1 mV/s (C). The inset of (A) shows a higher
magnification of the lithiation/de-lithiation plateau of LTO at 0.1C.
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material is not suitable for high power applications and was not
further investigated.
At high rates, the capacity initially decreases for the weakly
modified sample 5-L/500, is restored for 5-L/600, reaches an
optimum for 5-L/800, and is diminished for 5-L/900 (Figure 5A).
This behavior suggests that an impaired Li-diffusion must arise
with increasing treatment temperature, as the electrical con-
ductivity is tendentially increased due the rising Ti3+ concen-
tration. Since the surface area and powder morphology is
barely altered at temperatures 800 8C, this decreasing Li-
diffusion kinetic must be related to the emerging Li2TiO3 phase
and the associated decreasing fraction of rutile and/or
amorphous TiO2. In fact, small amounts of anatase or rutile TiO2
impurity phases are known to beneficially impact the rate
performance of LTO.[102,103] Moreover, monoclinic Li2TiO3 is a
poor Li-ion conductor[104,105] and its presence likely also
deteriorates the cell performance. For 5-L/500, the aggravation
of Li-ion diffusion outweighs the minor increase of electrical
conductivity and the overall rate performance declines. When
increasing the treatment temperature, the Li2TiO3 content does
only marginally change, whereas the Ti3+/Ti4+ ratio and the
associated electrical conductivity gradually rises. Hence, the
gain in electrical conductivity first compensates (5-L/600) and
then outweighs (5-L/800) the diminishing Li-ion diffusion
kinetics after heat treatment. In case of 5-L/900, the abrupt
change of particle microstructure further decreases the Li-
diffusion kinetics. An increased particle size and the simulta-
neous decreased electrode/electrolyte interface area lead to
increased solid Li-ion diffusion lengths and the positive effect
of electrical conductivity is outweighed. At ultra-high C-rates of
100C, a capacity of about 70 mAh/g is maintained for 5-L/800,
whereas all other samples with equal carbon contents only
deliver capacities of around 15 mAh/g (Figure 6B). These
superior electrochemical kinetics of 5-L/800 can also be
deduced from the sharp redox peaks observed during cyclic
voltammetry measurements (Figure 6C).
While powders treated at 500 8C, 600 8C, and 900 8C are
comparable to the pristine sample, a strong improvement of
the cycling stability is achieved for 5-L/800 (Figure 5C). For this
electrode, about 90% of the initial capacity is remained after
5000 charge/discharge cycles at 10C, which is like electrodes
containing excessive amounts of carbon (20-L). The capacity
decay pattern is almost identical for 5-L/800 and 20-L as both
electrodes show a pronounced declining capacity during the
first cycles and an almost constant capacity for the subsequent
cycles. This is related to the increased fraction of Ti3+/Ti4+ and
the associated increase of electrical conductivity of the
delithiated phase. Furthermore, the increased amount of oxy-
gen vacancies and titanium with Ti3+ valence state does not
alter the electrochemical stability of the cells. Since these
arguments are also valid for 5-L/900, the presence of the
amorphous phase or structural instabilities during cycling
caused by the contracted (111) lattice planes explain the inferior
stability of this sample. For the slightly modified powders L/500
and L/600, the fraction of Ti3+/Ti4+ is too small to strongly
increase the electrical conductivity and these samples show a
similar cycling behavior as the pristine powder. The Coulombic
efficiency decreases when using a higher annealing temper-
ature, for the first cycle and then stabilizes for the subsequent
cycles (Figure 5D). This behavior cannot be caused by inhomo-
geneous current or voltage distribution, as the conductivity of
the modified powders is generally higher than of the pristine
material, and the latter exhibits a low Coulombic efficiency
during all 20 initial cycles (0-L in Figure 4D and Ref. [14]). We
therefore ascribe the low first cycle efficiencies to the reduction
surface adsorbates on the modified powders. Physisorbed
water or OH-species found on the modified LTO powders
(Section 2.2) could be reduced to hydrogen.[3] The declining
Coulombic efficiency, when elevating the treatment temper-
ature, is connected to an increasing amount of surface
absorbates. This reduction only occurs during the first cycle,
without any impact on the subsequent cycles and the beneficial
influence of the improved electrical conductivity outweighs this
effect by far. Thereby, a superior cycling stability of 5-L/800
results.
Electrodes based on 5-L/800 compositions possess a similar
high-power capability and electrochemical cycling stability as
compared to electrodes prepared with excessive amounts of
conductive carbon. Simultaneously, the overall electrode ca-
pacity can be increased by 24% due the reduced amount of
conductive carbon. The superior performance relates to the
increased ratio of Ti3+/Ti4+ and the associated high electrical
conductivity of the de-lithiated phase. Hydrogen treated LTO
challenges state-of-the-art LTO-carbon nanocomposites, espe-
cially at high C-rates above 50C (Figure 5B). This is mainly
attributed to the increased electrical conductivity and the
enabling of high rate capabilities at simultaneously low carbon
concentration.
2.5. Performance of Hybrid Supercapacitors with
Oxygen-Deficient LTO
The superior electrochemical performance of 5-L/800 electrodes
was further demonstrated in a hybrid supercapacitor full-cell
setup. We employed an AC-LMO composite cathode to adapt
to the ultra-high rate capability and high electrode capacity of
the anode. The active mass was set to 65mass% AC and
35mass% LMO to obtain equal shares of charge stored via fast
ion electrosorption at the AC surface and via high capacitive
Faradaic reactions of LMO. To operate both electrodes within
the stability window of the electrolyte, the anode/cathode
mass ratio was adjusted to 0.37. Accordingly, charging the cell
to 2.8 V corresponds to a potential of 4.2 V respectively 1.4 V vs.
Li/Li+ for the cathode and anode, respectively (Figure 7A). The
potential profile of the anode shows a voltage plateau at about
1.6 V vs. Li/Li+ caused by the two-phase reaction of LTO,[92]
while the cathode is characterized by two linear regions with
distinct slope. The voltage profile of a composite electrode is a
superposition of AC and LMO contributions: For voltages below
3.9 V vs. Li/Li+ the charge is solely stored via ion electrosorption
at the interface of an electrolyte and AC, whereas at 3.9–4.2 V
vs. Li/Li+, we also must consider Faradaic charge storage of
LMO and associated Li-ion extraction/insertion.
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We also calculated the gravimetric energy and power
density of the hybrid supercapacitor from GCPL discharge
curves at various rates (g1). The device is characterized by a
high energy density of 70 Wh/kg and an ultra-high maximum
power density of 47 kW/kg. These values correspond to 82 Wh/
kg and 55 kW/kg based on active mass of both electrodes.
About half of the energy can still be maintained, even when
operating the cell with a high power of 20 kW/kg. To the best
of our knowledge, such a remarkable combination of high
power and energy density have not been reported for 3 V
devices so far. Especially in the high-power region above
10 kW/kg this cell concept is superior to other hybrid devices
described in literature (Figure 7B).
During GCPL, the initial discharge energy increases during
the first 60 cycles (Figure 7C). This behavior must be connected
to processes taking place at the cathode, since it did not occur
for LTO half-cells. Zhang et al. recently reported that the
capacity of AC can increase during cycling in an Li-containing
electrolyte.[106] Since we also observed similar effects for AC, it is
likely that the initial energy increase is attributed to the AC
contained in our cathodes. About 83% of the maximum energy
density is maintained after 5000 continuous charge-discharge
cycles at charging/discharging rates of 10C and 100% depth of
discharge. When increasing the rate to 100C, the device
maintains 78% of the maximum energy after 15000 cycles
(Figure S5). Such a behavior is typically observed for high rates,
since the time spent in the high polarization regime is lower
(per cycle) when increasing the charge/discharge rate.[14] These
outstanding device performances underpin the superior elec-
trochemical performance of 5-L/800 electrodes and are a result
of: i) Optimized LTO hydrogen treatment conditions, ii) high
active mass content of the electrodes, iii) lowering of the LTO
plateau positions, and iv) an AC-LMO composite cathode which
is well-adjusted to the ultra-high rate capability of the anode.
3. Conclusions
We have increased the Ti3+/Ti4+ ratio of a commercial lithium
titanate (LTO) nanopowder through thermal annealing in
hydrogen atmosphere. At atmospheric pressure and temper-
atures above 450 8C, the mass loss and simultaneous water
desorption was correlated to the formation of oxygen vacancies
and an associated reduction of titanium valence states from
Ti4+ into Ti3+. This process leads to massive modifications of the
optical properties as the powder changes its color from white
first to blue and finally to black. The color change is a result of
in-gap energy levels caused by oxygen vacancy formation and
associated Ti3+ valence states. These energy levels initially occur
at about 1 eV below the conduction band and transform to in-
gap bands, which spread into the conduction band for highly
modified powders. Hence electrons can freely drift due to the
coalescence of the occupied “mid-gap bands” with the empty
conduction band and the intrinsic electronic conductivity of
LTO is considerably increased.
The particle morphology, surface area, crystallinity, and the
LTO phase content is largely maintained for annealing up to
800 8C as confirmed by SEM, TEM, gas sorption, and XRD
characterization. When further increasing the temperature, the
powder density decreases as the LTO nanoparticles initially start
to coalescence to larger primary particles at 900 8C and finally
transform into micrometer-large particles at 1000 8C. These
processes are accompanied by partial sample amorphization via
a distorted crystalline transition state and LTO phase trans-
Figure 7. Galvanostatic charge and discharge curves at 1 C, including the
voltage profiles of anode and cathode measured against a spectator QRE (A).
Ragone-plot with comparison to literature (B). Electrochemical cycling
stability at charging/discharging rates of 10C of full-cells employing 5-L/800
anodes and activated carbon/LMO composite cathodes normalized to the
entire electrode mass (C). The literature values were converted to electrode
mass with active mass energy/power density and electrode composition
stated in the respective references (Cericola,[10] Dong,[99] Dsoke,[114] Fleisch-
mann,[115] Lee,[116] Tolosa,[117] Wang,[118] Xu[40]).
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formation. We have demonstrated that fast heating of nano-
particulate LTO under hydrogen (10 8C/min) to 800 8C and
subsequent immediate cooling is sufficient to obtain appropri-
ate Ti3+/Ti4+ ratios. This procedure maintains the LTO structure,
prevents the sintering of LTO nanoparticles due to the short
timespan in the high temperature regime and does not require
any additional high-temperature holding steps or elaborate
high-pressure techniques. The associated increase of the
intrinsic electrical conductivity of LTO allows us to operate LTO
electrodes at C-rates above 50C with a minimal carbon
concentration of 5mass%. Such electrodes are highly compet-
itive to elaborate state-of-the-art LTO-carbon nanocomposites
and can deliver a high electrode capacity of about 70 mAh/g
(82 mAh/g based on active mass) at ultra-high rates of 100C.
Pristine LTO electrodes, on the other hand, are impaired by the
low electronic conductivity of the Li-poor LTO phase and
therefore require large amounts of electrochemically inactive
conductive carbon (20mass%).
The superior performance of hydrogen treated LTO was
further demonstrated in a hybrid supercapacitor full-cell set up
against an activated carbon/lithium manganese oxide compo-
site electrode. This device is characterized by an outstanding
energy and power density of 70 Wh/kg respectively 47 kW/kg
(82 Wh/kg respectively 55 kW/kg based on active mass) and a
high electrochemical cycling stability over 5000 charge-dis-
charge cycles (78% after 15000 cycles at 100C).
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Fig. S1: Magnification of the X-ray diffraction pattern of the (111) diffraction peak of spinel Li4Ti5O12. 
 
 
Fig. S2: Material characterization of pristine LTO and LTO powder heated to different temperatures 
under hydrogen atmosphere. O1s (A), C1s (B) and Li1s (C) high-resolution X-ray photoelectron spectra. 
S-3 
 
Fig. S3: Rate performance based on electrode mass (A) and galvanostatic charge and discharge curves 
of the 3rd cycle measured at 0.1 C of electrodes comprising 5 mass% carbon. 
 
 
Fig. S4: Voltage development for electrodes sandwiched between titanium pistons when applying a 
current of 0.001 mA. 
 
 
Fig. S5: Electrochemical cycling stability at charging/discharging rates of 100 C of full-cells employing 
5-L/800 anodes and activated carbon/LMO composite cathodes normalized to the entire electrode 
mass. 
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5. Conclusions and Outlook 
In this thesis, electrode hybridization was investigated to construct hybrid supercapacitors 
based on an optimized combination of commercial LIB and EDLC materials. Due to the large 
number of combination possibilities of electrolytes, active materials and mixing ratios thereof, 
pre-investigations were conducted to deduce the following cell design criterions: 
i) Highly conductive Li-salt containing ACN as the electrolyte. 
ii) AC as EDLC active material. 
iii) Nano-sized LTO as anode LIB material to avoid SEI formation and enable the use of ACN 
as the electrolyte. 
iv) Micrometer-sized LMO as cathode material due to its high safety and good compatibility 
with an ACN electrolyte. 
From a cell design point of view, Li-salt containing ACN is irreplaceable due to its unmatched 
high ionic conductivity and electrochemical stability. The lacking stability of conventional Li-
metal reference electrodes in ACN, however, severely aggravates fundamental and 
quantitative investigations of the individual electrode behavior. Based on this issue, a 
comprehensive study of (modified) carbons was carried out to establish this QRE as a stable 
quasi-reference electrode for unconventional Li-salt containing electrolytes. In this study, 
several key findings were deduced to serve as a guideline for the selection and limitations of 
different carbon materials as QRE: 
i) High surface area carbon-based QREs are generally more stable than low surface area 
carbon QREs. 
ii) Carbon pore size distribution, electrolyte solvent, and binder have only negligible 
influence the stability of the QRE. 
iii) The stability of the QRE is highly affected by the salt employed and decreases in the 
following order LiTFSI>LiClO4>LiPF6>LiBF4. 
iv) The potential drift of common carbons is drastically suppressed if the surface area of AC 
is saturated by oxygen and nitrogen functional groups. After 15 days, the potential of 
heavily functionalized AC only marginally drifts by 10 mV. 
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Functionalized AC was used as QRE for all follow-up experiments and, for the first time, 
enabled accurate long-term characterization of individual HSC electrodes in Li-salt containing 
ACN electrolyte. With this QRE, the rate performance of AC/LTO and AC/LMO composite 
electrodes was investigated. AC/LMO cathodes were found to be limited by Li-ion diffusion in 
the micrometer-sized LMO particles and require a high AC content to enable high rate 
operation. By contrast, the rate capability of AC/LTO electrodes was not impaired by charge 
storage in the nano-sized LTO particles and anodes with high LTO content were identified to 
be an effective approach to enhance the specific energy of HSCs. Increasing the LTO content 
does drastically change the electrode microstructure and, unexpectedly, also the 
electrochemical stability as was outlined in a second publication. The corresponding key 
conclusions and findings are: 
i) The electrode microstructure and electrical percolation of LTO based anodes have a 
considerable impact on the electrochemical stability window. 
ii) At low LTO concentration, the electrochemical stability of composite electrodes is 
constantly improving when increasing LTO concentration. 
iii) At high LTO concentration (72 mass%) the electrolyte decomposes unexpectedly within 
the electrochemical boundaries of the single materials due to poor electrical 
percolation. 
iv) The electrical percolation can be reestablished via exchanging a fraction of AC and 
carbon black. This improves the cycle life from 10 to 36,000 cycles at high LTO 
concentration. 
Thus, very high LTO concentrations severely deteriorate the electrochemical performance of 
the cells due to the low electrical conductivity of LTO in the de-lithiated phase. The most 
obvious approach to compensate this rate limitation is adding high amounts of conductive 
carbon into the electrode. This comes at the expense of a decreased overall electrode capacity 
since the conductive carbon is electrochemically inactive in the voltage range of LTO. 
Therefore, increasing the intrinsic electronic conductivity of LTO via modification of the 
oxygen defect concentration is the best solution as has been shown in the final study. 
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In the final publication, it was demonstrated that: 
i) Oxygen vacancies are formed in LTO at temperatures above 450 °C in a hydrogen 
atmosphere. 
ii) The concentration of oxygen vacancies, Ti3+/Ti4+ ratio and associated electrical 
conductivity increase with rising treatment temperature. 
iii) Treatment at 800 °C under hydrogen drastically increases the electrical conductivity, 
while circumventing undesired LTO phase transformation, amorphization, and particle 
growth. 
The associated increase of the intrinsic electrical conductivity of oxygen deficient LTO allowed 
operating LTO electrodes at C-rates above 50 C with a minimal carbon concentration of 
5 mass%. Such electrodes are highly competitive to elaborate state-of-the-art LTO-carbon 
nanocomposites and can deliver a high electrode capacity of about 70 mAh/g (82 mAh/g when 
normalized to the active mass) at ultra-high rates of 100 C. The performance of pristine LTO 
electrodes is impaired by the low electronic conductivity of the Li-poor LTO phase, and large 
amounts of electrochemically inactive conductive carbon are needed (20 mass%). The 
superior performance of hydrogen-treated LTO was further demonstrated in a HSC full-cell 
setup against an activated carbon / lithium manganese oxide composite electrode. This device 
is characterized by outstanding energy and power ratings of 70 Wh/kg and 47 kW/kg 
(82 Wh/kg and 55 kW/kg normalized to the active mass) and high electrochemical cycling 
stability over 5,000 charge-discharge cycles (78 % after 15,000 cycles at 100 C). Accordingly, 
the specific energy and power were dramatically raised throughout this work by 70 % and 
60 % as compared to prior state-of-the-art (Figure 13). 
 
Figure 13: Ragone-chart of HSC full-cells comparing prior state-of-the-art based on Cericola’s 
cell-design [19] with cells developed in this work. 
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HSC cells were successfully developed which are highly competitive with advanced state-of-
the-art nanocomposites. As opposed to the latter, the developed cells solely employ cost-
effective commercial materials in a highly optimized, synergetic combination. To further push 
this promising cell-concept to its electrochemical limits, follow-up work should investigate 
cathode composition and the cathode LIB material. Particularly the origin of the 
incompatibilities of cathode materials, like LFP, with the ACN electrolyte needs to be clarified 
since this material is reported to be well-suited for nanosizing. Composite electrodes 
employing nanoparticulate LFP could enable higher contents of LIB material, without 
impairing the electrochemical kinetics. Moreover, capacity fading mechanism of LMO in ACN 
electrolyte could be inherently different to the conventional carbonates and should further 
be investigated. 
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